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About This Manual

Objectives

This manual describes the CM Fortran programming interface to the Connection Machine Scientific

Software Library (CMSSL).

This manual describes CMSSL software for the Connection Machine supercomputer, model CM-5.

(Note that throughout this book, statements made about the CM-200 also apply to the CM-2, unless

otherwise noted.)

Intended Audience

Anyone writing CM Fortran programs that use the CMSSL software should read this document.

11J * Organization

This manual is divided into two volumes with fourteen chapters:

Volume I

Chapter 1 Introduction to the CMSSL for CM Fortran
Describes the contents of the CMSSL. Discusses the data types supported and
explains how to perform CMSSL operations on multiple independent data sets
concurrently.

Chapter 2 Using the CMSSL CM Fortran Interface
Explains how to include CMSSL routine definitions in CM Fortran code, and how

to compile, link, and execute CM Fortran programs that call CMSSL routines.

Chapter 3 Dense Matrix Operations
Describes the inner product, 2-norm, outer product, matrix vector multiplication,
vector matrix multiplication, matrix multiplication, and infinity norm routines.

Chapter 4 Sparse Matrix Operations
Describes the routines that perform arbitrary elementwise sparse matrix
operations, arbitrary block sparse matrix operations, and grid sparse matrix
operations.

Version 3.1 Beta 2, January 1993
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Chapter 5 Linear Solvers for Dense Systems
Describes the the Gaussian elimination (LU decomposition) routines, routines that
solve linear systems using Householder transformations (the QR routines), matrix
inversion, and the Gauss-Jordan system solver.

Chapter 6 Linear Solvers for Banded Systems
Describes the banded system factorization and solver routines, which solve
tridiagonal, block tridiagonal, pentadiagonal, and block pentadiagonal systems.

Chapter 7 Iterative Solvers
Describes routines that solve linear systems using Krylov space iterative methods.

Chapter 8 Eigensystem Analysis

Describes routines that perform eigensystem analysis of dense real symmetric
tridiagonal systems, dense Hermitian systems, dense real symmetric systems,
dense real systems, and sparse systems. Included are routines that use the Jacobi
method, a k-step Lanczos method, and a k-step Amoldi method. Also included are
routines that reduce Hermitian matrices to real symmetric tridiagonal form (and
perform the corresponding basis transformation).

Volume II ( i 

Chapter 9 Fast Fourier Transforms
Describes the simple and detailed complex-to-complex FFT routines.

Chapter 10 Ordinary Differential Equations
Describes routines that integrate ordinary differential equations (ODEs) explicitly
using a fifth-order Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg formula.

Chapter 11 Linear Programming
Describes a routine that solves multi-dimensional minimization problems using
the simplex linear programming method.

Chapter 12 Random Number Generators
Describes the Fast and VP random number generators.

Chapter 13 Statistical Analysis
Describes the histogram and range histogram routines.

xiv Version 3.1 Beta 2, January 1993
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Chapter 14 Communication Primitives
Describes the polyshift operation; the all-to-all broadcast; the sparse gather, sparse
scatter, sparse vector gather, sparse vector scatter, and vector move (extract and
deposit) routines; the block gather and scatter utilities; partitioning of an
unstructured mesh and reordering of pointers; the partitioned gather and scatter
utilities; routines that compute block cyclic permutations and permute an array
along an axis; send-to-NEWS and NEWS-to-send reordering; and the
communication compiler.

Revision Information

This is the first edition of this manual.

Acknowledgments

The Center for Research on Parallel Computation at Rice University has contributed to this
release of the CMSSL.

Notation Conventions

The table below displays the notation conventions used in this manual.

Convention Meaning

bold typewriter

boldface sans serif

italics

bold italics

typewriter

% bold typewriter
typewriter

UNIX and CM System Software commands, command options, and file
names.

CM Fortran language elements, such as function and subroutine names
and constants, when they appear embedded in text or in syntax lines.

Parameter names, when they appear embedded in text or syntax lines.

CM arrays, when they appear embedded in text or syntax lines.

Code examples and code fragments.

In interactive examples, user input is shown in bold typewriter
and system output is shown in regular typewriter font.

xvVersion 3.1 Beta 2, January 1993
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Standard Abbreviations for
Matrix Operations and Matrix Types

The following standard abbreviations are used in the CMSSL CM Fortran interfaces to identify

matrix types. Further abbreviations will be introduced as more matrix types are supported.

CMSSL Matrix Type Abbreviations

dense general

dense symmetric
arbitrary elementwise sparse
arbitrary block sparse
grid sparse
tridiagonal
pentadiagonal
block tridiagonal
block pentadiagonal

The following standard abbreviations are used in the CMSSL
matrix operations:

gen
sym
sparse
block_sparse
grid_sparse
gentridiag
genpentadiag
block_tridiag

block_pentadiag

CM Fortran interfaces to identify

CMSSL Matrix Operation Abbreviations

factorization
inversion
multiplication
solver
polyshift

xvi

factor
invert

mult

solve
pshift

Version 3.1 Beta 2, January 1993
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Customer Support

Thinking Machines Customer Support encourages customers to report errors in Connection
Machine operation and to suggest improvements in our products.

When reporting an error, please provide as much information as possible to help us identify and
correct the problem. A code example that failed to execute, a session transcript, the record of a
backtrace, or other such information can greatly reduce the time it takes Thinking Machines to
respond to the report.

To contact Thinking Machines Customer Support:

U.S. Mail: Thinking Machines Corporation
Customer Support
245 First Street
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02142-1264

Internet
Electronic Mail:

uucp
Electronic Mail:

Telephone:

customer-support@think.com

ames! think! customer-support

(617) 234-4000

(617) 876-1111

f , _
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Chapter 9

Fast Fourier Transforms

This chapter describes the CM Fortran interface to the CMSSL Fast Fourier
Transforms (FFI's). One section is devoted to each of the following topics:

· the CMSSL FFT library calls

· the complex-to-complex FFT (CCFFT)

· references

>I i: * This chapter assumes a basic understanding of Fourier Transforms.

NOTE

The complex-to-complex Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) in-
cluded in this Beta release on the CM-5 is pre-release software.
The performance of this pre-release FFT is very poor; it is in-
cluded only to prevent existing code from breaking. A later
release containing full support for the complex-to-complex FFT
is planned. In addition, in this Beta release of the complex-to-
complex FFT, whenever the operand array has a layout
directive, an interface block is necessary; see Section 9.2.4
below for details and an example.

~~~~~ nnx~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i~~~~~~~~ r ; ~ ~ ~ ~ ***
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9.1 The CMSSL FFT Library Calls

The CMSSL provides two FFT user interfaces:

* The Simple FFI: This interface is used to transform a data set in the same
direction along all axes. You can use the simple FFT to perform multidi-
mensional FFTs, but not to perform multiple independent FFTs
concurrently.

* The Detailed FFT. This interface provides (at the cost of added interface
complexity) a great deal of flexibility, including support for multiple in-
stances. For each axis of a multidimensional array, the Detailed FFT
allows you to choose the following:

* Whether a transform is performed along the axis, and if so, in which
direction (forward or inverse).

* The address ordering (normal or bit-reversed) used to store input
and output data values along the axis.

* The scaling factor (none, axis length, or square root of axis length)
applied to the transform results. At the end of the FFT, each element
of the array is divided by the product of the scaling factors. (The
axes for which you specified "none" as the scaling factor do not
contribute to this product.)

These features are described in the man pages later in this chapter.

To perform an FFT, you must follow these steps:

1. Call the fft_setup routine.

This routine computes internal values (including twiddle factors), allo-
cates an internal FFT setup object, and computes an FFT setup ID, which
you must then use as an argument in all subsequent Simple FFT, Detailed
FFT, and deallocation calls associated with this setup call.

2. Call the fit or fft_detailed routine.

These routines execute the Simple and Detailed FFTs, respectively. You
may follow one call to the setup routine with multiple calls to these rou-
tines. However, the result of a call to the setup routine can only be used
for arrays with the same rank, axis extents, layout directives, and data type
as the array supplied in the setup routine. If any of these parameters
change, you must call fft_setup again to create another setup structure.
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3. Call the deallocatejftLsetup routine.

This routine deallocates a specified FFT setup strucure and frees the stor-
age space it required.

You may have more than one setup ID active at a time; that is, you may call the
setup routine more than once before deallocating any setup IDs. When you call
ft, fftdetailed, or deallocate_ft_setup, you must be sure to provide the correct

setup ID.

)' i
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9.2 Complex-to-Complex FFT

The CMSSL complex-to-complex FFT is a Discrete Fourier Transform in which
the same call is used to specify a one-dimensional or multidimensional transform
on any legal array of floating-point data. For example, in Fourier Analysis Cyclic
Reduction (FACR) for a three-dimensional problem (see references 1, 6, 16, and
18 in Section 9.3), the data array has at least three axes. You may choose to per-
form Fourier transformation on planes represented by two of the axes, while
tridiagonal systems of equations are solved along the third axis.

9.2.1 Butterfly Computations, Twiddle Factors,
and the CCFFT Setup Phase

The CMSSL FFT is of the Cooley-Tukey variety (see references 3 and 4). In the
radix-2 algorithm of this type, there are log2N stages for a data set of size N =
21og2N. In each such data set, "butterfly" computations are performed on pairs
of data; N12 butterfly computations are performed in each stage. In a radix-4 al-
gorithm, there are log4N stages, each of which involves butterfly computations ) I
on four data points; N/4 butterfly computations are performed in each stage.
Higher-radix FFIrs are defined similarly. The Discrete Fourier Transform relies
on a set of coefficients known as twiddle factors. The twiddle factors are various
roots of unity, and depend only upon the size of the data set and the radix. In the
CMSSL CCFFT, the twiddle computations are performed during a setup phase and
used during the subsequent evaluation phase. This organization allows you to
amortize the expense of twiddle factor computation over several transformations.

The sign of the twiddle factors determines the direction of an FFT. In the CMSSL
FFT, theforward transform is defined as one that uses twiddle factors with a neg-
ative exponent, and the inverse transform is defined as one that uses twiddle
factors with a positive exponent.

9.2.2 Bit Ordering and Bit Reversal

The Cooley-Tukey FFT bit-reverses the addresses in which it stores results. For
example, if an 8-point FFT is performed, the indices of the output are

0, 4, 2, 6, 1, 5, 3, 7
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In binary, this sequence is

000, 100, 010, 110, 001, 101, 011, 111

that is, the normal sequence with bits reversed.

The Detailed FF allows you to specify whether the address ordering of the input
is normal or bit-reversed, and whether the desired address ordering of the result
is normal or bit-reversed.

In the CCFFT, if you specify opposite address orderings for input and output, the
Detailed FFT performs the single bit-reversal that is inherent in the Cooley-
Tukey algorithm, and produces output that is bit-reversed relative to the input.
If you specify the same address ordering for input and output, the Detailed FFT
performs an extra bit reversal, and produces output with the same ordering as the
input. The extra bit reversal exacts a performance cost.

The Simple FFT does not provide bit-reversal options; it always produces output
data with the same bit ordering as the input data. It does this by automatically
performing a bit-reversal on the transformed data, thus annihilating the bit-rever-

k ,,t ^ sal inherent in the FFT. This feature causes a Simple FFT to take 20% to 50%
j~ll t more time than an identical Detailed FFT for which the input and output address

orderings are opposite.

9.2.3 Multidimensional and Multiple-Instance FFTs

The CMSSL FFT allows you to specify whether you want to perform a forward
transform, an inverse transform, or no transform along each axis of a multidi-
mensional CM array. As described later in this chapter, it is also possible to
perform bit-reversal on an axis without transforming it. The axes along which
you perform a transform or a bit-reversal define the dataset; the axes along which
you perform neither a transform nor bit-reversal are the instance axes, represent-
ing multiple independent data sets.

The CMSSL FFT routines perform multidimensional and multiple-instance FFrs
by combining the following principles:

If you supply a multidimensional data set, the routines perform a multidi-
mensional FFT by computing a one-dimensional FFr along each axis of
the cell in turn.
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* If you specify one or more instance axes (possible only with the Detailed

FFT, as described below), the routine computes multiple concurrent, inde-
pendent one-dimensional FFTs along each cell axis in turn.

For example, if your array has rank 3 and extents (p x q x r), you can perform
any of the FFIs indicated in Table 5.

Table 5. Possible FFTs with a three-dimensional input array.

Data Axis Instance Axis
Numbers Numbers Resulting FFTs

1 2, 3 qr concurrent one-dimensional FFTs along the
first axis.

2 1, 3 pr concurrent one-dimensional FFTs along the
second axis.

3 2, 3 pq concurrent one-dimensional FFTs along the
third axis.

1, 2 3 r concurrent two-dimensional FFrs. The dataset
for each two-dimensional FFT is defined by the
first two axes. The third axis defines the in-
stances.

1, 3 2 q concurrent two-dimensional FFTs. The dataset
for each two-dimensional FFT is defined by the
first and third axes. The second axis defines the
instances.

2, 3 1 p concurrent two-dimensional FFIs. The dataset
for each two-dimensional FFT is defined by the
second and third axes. The first axis defines the
instances.

1, 2, 3 none One three-dimensional FFT on the entire array.

) il 'J;, 
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9;2.4 Current Restrictions and Planned Extensions

The current FFT algorithm requires that the length of each axis subject to trans-
formation or bit-reversal is equal to some power of 2. All other array axes can
have any length.

Future plans include combining the local reordering of multiple axes, with the
result that the local reordering time will be essentially independent of the number
of axes reordered.

Need for Interface Blocks

In this Beta release of the complex-to-complex FFT, whenever the operand array
(called c in the example below) has a layout directive, an interface block is neces-
sary; otherwise, the probablity of getting the right answer is low. The example
below illustrates the use of the interface block. (For definitions of arguments, see
the man page following this section.) In this case, one of the axes has been de-
clared :serial. The subdirectory fft/cmf of the CMSSL examples directory

) * 11, contains an example that also illustrates the use of an interface block

cmf$1layout c(:serial, :news)

complex c (lda, lda)

interface

subroutine fft_detailed(c, fft_type, ops, in bit order,
$ out bit order, scale, fftsetup, ier)

cmf$1layout c(:news, :news)

complex c(:, :)

character*4 fft_type
integer ops(2)

integer scale(2)

integer in bit order(2), out bit order(2)
integer fftsetup, ier

end interface

call fftdetailed(c, 'CTOC', ops, in bit order,

$ out bitorder, scale, fftsetup, ier)
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9.2.5 Summary: Optimizing CCFFT Address Ordering

For an axis that is being transformed in a CCFFr,

* If you specify opposite address orderings for input and output, the De-
tailed FFT performs the single bit-reversal that is inherent in the
Cooley-Tukey algorithm, and produces output that is bit-reversed relative
to the input.

* If you specify the same address ordering for input and output, the Detailed
FFT performs an extra bit reversal, and produces output with the same or-
dering as the input. The extra bit reversal exacts a performance cost.

For an axis that is not being transformed,

* If you specify opposite address orderings for input and output, the De-
tailed FFT performs a single bit-reversal and produces output that is
bit-reversed relative to the input.

* If you specify the same address ordering for input and output, the Detailed
FFr performs no bit reversal.

Thus, for optimal CCFF performance, specify

* Opposite address orderings for input and output, for each axis that is being
transformed.

* The same address ordering for input and output, for each axis that is not
being transformed.

Note that violating these recommendations along any axis is costly, but violating
them along several axes is not significantly more costly.

To bit-reverse the address ordering of a dataset without transforming it, call the
Detailed FFT specifying no transform for all axes and specifying opposite values
for the input and output address ordering.

These points are independent of the directions of the transforms.
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The routines described below use a complex-to-complex Fast Fourier Transform (CCFFT)
algorithm to calculate the Discrete Fourier Transform of an n-dimensional CM array. The
Simple FFT call, fft, performs the same operation (either a forward or an inverse FFT) along
all axes of the array. With the Detailed FFT call, ff_detailed, you can specify different
transform operations, bit orderings, and scaling factors for each axis of the array.

SYNTAX

setup_id = ffsetup (A, type, ier)

fft (A, type, op, setup_i, ier)

fft_detailed (A, type, ops, in_bit.orders, out.bitorders, scales, setup_id, ier)

deallocate_fft_setup (setup_id)

)?" .ARGUMENTS

A Complex CM array. The A you supply in the ftsetup call must

have the same rank, axis extents, layout directives, and precision
as the A arguments you supply in all subsequent fit or fftdetailed
calls associated with the setup call. All axes that are to be
transformed must have power-of-2 extents.

When you call fsetup, you may supply arbitrary values inA; the
setup routine neither examines nor modifies the contents of the
array, but rather uses its size, shape, and data type to create the
setup object.

When you call ftt or fft detailed, A is the array to be transformed.

Upon completion, this array is overwritten with the results.

The elements of A may be complex or double- precision complex.
The floating-point precision of the result data always matches that
of the input.

type Front-end variable of type CHARACTER*4 that specifies the type
of FFT to be performed. Specify 'CTOC' for a complex-to-
complex transform.
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Front-end scalar integer variable indicating the direction in which
the A axes are to be transformed in a Simple FFT. Must be one of
the following symbolic constants (or the equivalent integer
value):

CMSSL_f_xform (1) forward transformation

CMSSL_Lxform (2) inverse transformation

Front-end integer vector with length equal to the rank of A. Each
element specifies the direction (if any) in which the corresponding
A axis is to be transformed in a Detailed FFT. Each element must

be one of the following symbolic constants (or the equivalent
integer value):

CMSSL_nop (0) no operation

CMSSL_f_xform (1) forward transformation

CMSSL_i_xform (2) inverse transformation

inbit.orders

out bitorders

scales

Front-end integer vector with length equal to the rank of A. Each
element indicates the initial address ordering of the corresponding
A axis in a Detailed FFT. Each element must be one of the
following symbolic constants (or the equivalent integer value):

CMSSL_normal (0) normal address ordering

CMSSLbittreversed (1) bit-reversed address ordering

Front-end integer vector with length equal to the rank of A. Each
element indicates the desired output address ordering of the
corresponding A axis in a Detailed FFT. Each element must be one
of the following symbolic constants (or the equivalent integer
value):

CMSSL_normal (0) normal address ordering
CMSSL_bitreversed (1) bit-reversed address ordering

Front-end integer vector with length equal to the rank of A. Each
element specifies the scaling factor (if any) for the corresponding
A axis. Each element must be one of the following symbolic
constants (or the equivalent integer value):

CMSSL_noscale (0) no scaling

CMSSL_scale_sqrt (1) scale by square root of the axis length
CMSSLscale_n (2) scale by the axis length
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At the end of the ft_detailed call, each element of A is divided by
the product of the scaling factors. (The axes for which you
specified CMSSLnoscale do not contribute to this product.)

setup_id Scalar integer variable. The ID of a setup structure returned by the
ffm_setup routine.

ier Scalar integer variable. Upon return, contains 0 if the call
succeeded.

DESCRIPTION

To perform a CCFFT, you must follow these steps:

1. Call ffl_setup.

This routine computes internal values (including the twiddle factors), allocates
an internal FFT setup object, and computes an FFr setup ID, which you must
supply in all subsequent Simple FFr, Detailed FFr, and deallocation calls asso-
ciated with this setup call.

2. Call ft or fftdetailed.

These routines execute the Simple and Detailed FFIs, respectively. You may
follow one call to fft_setup with multiple calls to these routines. However, the
result of a call to ftsetup can only be used for arrays with the same rank, axis
extents, layout directives, and precision as the array supplied in the setup rou-
tine. If these parameters change, you must call fft..setup again to create another
setup structure.

3. Call deallocate_fft_setup.

This routine removes an FFT setup object that is no longer needed. Because
an FFT setup object occupies both partition manager and processing node
memory, you should free this memory by deallocating the setup object after
the completion of all FFT invocations that use it.

The time required to compute the contents of an FF17 setup structure is substantially
longer than the time required to actually perform an FF1T. For this reason, and because it
is common to perform FFTs on many arrays with the same rank, axis lengths, layout
directives, and precision, the setup phase is separated from the transform phase.

You may have more than one setup ID active at a time; that is, you may call the setup
routine more than once before deallocating any setup IDs. When you call fft, fftm_

)IJ 9 detailed, or deallocatefft_setup, you must be sure to provide the correct setup ID.
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Multidimensional and Multiple-instance FFTs. The ffM routine computes a multidi-

mensional transform by performing a one-dimensional transform along each axis in
turn. The ffi_detailed routine supports multiple instances, and computes one or more
concurrent, independent one-dimensional FFIs along each data axis in turn.

Front-End Scalar Argument for Simple FFT. In the fft call, the op argument deter-
mines whether the routine performs a forward or an inverse FFT transform along each
axis. The transform direction is the same for all axes. The simple FFT uses the follow-
ing conventions:

* Along each axis, input and output data are stored using the same bit ordering.

* For a forward FFT, no scaling factors are used. For an inverse FFT, the axis
length is used as the scaling factor for each axis.

Front-End Vector Arguments for Detailed FFT. The ffdetailed call requires four
front-end vector arguments, ops, in_bit.orders, outbitorders, and scales, whose
lengths must equal the rank of A. Within each of these vectors, each element specifies
an option for the corresponding axis of A, as follows:

* The ops vector specifies the direction in which the corresponding A axis is to 
be transformed, or specifies that the axis is not to be transformed. In a multi-
ple-instance FFr, the axes to be transformed are the data axes, and the axes that
are not to be transformed are the instance axes.

* The in_bit_orders and outbit_orders vectors specify the order in which the
original and the resulting A values are stored along each axis. In normal ad-
dress ordering (CMSSL_normal), data values are stored consecutively.
Consecutive order is the only compiler-supported data allocation scheme. In
bit-reversed ordering, consecutive data values are stored according to sequen-
tial addresses whose high- and low-order bits have been swapped; that is, the
consecutive allocation scheme is applied to the bit-reversed indices.

Although fft_detailed can handle any combination of bit orderings, perform-
ance is best when the axes of an untransformed array and a transformed array
have opposite bit-orderings - that is, input normal and output bit-reversed,
or input bit-reversed and output normal.

For some applications, operating with bit-reversed indices is acceptable. How-
ever, special caution is required when data motion is involved. For example,
NEWS communication is efficient for SHIFT operations, but if you use NEWS
communication to perform a SHIFT on data that is bit-reversed, the results will
not be those expected. Bit reversing rearranges the order of the data elements
along an axis; a subsequent SHIFT simply shifts those rearranged elements. If
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you want to perform an operation that requires adjacency of consecutive in-
dices, you must either operate on data that has normal bit ordering or take the
bit-reversal into account in your computations.

The scales vector specifies a scaling factor (none, square root of axis length, or
axis length) for each axis. At the end of the fft_detailed call, each element of A
is divided by the product of the scaling factors. (The axes for which you speci-
fied CMSSL_noscale do not contribute to this product.)

For example, suppose A has dimensions (m, n, p) and you supply

(CMSSL..scalen, CMSSL_scale_sqrt, CMSSL_noscale)

as the scales vector. At the end of the fiftdetailed call, each element of A is
divided by m * sqrt(n).

One artifact of the Fourier Transform algorithm is that if no scaling is per-
formed, then a forward FFT followed immediately by an inverse FFT results
in the original array with all values multiplied by the FFT size - that is, the
product of the lengths of the transformed axes. Scaling is typically used to
correct this effect and prevent arithmetic overflow. Typically, a scaling factor
of CMSSLnoscale is used for all axes in a forward transform, and a scaling

)\ &llllbl ^factor of CMSSL_scale_n is used for all axes being transformed in an inverse
transform. Alternatively, you may specify a scaling factor of CMSSLscale_
sqrt for all transformed axes in both the forward 'and the inverse FFs. This
alternative is less efficient, but can reduce the risk of arithmetic overflow for
very large numbers.

Scaling is independent of the operations performed along the axes. For exam-
ple, it is possible to specify a scaling factor of CMSSL_scale_n for an axis that
is not being transformed.

Bit-Reversing the Addressing of a CM Array. You can use the Detailed FFr to bit-
reverse the addressing of any n-dimensional CM array. To do this, specify CMSSL_nop
for all elements of the ops argument, and opposite values for the input and output ord-
erings; that is, either CMSSL_normal for the in_bitorders values and CMSSL_bit..
reversed for the out_bitorders values, or CMSSLbit_reversed for the in_bitorders
values and CMSSL_normal for the outbit_orders values.

NOTES

Setup Uses Array Shape, Layout, and Data Type. The setup ID computed by the
ffl_setup call can be used for all arrays with the same shape, layout, and data type (in-
cluding precision) as the A argument supplied in the fft setup call - and only for such
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arrays. If a transform is to be performed on two arrays, A and B, of the same shape,
layout, and data type, then one call to the setup routine suffices, even if transforms are
performed on different axes of the two arrays. But if A and B have different shapes,
layouts, or data types, then you must make one call for each array. Note that to be the
same shape, two arrays must not only have the same number of axes, but also the same
axis lengths. Thus, if two arrays with the same number of axes differ in even one axis
length or in any layout directives, they require separate setup calls.

Setup is Private. The FFT setup data contains information private to the FFr. The
format of this data is not documented and may change between CMSSL releases. For
this reason, application code should never access or modify the contents of an FFT
setup structure.

Header File. The FFT routines use predefined symbolic constants. Therefore, you must
include the statement INCLUDE /usr/include/cm/cmssl-cmf .h' at the top of
the main file of any FFT program. This file defines symbolic constants and declares the
type of the CMSSL functions.

Bit Reversal and Performance. For an axis that is being transformed,

* If you specify opposite address orderings for input and output, the Detailed ) 1 i)

FFr performs the single bit-reversal that is inherent in the Cooley-Tukey algo-
rithm, and produces output that is bit-reversed relative to the input.

* If you specify the same address ordering for input and output, the Detailed FFT
performs an extra bit reversal, and produces output with the same ordering as
the input. The extra bit reversal exacts a performance cost.

For an axis that is not being transformed,

* If you specify opposite address orderings for input and output, the Detailed
FFr performs a single bit-reversal and produces output that is bit-reversed rel-
ative to the input.

* If you specify the same address ordering for input and output, the Detailed FFT
performs no bit reversal.

Thus, for optimal FFT performance, specify

Opposite address orderings for input and output, for each axis that is being
transformed.
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The same address ordering for input and output, for each axis that is not being
transformed.

To bit-reverse the address ordering of a dataset without transforming it, call the De-
tailed FFT specifying no transform for all axes and specifying opposite values for the
input and output address ordering.

These points are independent of the directions of the transforms.

EXAMPLES

Sample code that uses the complex-to-complex FFT can be found on-line in the subdi-
rectory

fft/cmf/

of a CMSSL examples directory whose location is site-specific.

Provided below are code skeletons showing the basic usage of the Simple FFT and the
) Detailed FFT.

Code Skeleton Showing Basic Usage of Simple FFT. The following code demon-

strates the syntax of the ffit routine:

PROGRAM simple_manual_example

INCLUDE '/usr/include/cm/cmssl-cmf.h'

INTEGER setup_id, ier

COMPLEX my_cm_array (256, 256)

C initialize our cm array (this makes sure it's on

C the cm)

my_cm_array - (1.0, 0.0)

C create an FFT setup id before taking the FFT

setup_id - fft_setup (mycmarray, 'CTOC', ier)

C perform the forward transform on my_cm_array

CALL fft(mycmarray,'CTOC',CMSSLf_xform,setup_id,ier)

C use the transformed array here

C perform the inverse transform on my_cm_array

CALL fft(mycm array,'CTOC',CMSSL i xform,setup_id,ier)
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C finally, scrap the setup

CALL deallocate_fft_setup( setup_id )

STOP

END

Code Skeleton Showing Basic Usage of Detailed FFT. The code below demon-

strates the syntax of the t_detailed routine. After allocating and initializing the needed

variables, this code performs a forward FF followed by an inverse FFT on the array

my_cm_array. Notice that the output of the forward FFT call is in bit-reversed order.

The transformed array is operated on with data in bit-reversed order, thereby avoiding

two applications of the reordering function (one after the forward FFT, one after the

inverse FFr).

PROGRAM detailed manualexample

INCLUDE '/usr/include/cm/cmssl-cmf.h'

C declare and initialize variables

INTEGER forward_ops(2), inverse_ops(2), normal bits(2),

& reversed bits(2), unscaled(2), n scaled(2), setup, ier

DATA forwardops/CMSSL f xform, CMSSL_ fxform/,
& inverse ops/CMSSL i xform, CMSSLixform/,

& normalbits/CMSSLnormal, CMSSLnormal/,
& reversedbits/CMSSLbitreversed,CMSSLbit_reversed/,
& unscaled/CMSSL noscale, CMSSLnoscale/,

& n scaled/CMSSL scale n, CMSSL scale n/,

& ier/0/

COMPLEX my_cm_array (256, 256)

C initialize our cm array (this ensures it's on the cm)

mycmarray - (1.0, 0.0)

C get the setup

setup_id fft_setup( my_cm_array. 'CTOC', ier)

C call a forward detailed FFT

CALL fft_detailed( my_cm_array, 'CTOC', forward_ops,

& normalbits, reversedbits, unscaled, setup id, ier )

C Do something with the transformed array here

C call an inverse detailed FFT

CALL fft_detailed( my_cmarray, 'CTOC', inverse_ops,

& reversed_bits, normal_bits, n_scaled, setup id, ier

C scrap the setup

CALL deallocate_fftsetup (setup_id)
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STOP

END
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Chapter 10

Ordinary Differential Equations
=.- . .. . .... ..

This chapter describes the CMSSL routine that solves the initial value problem
for a system of first-order ordinary differential equations (ODEs) using a Runge-
Kutta method. Section 10.2 provides references.

10.1 Explicit Integration of Ordinary Differential
Equations Using a Runge-Kutta Method

The initial value problem for a system of N coupled first-order ODEs,

(1)

consists of finding the values yi(xj) at some value xl of the independent variable
x, given the values yi(xo) of the dependent variables at xo. The ode_rkf routine
solves the initial value problem by integrating explicitly the set of equations (1)
using a fifth-order Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg formula. Control of the step size
during integration is automatic. The evaluation of the right-hand side and
possibly the scaling array for accuracy control are provided by the user through
a reverse communication interface.

For detailed information about the ode_rkf routine, refer to the man page at the
end of this section. The examples below use the syntax and reverse communica-
tion interface described in the man page.
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10.1.1 Examples

Provided below are schematic examples of how to use the oderkf reverse
communication interface. For actual codes, refer to the on-line examples (the
pathname is included in the man page). The following examples assume the
variables are stored in a two-dimensional array.

Example 1

In this example, we want to integrate an autonomous system of coupled ODEs
using the default error control. The routine der iv (y, dy) evaluates the
derivatives of y. Since the system is autonomous, the derivatives are independent

of x. We check for possible zero values of yscal and set them to a small value,
epsilon. The reverse communication proceeds as follows:

info-O

ido-O

10 continue

call ode rkf(ido,y,w,x,xc,xf,dx,rtol,atol,ipntr,info,setup)

if(ido.eq.1) then

call deriv(w(ipntr(l),:,:),w(ipntr(2),:,:))

else if (ido.eq.3)

w(ipntr(2),:,:)=max(w(ipntr(2),:,:),epsilon)

else

stop

endif

goto 10

Example 2

Suppose we want to integrate a time-dependent system of ODEs and we choose
our own error control. The routine deriv (xc, y, dy) evaluates the derivatives
at xc while the routine scal (dx, y, dy,yscal) evaluates yscal = tol(lyl + dx

* Idy/dxl). We do not check for zero values in yscal (ido = 3), since we assume
this is done in the routine scal.

info-1

ido-O
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Chapter 10. Ordinary Differential Equations

10 continue

call ode rkf(ido,y,w,x,xc,xf,dx,rtol,atol,ipntr,info,setup)

if(ido.eq.1) then

call deriv(xc,w(ipntr(l),:,:),w(ipntr(2),:,:))

else if (ido.eq.2) then

call scal(dx,y,w(ipntr(l,:,:)),w(ipntr(2),:,:))

else

stop

endif

goto 10

,I)' 
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Explicit Integration of Ordinary Differential
Equations Using a Runge-Kutta Method

The routines described below integrate ordinary differential equations (ODEs) explicitly
using a fifth-order Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg formula. Control of the step size during integra-
tion is automatic.

SYNTAX

ode_rkfsetup (y, w, setup, ier)

oderkf (ido, y, w, xc, xc, f dx, rtol, atol, ipnt;, info, setup)

deallocate_ode_rid_setup (setup)

ARGUMENTS

ido Scalar integer variable. Reverse communication flag. ido must be
zero on the first call to oderkf. The oderkf routine sets ido to
indicate the type of operation to be performed by the calling
program, places the operand in w(ipntr(l), :, ..., :), and returns
control to the calling program. The calling program has the
responsibility of carrying out the requested operation and calling
oderkf again, placing the result in w(ipntr(2), :,..., :). The values
of ido have the meanings listed below. All values except 0 are
returned to the calling program.

0 The calling program must supply this value on
the first call to oderkf.

1 The calling program must compute the
derivatives of the dependent variables dy/dx=
f(x,y) at x=xc. Array elements ipntr(l) and
ipntr(2) are pointers into w for y and dy/dx,
respectively, at xc.

2 (Returned only if info =1.) The calling program
must compute the scaling array for accuracy con-
trol. The values of the dependent variables y(x)
are in array y, while the pointer into w for dy/dx
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at x is ipntr(l). The pointer into w for the scaling
array is ipntr(2).

3 At least one component of the scaling array
stored in w(ipntr(2), :, ... , :), is zero. Reset the
zero values to avoid overflow in the stepsize con-
trol (equation (2) in the Description section).

99 The integration is completed.

y Real CM array of arbitrary dimension and shape. Represents the
collection of dependent variables. The values of y are always the
values of the variables at x. Input values are taken as initial values
for the integration.

w Real CM work array of rank one greater than that of y. The first
axis must have extent at least 6 and must be declared :serial. The
remaining axes must match the axes of y in order of declaration,
extents, and layout. This array is used in the basic iteration for
reverse communication. Do not modify the values of w except as
indicated by the returned value of ido.

x Real scalar variable. Independent variable. The value of x on input
(ido=O) corresponds to the initial values of the dependent
variables y. During the integration, x always has the last value of
the independent variable at which the variables y have been
computed successfully.

xc Real scalar variable. Intermediate value of the independent
variable to be used for the evaluation of the derivatives. When the
derivatives depend explicitly on x, it is the variable xc, and not x,
that must be passed to the user-supplied subroutine that evaluates
the derivatives when ido= 1.

xf Real scalar variable. Value of the independent variable x at which
the integration is terminated. Input only.

dx Real scalar variable. Step size. On input (ido=O), dx is the
estimated first increment of the independent variable to be
attempted by the integrator. Since the integrator is adaptive, a step
size that is too large (small) will be reduced (increased)
automatically. However, the input value of dx cannot be 0. The
sign of the input value of dx is set internally to the sign of xf-x.
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During the integration, dx is the value of the step size currently
being attempted by the integrator.

rtol Relative tolerance for the local error control. Must have the same
precision (single or double) as y. Ignored if info = 1. See the
Description section for details.

atol Absolute tolerance for the local error control. Must have the same
precision (single or double) as y. Ignored if info = 1. See the
Description section for details.

ipntr One-dimensional front-end integer array of length at least 2. On
return, contains pointers to mark the locations in the work array w:

ipntr(l) When ido = 1, ipntr(l) points to the section of w
holding the values of the dependent variables at
XC.

When ido = 2, ipntr(l) points to the array holding
the values of the derivatives at x.

ipntr(2) When ido = 1, ipntr(2) points to the section of w
that should hold the values of the derivatives at xc
after a user-supplied routine is called using the
reverse communication interface.

When ido = 2 and info = 1, ipntr(2) points to the
section of w that should hold the values of the
scaling array used for accuracy control after a
user-supplied routine is called using the reverse
communication interface.

info Scalar integer variable. On input, set info to 1 if you want to
provide your own scaling array for accuracy control using the
reverse communication interface. Any other integer value causes
ode_rfk to use the default scaling array (see the Description
section).

setup One-dimensional front-end integer array of length 2.

ier Scalar integer variable. Set to 0 upon successful return. Upon
return from ode_rkf_setup, may contain the following error codes:

-1 The first dimension of w is not declared :serial.
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-2 The serial dimension of w has extent less than 6.

-3 The rank of w is not one greater than the rank of

y.

-4 The sections of w containing the vectors and in-
dexed by the first dimension do not have the
same shape as y.

DESCRIPTION

The initial value problem for a system of N coupled first-order ordinary differential
equations (ODEs),

dyi(x)/dx = (x, yl,..., YN) il, ... , N (1)

consists of finding the values yi(xl) at some value xl of the independent variable x,
given the values yi(xo) of the dependent variables at x0. The ode_rkt routine solves the
initial value problem by integrating explicitly the set of equations (1) using a fifth-or-
der Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg formula. Control of the step size during integration is
automatic. The evaluation of the right-hand side and possibly the scaling array for
accuracy control are provided by the user through a reverse communication interface.

Setup and Deallocation. To use ode_rkf, follow these steps:

1. Call oderkfsetup.

This routine generates a setup ID and returns it in the front-end array setup.
You must supply this setup array in all subsequent oderkf and deallocate
ode_rkf calls associated with this setup call.

2. Call oderkf iteratively, as described under Reverse Communication Inter-
face, below.

You can use the same setup array to solve more than one initial value problem
sequentially, as long as the array geometries are the same. You can also have

more than one setup active at a time.

3. Call deallocate ode rif.

This routine deallocates the memory associated with the setup ID.

Step Size Control and Accuracy. For a trial integration step dx, ode_rkf estimates the
errors yerri(x + dx) of the computed solution at x + dx. This allows for automatic
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control of the step size if one is able to accept or reject the step based on a prescribed
accuracy requirement. The test implemented in oderkf is to accept the step if errmax <
1, where

errmax = max i = 1, xdx. .,N (2)

and the scaling array yscal is defined by

ysca4,(x) = rtol * lyi(x)l + atol i = 1, . . ., N

The input arguments rtol and atol are the relative and absolute precision, respectively.
This combination covers the range between relative (atol = 0) and absolute (rtol = 0)
accuracy. If any component of yscal is zero, the reverse communication interface
returns the code ido = 3, allowing you to reset the zero components in order to avoid
overflow in the evaluation of (2).

You may wish to monitor the accuracy of the integration in a way that is more
appropriate to your problem. For instance, it may be desirable to scale the error with
the time step dx and to include the value of the derivatives in yscal, as in Example 2 in
Section 10.1.1. This combination enforces accuracy over the whole integration range,
whereas the default formula merely ensures local accuracy. It is possible to set your
own array yscal by seting info = 1 and using the reverse communication interface (ido
=2).

Reverse Communication Interface. The aim of the reverse communication interface
is to isolate from the oderkf code the evaluation of the derivatives and possibly the
construction of the scaling array. Such operations are performed by user-supplied
routines, on data structures that are the most natural to the problem at hand. To this end,
ode_rkf is called iteratively; ode_rkf gives control back to the calling routine whenever
the evaluation of the derivatives or the scaling array is required. The reverse commu-
nication interface also allows you to reset possible zero values of yscal in order to
avoid overflow in (2).

The reverse communication flag, ido, which must be 0 for the first call to oderkf,
dictates which operation is to be performed. When ido = 1, the derivatives must be
evaluated at the intermediate value xc, that is, you must evaluate the right-hand side
of (1)

(xc, Yl, . ., YN) i = 1,..., N

at xc. The source array, which contains the values of the dependent variables at xc, is
stored in the section of the workspace array w indexed by the pointer ipntr(l). The
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.user-supplied routine that evaluates the derivatives at xc must place the derivatives into
the destination array, which is the section of the workspace array w indexed by the
pointer ipntr(2).

When ido = 2, you must set up your own scaling array to be used for accuracy control.
You are prompted to do so only if the input parameter info has been set to 1. When
ode_rkf returns ido = 2, the values of the dependent variables and their derivatives to be
used in the construction of the scaling array are in the arrays y and w(ipntr(l),:...:),
respectively. The time step currently attempted by the integrator is dx. The user-sup-
plied routine that creates the scaling array must place the scaling array into the section
of the workspace array w indexed by the pointer ipntr(2).

A fifth-order Runge-Kutta step requires six right-hand-side evaluations at different
values of the independent variable xc. Note that it is the array w(ipntr(l), :, ..., :), and
not y, that contains the values of the dependent variables at xc, to be used in the evalua-
tion of the derivatives. The array y contains the values of the dependent variables at x,
and is only updated once the currently attempted step dx is successful.

Finally, ido = 3 indicates that at least one component of the scaling array is zero. To
avoid overflow in the error computation (2), you need only replace the zero compo-
nents with small values, as in Example 1 in Section 10.1.1.

NOTES

Use of Array w. Do not use the CM array w as temporary workspace.

Data Layout The ode_rkf routine imposes several constraints on the way the CM
arrays y and w are laid out on the machine. The array y contains the dependent
variables. The number of dimensions of y and its layout on the machine can (and
should) be chosen in such a way as to optimize the evaluation of the right-hand side of
(1). In particular, y can be a multidimensional array. The product of the dimensions
must be equal to the size of the problem (the number of dependent variables). Once the
layout of y is chosen, w must adhere to the same layout directives as y except for its
first extra dimension, which must be local to the processors and of size at least 6. Thus,
w contains at least 6 arrays identical to y, "stacked up" in memory. The axis indexing
these arrays in w must be the first axis; to ensure that it is local, the calling program
must use a layout directive to declare it :serial.

For example, in the one-dimensional case, the array declarations should be as follows:

real y(n), w(6,n)
CMF$LAYOUT w(:serial,),y()
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In the two-dimensional case, the declarations would be

real y(nl,n2), w(6,nl,n2)
CMF$LAYOUT w(:serial,,), y(,)

In this second case, there are n * n2 dependent variables.

Caution Regarding Array Sections. In the reverse communication interface, the
array sections w(ipntr(l),:,...,:) and w(ipntr(2),:,...,:) designate source and destination
vectors, respectively, and are passed to the matrix vector subroutines as shown in the
examples in Section 10.1.1. Since the first dimension of w is always serial, the sections
w(ipntr(l),:,...,:) and w(ipntr(2),:,...,:) are passed in place only if all dimensions of w
other than the first have a canonical layout. If w has a non-canonical dimension other
than the first, the array sections are not passed in place; this degrades performance and
may produce incorrect results. One remedy is to pass the whole array w along with the
pointer array ipntr to the subroutine and extract the relevant array sections in the sub-
routine itself. Alternatively, you can make the interface explicit by means of an
interface block. For information about passing array sections and about interface
blocks, refer to the CM Fortran Programming Guide. For an example, refer to the on-
line sample code.

EXAMPLES

Sample CM Fortran code that uses the ode_rkf routine can be found on-line in the sub-
directory

ode/cmf

of a CMSSL examples directory whose location is site-specific.
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Chapter 11

Linear Programming

This chapter describes the dense simplex routine, gen_simplex. Section 11.2 pro-
vides references.

11.1 Dense Simplex Routine

The gen_simplex routine solves multidimensional minimization problems using
the simplex linear programming method. The goal is to find the minimum of a
linear function of multiple independent variables. In the standard formulation,
the problem is to minimize the inner product cTx subject to the conditions Mx =
b, 0 < x < u, where M is an m x n matrix, c is a coefficient vector, and cTx is
referred to as the cost. The upper bound vector u may be infinity in one or more
components.

11.1.1 Geometrical Description of the Algorithm

Geometrically, the algorithm can be described in terms of the polytope in n-space
defined by the plane Mx = b and the bounds 0 < x < u. The problem is to find
a vertex of the polytope that lies as far as possible in the direction -c. If the solu-
tion consists of more than one point, gen_simplex chooses one vertex within the
solution as its result.

The simplex method involves the following steps:

1. Find any vertex of the polytope.

2. Find a neighboring vertex that results in a lower cost.
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3. Repeat Step 2 until no neighboring vertex results in a lower cost.

11.1.2 Vertices and Bases

To find a vertex, gensimplex selects n-m variables and fixes them to their upper
bounds or to 0. These variables are selected so that the columns of M correspond-
ing to the remaining m variables are linearly independent. Solving the resulting
m-dimensional system yields a vertex. The basis defined by the m linearly inde-
pendent columns is said to be feasible if the solution satisfies the bounds 0 < x
< U.

The process of moving from one basis to another is called a pivot or iteration.
The input argument max_iter is the upper bound on the number of iterations gen_
simplex will perform without finding a solution.

If you have any starting information about feasible bases (for example, you know
or guess that certain columns belong in a feasible or optimal basis), you can sup-
ply this information to gen_simplex in the bcol argument, which is described in
the man page following this section. Upon return, bcol contains information I 
about the last basis gen_simplex found.

11.1.3 Input Array Format

When you call gen.simplex, you must supply a two-dimensional zero-based CM
array, A, whose upper-left-hand comer of dimensions (m+l) x (n+l) contains the
standard input items for simplex problems (see Figure 33):

* an offset, A, from which cTx is subtracted (element (0,0)). Typically, co=0.

· the cost coefficient vector, c (row 0)

· the right-hand-side vector, b (column 0)

* the matrix M (rows 1 through m, columns 1 through n)
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Figure 33. Format of A.

When gen_simplex transforms M to find a vertex (basis), row 0 also changes and
becomes the reduced cost row. This row carries information about how close the
current basis is to being a solution to the problem. Theoretically, when every
element of the reduced cost row is greater than 0, the basis is optimal (the vertex
is the optimal solution). In practice, when every element of the reduced cost row
is greater than -epsilon (where epsilon is an input tolerance argument), the basis
is considered to be optimal.

The working version of A during gensimplex processing is referred to as the
tableau.

NOTE

The gen_simplex routine may place zeros in rows of A beyond
row m and columns beyond column n.

11.1.4 Reinversion

In some cases, the status code returned by gen_simplex indicates that you should
reinvert that is, call the routine again, restoring the original values of A (includ-
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ing row and column 0) and supplying the bcol values returned in the last call.
Reinverting allows gen_simplex to clear any numerical errors that have accumu-
lated and start again from a more numerically accurate version of the last basis
obtained in the prior call. The input argument reinvertfreq is an upper bound on
the number of iterations gen_simplex will perform before exiting with a status
that requests reinversion.'

11.1.5 Degeneracy

A problem is degenerate if more than one basis represents the same vertex. If
gensimplex encounters degeneracy, it may perform multiple iterations without
much improvement in cost. The input arguments degen_iter and degen_tol deter-
mine how long gen_simplex will continue in a degenerate case: degen_iter is an
upper bound on the number of iterations gen_simplex will perform with cost
improvement of less than degen_tol. We use a slight modification of the EXPAND
anti-cycling procedure (see reference 2 in Section 11.2).

11.1.6 -Implementation

The gen_simplex routine takes the tableau A and creates or equivalences it with
a four-dimensional tableau in the CM, distributed in such a way as to minimize
communications overhead. Using special temporary arrays for pivot selection
and the rank 1 update, gen_simplex proceeds either to solve the linear problem

until the reduced cost row contains elements greater than -epsilon and the
solution is feasible, or to exit with an appropriate status code.

11.1.7 Example

The following example assumes a knowledge of linear programming. Consider
the linear programming problem

Minimize -3xI -5x2

subject to xl +x2 = 11

xl -X2 > -4

-2.x +x2 < 2

Xl +x2 >2 
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with xi > 1, x2 > 0. The problem may be transformed to

Minimize -3xi -5x2 -3

subject to xl
Xi

-2x 
xl
xl,

+X2

-X2

+X2

-x3

+X4

+X2 -x5

X2, x3, X4, X5

by adding the slack variable x4 and the surplus variables X3 and xs, and trans-
forming the variable x1 to be bounded below by zero. To compensate for the
change in the definition of xl, we now include a cost offset (-3). We supply gen_
simplex with partial knowledge about a possible starting basis by setting
bcol(1)=0 (since we have no knowledge about a basic variable in row 1) and
setting bcol(2)=3, bcol(3)=4, and bcol(4)=5 to incorporate knowledge about
slack and surplus variables. Since the variables have no upper bounds, we set
bounds(i) = infinity for all i. (To do this, use the built-in infinity function
d_infinityo ); see the on-line example.) We set the input tableau argument A as
follows:

3
10

-5
4

A= 11
0
0
0

-3
1

1
-2

1
0
0
0

-5
1

-1
1
1

0
0
0
O

0
0

-1
0
0
0
0
0

0 0 000
0 0 000
0 0 000
1 0 0000-1000
0 0 000
0 0 000
0 0 000

In this example, A contains some unused rows and columns; its active dimen-
sions are m+1=5 and n+ 1=6. Elements of bcol corresponding to the unused rows
are set to 0; elements of bounds corresponding to the unused columns are set to
infinity. The array flip is set to .false..
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Dense Simplex

The gen_simplex routine solves multidimensional minimization problems using the sim-
plex linear programming method. In the standard formulation, the problem is to minimize
the inner product cTx subject to the conditions Mx = b, 0 < x < u, where M is an m x n
matrix, c is a coefficient vector, and CTX is referred to as the cost. The upper bound vector
u may be infinity in one or more components.

SYNTAX

gen_simplex (A, x, flip, bounds, bcol, statarray, constraint_axis, variable_axis,
xflip_boundsaxis, bcol axis, m, n, iter.count, maxiter; reinvert freq,
epsilon, degen_iter, degen_tol, ier)

ARGUMENTS

A Zero-based real CM array (single- or double-precision) with
rank 2 and NEWS-ordered axes. Must have dimensions at A
least (m+l) x (n+l). On input, contains

* an offset o from which cTx is subtracted (element

(0,0)).

* the cost coefficient vector, c (row 0).

* the right-hand-side vector, b (column 0).

* the matrix M (rows 1 through m, columns 1
through n).

On exit, A contains the optimal tableau; that is, the basic
columns of M are the optimal basis. Element A(0,0) contains
the optimal value o-cTx, where o is the original offset passed
in and cTx is the optimal cost.

x One-based real CM array with rank 1, the same precision as
A, and length n. Must be NEWS-ordered. When gen_simplex
exits with status = 0 (or status = -1, if reinvfreq = 0), x
contains the solution to the linear problem.

flip One-based logical CM array with rank 1 and length n. Must
be NEWS-ordered.The first time you call gen_simplex, set
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flip(i) = .false. for all i. On return, elementflip(i) is set to .true.
if the ith variable has been set to its upper bound. When you
reinvert, supply the flip values returned by the last call.

bounds One-based real CM array with rank 1, the same precision as
A, and length n. Must be NEWS-ordered. The element
bounds(i) contains the upper bound of the ith variable of the
problem. Each bound must be > 0, but may be infinite.

bcol One-based integer CM array with rank 1 and length m. Must
be NEWS-ordered.

On input to the first call to gen_simplex, if you have no
information about a starting basis, supply bcol(i) = 0 for all i.
Alternatively, you may supply information about a possible
starting basis, as follows:

* Set bcol(i) to k to suggest that column k be the basic
column for row i. The routine attempts to pivot on
element (i, k).

Set bcol(i) to 0 if you have no information about the
basic column for row i.

* Set bcol(i) to a negative number if row i is redundant.

The information you supply is used as a suggestion; if it does
not work, gen_simplex proceeds to find a full-rank feasible
basis.

On exit, bcol(i) contains the number of the basic column
corresponding to row i of the problem. A negative entry
indicates that row i appears to be numerically redundant.

When you reinvert (restore the values of A and call gen_
simplex again), do not change the values of bcol; supply the
values returned by the last call. The routine uses these values
to determine the new starting basis.

statarray Ignored in the current release. Supply the scalar integer
constant 0.

constraint_axis Reserved for future releases. Supply the scalar integer
constant 1.
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variable_axis Reserved for future releases. Supply the scalar integer
constant 2.

xflip_bounds_axis Reserved for future releases. Supply the scalar integer
constant 1.

bcolaxis Reserved for future releases. Supply the scalar integer
constant 1.

m Scalar integer variable. The number of rows in the matrix M.
(The array A must have at least m + 1 rows, since it also
includes the cost row as row 0.)

n Scalar integer variable. The number of columns in the matrix
M. (The array A must have at least n + 1 columns, since it also
includes the right-hand-side vector, b, as column 0.)

iter_count Scalar integer variable. On return, contains the total number
of iterations performed. The gen_simplex routine does not
reset this counter; if you want to reset it, you must do so
explicitly. Set itercount to 0 before the first call to gen_
simplex.

maxiter Scalar integer variable. An upper bound on the number of
iterations gen_simplex can perform without reaching an
optimal solution. Suggested value: 40n.

reinvertfreq Scalar integer variable. If you supply a value p > 0, gen_
simplex will perform at most p iterations before exiting with a
status that requests reinversion. (Suggested value: 10000.)

If you set reinvertfreq to 0, gen_simplex proceeds until one
of the following conditions occurs: gen_simplex finds a
solution; exceeds the value of max_iter, determines that the
problem is infeasible, unbounded, or degenerate; or
encounters another fatal error. Numerical errors do not cause
the routine to exit. However, if numerical errors have
accumulated when gen_simplex has finished, it returns a
status of -1. In this case, if you reinvert, gen_simplex clears
the numerical errors and re-checks the solution.

epsilon Double-precision real scalar variable. A tolerance for the
tableau elements, introduced for numerical stability. A
reduced cost or pivot element whose absolute value is less
than epsilon is ignored in the pivot selection. These elements
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degen_iter

degen_tol

ier

Dense Simplex

are not necessarily zeroed, however, and may enter the
calculations at a future time. When the argument A is
double-precision, suggested values are -between 10-10 and
10- 6, typically 10-8.

Scalar integer variable. A bound on the number of iterations
gen_simplex will perform with cost improvement less than
degen_tol. Suggested value: 2000.

Double-precision real scalar variable. A lower bound on the
cost improvement after degen_iter iterations. Suggested
value: le-6.

Scalar integer variable. On return, contains one of the
following status codes:

1 (Optimal)

2 (Reinvert)

4 (Infeasible)

8 (Unbounded)

Successful termination. An optimal
solution has been found.

Numerical errors have accumulated,
or (if reinvertfreq is > 0) the num-
ber of iterations has exceeded the
value of reinvertfreq. Restore the
original values of A (including row
and column 0) and call gen_simplex
again without modifying bcol or
flip. (This process is known as rein-
version.)

The problem appears to be infeasi-
ble. However, the apparent
infeasibility may be due to numeri-

cal ill-conditioning, in which case
increasing the value of epsilon and
calling gen_simplex again may clear
the error.

Either the cost minimizing direction
extends to infinity, or bad scaling or
numerical errors cause the problem
to appear unbounded. If the problem
is known to be bounded, restore the
original values of A (including row
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and column 0), increase the value of
epsilon, and call gen_simplex again.

16 (Degenerate)

32 (Suboptimal)

-1 (Bad data type)

The number of iterations has
exceeded the value of degen_iter
and the cost has improved by less
then degen_tol. Restore the original
values of A (including row and col-
umn 0), increase reinvertfreq and
epsilon, and call gen_simplex again.

An optimal solution has not yet
been found, but the number of itera-
tions has exceeded maxiter.

A has a data type other than real
(single- or double-precision), or A,
x, and bounds do not match in data
type and precision.

-2 (Axis specification error)
You supplied an invalid value for
one of the axis arguments.

-128 (Internal/Other)
An internal error has occurred.

DESCRIPTION

The simplex method involves the following steps:

1 Find any vertex of the polytope defined by the plane Mx = b and the bounds
0 <x< u.

2 Find a neighboring vertex that results in a lower cost.

3 Repeat Step 2 until no neighboring vertex results in a lower cost.

To find a vertex, gen_simplex selects n-m variables and fixes them to their upper
bounds or to 0. These variables are selected so that the columns of M corresponding to
the remaining m variables are linearly independent. Solving the resulting m-dimen-
sional system yields a vertex. The basis defined by the m linearly independent columns
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is said to be feasible if the solution satisfies the bounds 0 < x < u. The process of mov-
ing from one basis to another is called a pivot or iteration.

When gen_simplex transforms M to find a vertex (basis), row 0 of A also changes and
becomes the reduced cost row. This row carries information about how close the cur-
rent basis is to being a solution to the problem. Theoretically, when every element of
the reduced cost row is greater than 0, the basis is optimal (the vertex is the optimal
solution). In practice, when every element of the reduced cost row is greater than -
epsilon, the basis is considered to be optimal. The solution vertex is returned in x, and
the basic columns are returned in A.

NOTES

Inactive Elements May be Zeroed. The gen_simplex routine may place zeros in rows
of A beyond row m and columns beyond column n.

Performance. For best performance, A must satisfy the following conditions:

The product of the physical axis extents must equal the total number of proces-
sors in the machine (or CM-5 partition). In this context, the "number of
processors" is the number returned by CMF..numberof..processors( ); that is,

the number of Vector Units (on a CM-5 with Vector Units), parallel processing
nodes (on a CM-5 without Vector Units), or processing elements (on a CM-200

in the slicewise execution model). The physical extent of an axis is the number
of processors along the axis.

The subgrid size in each dimension must be a multiple of the vector length. In
CM Fortran releases prior to Version 2.1, the vector length is

* 4 for a CM-2 or CM-200 (slicewise execution model)

* 1 for a CM-5 without Vector Units

* 8 for a CM-5 with Vector Units

Beginning with CM Fortran Version 2.1, the vector length will be 1 for all

machines, and this requirement will disappear.

If A does not satisfy these conditions, gen_simplex must make a copy of A, with a
resulting cost in both time and memory.

If A does satisfy the above conditions (so that a copy is not required), then for best
performance, make the subgrid size approximately the same in each dimension. (If
gensimplex makes a copy of A, this guideline does not apply.)
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Precision. For best results, double precision is recommended.

EXAMPLES

Sample CM Fortran code that uses the gen_simplex routine can be found on-line in the
subdirectory

simplex/cmf

of a CMSSL examples directory whose location is site-specific.
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11.2 References

For more information about the simplex method, see the following references:

1. Luenberger, D. G. Linear and Nonlinear Programming. Reading, MA:
Addison-Wesley, 1984 (or any other introductory text on linear program-
ming).

2. Gill, P. E., W. Murray, M. A. Saunders, and M. H. Wright. A practical

anti-cycling procedure for linearly constrained problems. Mathematical
Programming 45 (1989): 437-74.

3. Eckstein, J., R. Qi, V. I. Ragulin, and S. A. Zenios. Data-Parallel Imple-

mentation of Dense Linear Programming Algorithms. Thinking Machines
Corporation Technical Report TMC-230, 1992.

)
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Chapter 12

Random Number Generators

This chapter describes the CM Fortran interface for the CMSSL random number
generators (RNGs). One section is devoted to each of the following topics:

* introduction

* state tables

* safety checkpointing

* alternate stream checkpointing

· references

Man pages for the RNG routines follow these sections.

12.1 Introduction

The CMSSL includes two RNGs:

· the Fast RNG

· the VP RNG

These operations use a lagged-Fibonacci algorithm. They supplement the CM
Fortran random number utility, CMF_RANDOM, and use a cellular automaton al-

gorithm. (For a description of CMFRANDOM, refer to the CM Fortran
documentation set.)

I
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12.1.1 The Fast RNG and the VP RNG Compared

To construct pseudo-random values, the CMSSL random number generators use
state tables loaded from CMFRANDOM. The difference between the Fast RNG
and the VP RNG lies in the allocation of their state table arrays, as follows:

* The Fast RNG operation stores one state table per parallel processing node.

* The VP RNG operation stores one state table per destination array element.

The Fast RNG (so named because it is much faster than the Paris RNG originally
used on the CM-2) thus consumes substantially less processing node memory
than the VP RNG. The VP RNG can produce identical results on CM partitions of
different sizes. Also, the VP RNG is slightly faster than the Fast RNG, albeit at
potentially high cost in memory.

The VP RNG, which mimics the Fast RNG, is generally used if access to a CM
partition of a specific size is not guaranteed. For instance, if you are using a
16-node partition while developing an application that will ultimately run on a
64-node partition, use the VP RNG to produce the same results that the Fast RNG
will produce when the application is finally run on the larger partition. The VP
RNG produces the same result for each array element, regardless of partition size
or array shape - provided that the same total number of array elements is main-
tained and that the same seed is used.

12.1.2 The RNG Routines

Most applications that use the CMSSL RNG simply require you to call the Fast
or VP RNG and then deallocate the state table. The following operations provide
this functionality:

initializefastrng
fastrng
deallocate_fastrng

initialize_vp_rng

vp_rng

deallocate_vp_rng

Note that explicitly initializing these RNGs is only necessary if the default table
parameters are not suitable for your application. Section 12.2 discusses the state
table parameters.
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To guard against the effects of forced interruption, or to use more than one stream
of random values, some applications require checkpointing. Checkpointing is the
process of recording state information at a specific point in the random number
stream generation. Later, the stream generation can be continued from the check-
point.

In safety checkpointing, you save the RNG state to a file in case of forced inter-
ruption - for instance, during long periods of application execution. If an
interruption occurs, you can restore the state and continue processing. Safety
checkpointing is accomplished with the following routines:

savefastrngjtemps
restore_fast_rngjtemps

save.vp_rngtemps

restore_vp_rngtemps

In alternate stream checkpointing, you save the RNG states associated with two
distinct streams of random numbers in order to switch back and forth between
the streams. Alternate stream checkpointing is accomplished with the following
operations:

fastrng_statefield
fastrng_residue

reinitialize_fast_rng

vp_rng_statefield

vp_rng_residue

reinitialize_vp_rng

See Sections 12.3 and 12.4 for detailed descriptions of safety checkpointing and
alternate stream checkpointing, respectively.

12.1.3 Implementation

The lagged-Fibonacci algorithm used by both CMSSL random number generators
is widely used to produce a uniform distribution of random values. This imple-

mentation has been subjected to a battery of statistical tests, both on the stream
of values within each processing node and for cross-node correlation. The only
test that the CMSSL RNGs fail is the Birthday Spacings Test, as predicted by Mar-
saglia in the paper referenced in Section 12.5. Despite this failure, these
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lagged-Fibonacci RNGs are recommended for the most rigorous applications
such. as Monte Carlo simulations of lattice gases.

12.2 State Tables

If you do not initialize the Fast RNG or VP RNG explicitly, the CM Fortran inter-
face uses default parameters to initialize the RNG automatically the first time you
call it. If you want to use non-default state table parameters, you must initialize
the VP or Fast RNG explicitly.

12.2.1 Fast RNG State Tables

The initializefast_rng routine allocates the state tables for the Fast RNG and ini-
tializes them with values generated by CMFRANDOM. The application can
provide a seed for CMFRANDOM by calling CMF_RANDOMIZE. Figure 34 shows
a Fast RNG state table. In the Fast RNG, one state table is associated with each
processing node; from this table, random values are constructed for each subgrid
element. (The subgrid associated with a processing node is the set of array ele-
ments residing in that node's memory.) Thus, each time you call fast_rng, the
number of pseudo-random values produced by each state table is equal to the
subgrid size.
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)
Figure 34. Fast RNG state table.

12.2.2 VP RNG State Tables

The initiaiize_vp_rng routine allocates the state tables for the VP RNG and initial-
izes them with values generated by CMFRANDOM. The application provides a
seed for CMF_ RANDOM in the initialize_vp_rng seed argument. Figure 35, below,
shows one VP RNG state table. In contrast to the Fast RNG state table, each sub-
grid element has its own state table. Each time you call vp_mrng, each state table
produces only one value.
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Figure 35. VP RNG state table.

If you do not call initialize_vp_ng explicitly, vp_rng selects a dynamic seed value
based on the system time. (This is the conventional default initialization proces-
dure in most random number generators.) As a result, with default initialization,
different results are obtained in different runs. Explicit initialization is required
to obtain identical results.

12.2.3 State Table Parameters

For either CMSSL RNG, each state table has table_lag elements and width width.
The state table field is treated as a circular buffer. Internal variables are initial-
ized so that they point into the table at offsets of short_lag and table_lag
elements. The operation of generating a pseudo-random value (termed stepping
the RNG) consists of adding the element at the shortlag pointer to the element
at the tablelag pointer. This sum is shown as b = a + b in the figures above,
where the element shown as b is overwritten by the sum. All or a portion of the
bits in element b are used to construct a pseudo-random value, which is then
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copied to the destination field. The pointers are then either decremented by one
element or cycled around the buffer.

The state table parameters are critical to proper CMSSL RNG operation. The de-
faults used for automatic initialization are (17, 5) for tablelag and short_lag.
For information about the defaults for width, refer to the man page for Fast RNG
or VP RNG. Also, refer to the man pages for specific requirements and recom-
mendations regarding tablelag, short_lag, and width.

The period of a random number generator is the number of discrete pseudo-ran-
dom values it can generate before repeating the original stream. For applications
that call a CMSSL RNG many times, it is important to make sure the period is
long enough. The period should be greater than the total number of values pro-
duced by any one state table during all calls to the RNG. Otherwise, it may be
possible to detect correlations within the stream produced by one processing
node or between streams in different nodes. See the man page for Fast RNG or
VP RNG, later in this chapter, for information on calculating an RNG period from
different table parameters.

12.2.4 Need for Deallocation

Both the Fast RNG and the VP RNG allocate state tables on the CM heap; until
explicitly deallocated, the tables occupy CM memory. The operations deallocate_
fastrng and deallocate_vp_mrng deallocate the state table arrays. It is important
that you use the deallocation routines, especially for the VP RNG, in which the
state tables can occupy a significant amount of processing node storage space.
(In the Fast RNG, the state table size is only on the order of table_lag.)

12.2.5 Parameters Saved During Checkpointing

Figure 36 shows how a CMSSL RNG state table is stepped. Cycling through the
circular buffer requires table_lag steps. During one cycle, each element is used
once as the a value and once as the b value in the computation b = a + b; thus,
all element values are modified. Then the cycle repeats using the new values. The
residue is the number of steps taken so far in a cycle. At any point, if you save
the residue and the values in the state table, you can resume stream generation
with the next step.
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Figure 36. Stepping the state table.

The following routines save or return information for checkpointing:

* The savefastrng_temps and save_vp_mgtemps routines save the con-
tents of the state table array, as well as all state table parameters (including
the residue), to a file.

* The fast_rng_statefield and vp_rng_state_field routines return the state
table array descriptor.

* The fastmg_residue and vp_rng_residue routines return the residue value.

As explained in Sections 12.3 and 12.4, for safety checkpointing you must copy
both the residue value and the contents of the state table array to a file; whereas
for alternate-stream checkpointing, you save the residue value and the state table
array descriptor (but not the actual contents of the array), and external storage is
not required.
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12.3 Safety Checkpointing

If you are running a long application that makes repeated use of one of the
CMSSL RNGs, it is a good idea to safety checkpoint. Should a forced interruption
occur, the application can be resumed at a checkpoint rather than having to be
restarted from the beginning.

To perform safety checkpointing, you must use the save and restore routines,

save_fast_rngjemps

restore_fastrngjemps
save_vp_rngjemps
restore_vp_rng_temps

To use this method, insert calls to the save routine periodically among your RNG
calls. If a forced interruption occurs, call the restore routine, which restores the
state table to exactly the values it had when the state was saved. No reinitializa-
tion is required; you can call the RNG again immediately after restoring the state.
Figure 37 is a flowchart for safety checkpointing.

The Fast RNG generates different random number sequences for destination ar-
rays on different CM partition sizes. Therefore, if you are using the Fast RNG,
the partition size must be the same when you restore the Fast RNG state as when
you saved it.

In contrast, the VP RNG state table reflects the underlying geometry of the output
array originally used to initialize the table. Therefore, the dimensions of the out-
put array must be the same when you restore the VP RNG state as when you saved
it.

The save and restore routines use the CM file system (CMFS) to store files, and
expect CMFS pathnames. Specific restrictions are included in the man pages, lat-
er in this chapter.

)
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Figure 37. Safety checkpointing.

12.4 Alternate-Stream Checkpointing

It is possible to switch back and forth between two or more Fast or VP RNG
streams by saving the state and reinitializing one RNG after the other. For in-
stance, you can use this strategy to make separate random picks from two
databases that need to be merged or compared in some way. You can also use it
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to increase efficiency when one stream of random numbers requires a wide state
table and another can use a narrower state table.

If two or more VP RNG calls use destination arrays with different shapes, axis
orderings, or axis weights, you must use alternate-stream checkpointing.

Figure 38 is a flowchart for alternate-stream checkpointing using two random
number streams. The first RNG is initialized and its state is saved. Then the sec-
ond RNG is initialized and its state is saved. To alternate between streams, first
one and then the other RNG is looped through the reinitialization, use, and state-
saving phases.

Unlike safety checkpointing, the state-saving phase of alternate-stream check-
pointing does not require saving a copy of the state table field contents. Two state
table fields are allocated during initialization; their array descriptors are used re-
peatedly during reinitialization, and finally both fields are deallocated.
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Initialize CMFRANDOM (Fast RNG only)
(to override default only)

INITIALIZE A

Initialize RNG for stream A

SAVE STATE A

astate *- fast,vpJ_rngstatefield
a_residue - {fast,vp}_rng_residue

INITIALIZE B

Initialize RNG for stream B

SAVE STATE B

b_state - fast,vpJ_rng_state field
bresidue - fast,vp_rng_residue

LOOP WITH A
-initialize stream A
ill CMSSL RNG
WE stream A state

T

0

LOOP WITH B
Reinitialize stream B
Call CMSSL RNG
SAVE stream B state

DEALLOCATE A

Reinitialize stream A
Deallocate RNG for stream

Figure 38. Alternate-stream checkpointing.
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12.5 References

For an analysis of the lagged-Fibonacci algorithm and a discussion of optimal lag
parameter choices, see:

1. Knuth, D. The Art of Computer Programming, Vol. 2: Seminuimerical Al-
gorithms. Reading, Mass.: Addison-Wesley, 1973. Pp. 26-28.

For a discussion of the vulnerability of lagged-Fibonacci generators to the Birth-
day Spacings Test, see:

2. Marsaglia, G. A Current View of Random Number Generators. In Com-
puter Science and Statistics, 16th Symposium on the Interface, Atlanta,
March 1985.
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Fast RNG

The CMSSL Fast RNG routines use a lagged-Fibonacci algorithm to generate pseudo-
random numbers and store them in a destination array. Results may be integer values
subject to a limit, or real values between 0.0 and 1.0.

SYNTAX

initializefastrng (table_lag, shortlag, width, ier)

fastrng (A, limit, ier)

save.fastmgJemps (file, ier)

restore_fast_ng..temps (file, ier)

state_table = fast..mg_statefield (ier)

residue = fastrng_residue (ier)

reinitialize_fast_rng (table_lag, shortlag, width, state_table, residue, ier)

deallocatefastrng (ier)

ARGUMENTS

table_lag Scalar integer specifying the length of the state table. The default
value for automatic initialization is 17. When you call reinitialize_
fast_rng, supply the same value that was used in the original
initializefast_mg call.

short_lag Scalar integer used as an offset into the state table. Must be less
than table_lag. The default value for automatic initialization is 5.
When you call reinitializefastrng, supply the same value that
was used in the original initialize_fast_rng call.

width Scalar integer specifying the width of the state table. Regardless
of the value you supply, the RNG is always initialized with the
following width values:

* 64, if the destination array is declared as double-precision
real.
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* 32, if the destination array is declared as single-precision
real (unless you explicitly specify a width of 64, in which
case the RNG is initialized with a width of 64).

* 32, if the destination array is declared as integer and limit
is O.

* 64, if the destination array is declared as integer and limit
is not 0.

A CM array of type real or integer. Upon successful completion, this
array is overwritten with the RNG results.

limit Scalar integer. Ignored for the real case. For the integer case, the
exclusive, positive, upper bound on the pseudo-random values
generated. A limit value of 0 is interpreted as allowing any 32-bit
pattern, so that the full range of positive and negative integers is
permitted.

file Literal string or string variable declared, for example,
character*(*). The name of the CMFS file in which to save the
RNG state (when you are calling savefastrng_temps), or in
which the state was already saved (when you are calling restore_
fast_rng_temps). If you do not supply a full pathname, the
DVHOSTNAME and DVWD environment variables supply the
defaults for the hostname and current directory name,
respectively. (Refer to the Connection Machine I/O System
Programming Guide for information about these variables.)

state_table Array descriptor of a processing node heap field that contains the
restored checkpointed values of a Fast RNG state table array.
When you call reinitializefastrng, supply the value returned by
a previous call to fastrng_statefield.

residue Scalar integer returned by a previous call to the fastrng_residue
routine. Contains the checkpointed value of the Fast RNG state
table residue that was current at the same execution point as the
values identified by state_table.

ier Scalar integer variable. Error code. Upon successful return from
Initialize_fast_rng, contains -1 if this initialization overwrote a
previous initialization, or 0 if it did not.

Upon successful return from fast_rng, contains -2 if default
initialization was used, or 0 if default initialization was not used.
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Upon return from save_fast_rng_temps or restore_fast_rng_
temps, contains 0 if the routine was successful. If the code is
non-zero, the upper 16 bits describe the operation that failed (see
below) and the lower bits contain CMFS errno. For CMFSerrno
codes, see the man page for the corresponding CMFS library call
in the Connection Machine I/0 System Programming Guide.

Upper 16 bits Operation CMFS Library Call

1 open CMFS-open

2 Iseek CMFS-lseek
4 or 8 write CMFS-write-file

(for save fastrngtemps)
4 or 8 read CMFS-read-file

(for restorefast.rng_temps)
16 close CMFS-close

Upon successful return from fast_rng_statefield, contains -2 if
default initialization was used, or 0 if default initialization was not
used.

Upon return from fast_rng_residue, contains 0 if the routine
succeeded.

Upon successful return from reinitialize_fastrng, contains -1 if
this initialization overwrote a previous initialization, or 0 if it did
not.

Upon return from deallocatefastmrng, contains 0 if the routine
succeeded or -1 if there is no previous state to deallocate.

RETURNED VALUE

state_table Array descriptor of the current Fast RNG state table.

residue Scalar integer indicating how many times the Fast RNG state has
been stepped, modulo the table_lag.

DESCRIPTION

The Fast RNG is much faster than CMFRANDOM and uses far less processing node
memory than the VP RNG.
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Usage. Follow these steps to use the Fast RNG:

1. Call initialize_fast_mg (optional). This step is required only if the default ini-
tialization parameters are not suitable for your application.

2. Call fastrng to generate the pseudo-random numbers. You may repeat this
step as many times as you wish, but the state table parameters with which the
RNG was initialized (explicitly or by default) must be appropriate for each call.
If a fast_rng call requires different state table parameters, you must initiate a
new state table by calling initlalize_fast_rng with the new parameter values.

3. After all fastrng calls associated with one set of state table parameters have
finished, call deallocatefast_rg to deallocate the state table.

To perform safety checkpointing, use the savefast_rng_temps and restore_
fast mgtemps routines. To perform alternate stream checkpointing, use the fastrng_
statefield, fastrg_ residue, and reinitialize_fast_rng routines.

Initialization. The initialize-fastrng routine allocates one Fast RNG state table as heap
memory in the processing nodes. The state table is initialized with values generated by
CMFRANDOM. The initialization routine also initializes internal state, including the
state table array descriptor referenced by fastrng_statefield and the residue refer-
enced by fastrng_residue.

Separate state tables are allocated in each processing node. The length of the state table
in bits per node is the product of the table_lag and width parameters. For example,
given a width of 32 and the recommended table_lag of 17, the state table occupies 544
bits per node.

If your application requires a state table array configured differently from the default,
you must call CMFRANDOMIZE to initialize CMF_RANDOM with a seed, and then call
initializefast_rng, before using fastrng. This is important because CMF_RANDOM is
used to fill the initial state table for the Fast RNG.

If you do not explicitly initialize CMF_RANDOM and the Fast RNG, initialization occurs
automatically when you first call fastrg. The Fast RNG selects a dynamic seed value
based on the system time for the CMF_RANDOM seed. The other defaults used for auto-
matic initialization are 17 for table_lag and 5 for short_lag; for width defaults, see the
argument list above.

For reproducible results, use the same CMF_RANDOM seed and the same Fast RNG
parameters each time. If you need reproducible results on different partition sizes, use
the VP RNG.
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The state table parameters have an enormous effect on the results obtained by calls to
fast..rng. Use the following guidelines for proper state table initialization:

• The period of a random number generator is the number of random values it
produces before repeating the original stream. To avoid correlation, the period
should be greater than the total number of random values produced by any
processing node; that is,

desired-period > subgrid size x invocations

where invocations is the number of times the program calls fastrg.

* The period is very sensitive to the choice of table_lag and shortlag values.
The default pair of values, (17, 5), has been carefully chosen to produce the
maximum period for the minimum storage. Other suggested values are
(55, 24) and (71, 35). When the lag pairs are properly chosen, the period of the
Fast RNG depends exponentially on the state table length (table_lag) and on
the state table width (width), such that:

period = (2 tablelag -1) x 2 width

For a discussion on choosing proper lag value pairs, see the paper by Knuth
referenced in Section 12.5.

* The RNG is always initialized with the following width values:

* 64, if the destination array is declared as double-precision real.

* 32, if the destination array is declared as single-precision real (unless
you explicitly specify a width of 64, in which case the RNG is initial-
ized with a width of 64).

* 32, if the destination array is declared as integer and limit is 0.

* 64, if the destination array is declared as integer and limit is not 0.

Random Number Generation. The fastnmg routine copies a pseudo-random value,
chosen from a uniform distribution, into each element of A. The distribution range in
the floating-point case is from 0.0 (inclusive) to 1.0 (exclusive). The distribution range

in the integer case with a positive limit is from 0 (inclusive) to the specified limit (ex-
clusive). The distribution range in the integer case with a 0 limit is all integer values
from 231 to 231 - 1 (in other words, any 32-bit pattern).

The Save and Restore Routines. The savefast_mg_temps and restore_fast_rng_
temps routines provide a mechanism for safety checkpointing, allowing an application
to resume processing from a checkpoint after a forced interruption.
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To use the save and restore routines, insert calls to the save routine periodically among
your RNG calls. If a forced interruption occurs, call the restore routine, which restores
the state table to exactly the values it had when the state was saved. No reinitialization
is required; you can call the RNG again immediately after restoring the state. The parti-
tion size must be the same when you restore the fast RNG state as when you saved it.

The State Field, Residue, and Reinitialization Routines. The fastrng_statefield,
fast..rng_residue, and reinitialize_fast_rng routines provide a method for alternate-
stream checkpointing, in which the application switches back and forth between two or
more Fast RNG streams by saving the state and reinitializing one RNG after the other.

To perform checkpointing using these routines, follow these steps:

1. After the Fast RNG has been initialized either implicitly or explicitly by
initlalizefast_rng, and after fast_rng has been called zero or more times, call
fastrng_state_fleld and fast_mg_residue.

2. Save the current state table array descriptor as a different array descriptor and
save the current state field residue.

3. To restart a previously checkpointed Fast RNG number stream, call reinitialize_..
fast..mng with the array descriptor of the checkpointed state table field and resi-
due.

The fastmg_state..field routine returns the array descriptor of the Fast RNG state table.
The array descriptor will have been created previously by an implicit or explicit call to
initialize_fast_rng. The state table field resides in thie processing nodes. Its length is the
product of the tablelag and width parameters used in the initializefastrng call.

The fastrng_residue routine returns the residue: a count of the number of times that
the Fast RNG state has been stepped, modulo the table_lag. The residue is the product

of the subgrid size and the number of calls to fastrng that have occurred since the last
call to initialize_fast_rng or reinitialize_fast_rng.

The reinitialize_fast_mg routine reinitializes the Fast RNG from a previously check-
pointed state so that an interrupted computation can be resumed.

Deallocation. The deallocate_fastrng routine deallocates the heap field that has been
used to store the state table for the Fast RNG. Call this routine when you are finished
with the Fast RNG.
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NOTES

Numerical Performance. The lagged-Fibonacci algorithm implemented by this RNG
is widely used to produce a uniform distribution of random values.

For a table width of 32 and using the default table_lag and short_lag values, (17, 5),
the period of the fast RNG is (217-1)232 5.6e15 bits. By comparison, the period for
CMFRANDOM is estimated to be 6.8e10 bits, with greater danger of cross-node corre-
lation.

Running time for the Fast RNG increases with the state table width and the number of
bits used. For best results, reduce the table width to the number of bits required and use
a limit value of 0.

Applications. The Fast RNG should be used in applications such as Monte Carlo simu-
lations where speed is a priority and there is enough room for the state table.

Include the CMSSL Header File. The fastng_residue and fast_rng_statefield calls

are functions; they return the residue and the array descriptor of the Fast RNG state
table, respectively. Therefore, you must include the line

INCLUDE '/usr/include/cm/cmssl-cmf.h'

in program units that contain calls to these routines. This file declares the types of the
CMSSL functions and symbolic constants.

Reproducible Results. To obtain reproducible results from the Fast RNG, initialize
CMF_RANDOM with the same seed each time, and call initializefastrng explicitly.

In contrast, checkpointing and reinitializing an RNG is used to continue random value
stream generation from a previous or alternate state.

No Error Checking on Reinitialization. The reinitializefast rng routine does not per-
form error checking on the input parameters. Unpredictible results or halted execution
are likely under the following conditions:

* The length of state_table is less than (table_lag x width).

* residue is negative or residue 2 table_lag.
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EXAMPLES

Sample CM Fortran code that uses the Fast RNG routines can be found on-line in the
subdirectory

random/cmf /

of a CMSSL examples directory whose location is site-specific.
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VP RNG

The CMSSL VP RNG routines use a lagged-Fibonacci algorithm to generate pseudo-ran-
dom numbers and store them in a destination array. Results may be integer values subject
to a limit, or real values between 0.0 and 1.0.

SYNTAX

initializevp_ng (array, tablelag, short_lag, width, seed, ier)

vp_mg (A, limit, ier)

savevp_mngtemps (file, ier)

restore_vp_mgtemps (file, ier)

state_table = vp_mrng.._state_fleld (array, ier)

residue vprng_residue (array, ier)

reinitialize_vp_mg (table_lag, shortlag, width, state_table, residue, ier)

deallocate_vp_mrng (array, ier)

ARGUMENTS

array Array descriptor for a CM array of the same shape and size as the
A argument supplied to any vp_mng call for this RNG stream.
Information about geometry and layout is taken from this
argument.

table_lag Scalar integer specifying the length of the state table. The default
value for automatic initialization is 17. When you call reinitialize_
vp_rng, supply the same value that was used in the original
initialize_vp_rng call.

short_lag Scalar integer used as an offset into the state table. Must be less
than table_lag. The default value for automatic initialization is 5.
When you call reinitializevp_rng, supply the same value that was
used in the original initialize_vp_mgg call.
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width Scalar integer specifying the width of the state table. Regardless
of the value you supply, the RNG is always initialized with the
following width values:

* 64, if the destination array is declared as double-precision
real.

* 32, if the destination array is declared as single-precision
real (unless you explicitly specify a width of 64, in which
case the RNG is initialized with a width of 64).

* 32, if the destination array is declared as integer and limit
is O.

* 64, if the destination array is declared as integer and limit
is not 0.

seed Scalar integer used to initialize CMF.RANDOM for reproducible
results. If you do not explicitly initialize the VP RNG, the VP RNG
selects a dynamic seed value based on the system time.

A Array descriptor for CM array of type real (single- or
double-precision) or integer. Upon successful completion, this
array is overwritten with the RNG results.

limit Scalar integer. Ignored for the real case. For the integer case, the
exclusive, positive, upper bound on the pseudo-random values
generated. A limit value of 0 is interpreted as allowing any 32-bit
pattern, so that the full range of positive and negative integers is
permitted.

file Literal string or string variable declared, for example,
character*(*). The name of the CMFS file in which to save the
RNG state (when you are calling savevp_mg_temps), or in which
the state was already saved (when you are calling restore_vp_
rng_temps). If you do not supply a full pathname, the
DVHOSTNAME and DVWD environment variables supply the
defaults for the hostname and current directory name,
respectively. (Refer to the Connection Machine I/O System
Programming Guide for information about these variables.)

state_table Array descriptor of a processing node heap field that contains the
restored checkpointed values of a VP RNG state table. When you
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call reinitializevprng, supply the value returned by a previous
call to vp_mrng_statefield.

residue Scalar integer returned by the vp_mrng_residue routine. Contains
the checkpointed value of the VP RNG state table residue that was
current at the same execution point as the values identified by
state-table.

ier Scalar integer variable. Error code. Upon successful return from
initialize_vp_rng, contains -1 if this initialization overwrote a
previous initialization, or 0 if it did not.

Upon successful return from vp_rng, contains -2 if default
initialization was used, or 0 if default initialization was not used.

Upon return from save_vp_ngtemps or restore_vp_rng_temps,
contains 0 if the routine was successful. If the code is non-zero,
the upper 16 bits describe the operation that failed (see below) and
the lower bits contain CMFS_errno. For CMFS.errno codes, see the
man page for the corresponding CMFS library call in the
Connection Machine I/O System Programming Guide. (

Upper 16 bits Operation CMFS Library Call

1 open CMFS-open

2 Iseek CMFS-Iseek

4 or 8 write CMFS-write-file
(for save_vp_mngjemps)

4 or 8 read CMFS-read-file
(for restore_vp_rngtemps)

16 close CMFS-close

Upon successful return from vp_rng_statefield, contains -2 if
default initialization was used, or 0 if default initialization was not
used.

Upon return from vp_rng_residue, contains 0 if the routine
succeeded.

Upon successful return from reinitialize.vp_mg, contains -1 if this
initialization overwrote a previous initialization, or 0 if it did not.

Upon return from deallocate_vp_rng, contains 0 if the routine
succeeded or -1 if there is no previous state to deallocate.
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RETURNED VALUE

state_table Array descriptor of the current VP RNG state table.

residue Scalar integer indicating how many times the VP RNG state has
been stepped, modulo the table_lag.

DESCRIPTION

The VP RNG is useful for producing identical streams of random numbers on partitions
of different sizes, as long as the number of array elements is constant. It is much faster
than CMF_RANDOM and slightly faster than the Fast RNG; however, it uses far more
processing node memory than either.

Usage. Follow these steps to use the VP RNG:

1. Call initialize_vp_mg (optional). This step is required only if the default initial-
ization parameters are not suitable for your application.

2. Call vp_mrng to generate the pseudo-random numbers. You may repeat this step
as many times as you wish, but the state table parameters with which the RNG
was initialized (explicitly or by default) must be appropriate for each call. If
a vp_rnmg call requires different state table parameters, you must initiate a new
state table by calling initialize.vp_rng with the new parameter values.

3. After all vp_ng calls associated with one set of state table parameters have
finished, call deallocate_vp_ ng to deallocate the state table.

To perform safety checkpointing, use the save_vp_rng_temps and restore_vp_rng_
temps routines. To perform alternate stream checkpointing, use the vp_rng_state_fleld,
vp_rng_residue, and reinitialize_vp_rng routines.

Initialization. The initialize_vp_rng routine allocates a VP RNG state table array as heap

memory in the processing nodes. The state table is initialized with values generated by
CMF_RANDOM. The initialization routine also initializes internal state, including the
state table array descriptor referenced by vp_rng_state_field and the residue referenced
by vp_rngresidue.

The VP RNG is designed to produce identical results on partitions of different sizes. To
get identical results, be sure the following conditions are true:

The size of array does not change between runs; this ensures that the same
total number of array elements are used each time.
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The same seed is used each time. If you do not call initialize_vp_rng explicitly,
vp_rng selects a dynamic seed value based on the system time. (This is the
conventional default initialization procesdure in most random number genera-
tors.) As a result, with default initialization, different results are obtained in
different runs. Explicit initialization is required to obtain identical results.

The array parameter is used to determine the array geometry in which random values
are used. A separate state table is allocated for each destination array element. The
length of the state table in bits per destination array element is the product of the
table_lag and width parameters. For example, given a width of 32 and the recom-
mended table_lag of 17, the state table occupies 544 bits per array element.

If your application requires a state table array configured differently from the default,
you must call initializeypng (supplying a seed for CMFRANDOM in the seed argu-
ment) before using vp_rng.

To produce the same results as the Fast RNG would produce, you must ensure that the
total number of array elements used by the VP RNG equals the total number of proces-
sing nodes used by the Fast RNG. Also, the seed you use to initialize the VP RNG state
table must be the same as the seed you use when you call CMF_RANDOMIZE before
calling initializefast_rng.

If you do not explicitly initialize the VP RNG, initialization occurs automatically when
you first call vp_rng. The VP RNG selects a dynamic seed value based on the system
time. The other defaults used for automatic initialization are 17 for table_lag and 5 for
short_lag; for width defaults, see the argument list above. The A supplied in the first
invocation of vp_mng is used as the default array.

The state table parameters have an enormous effect on the results obtained by calls to
vp_rng. Use the following guidelines for proper state table initialization:

* The period of a random number generator is the number of random values it
produces before repeating the original stream. To avoid correlation, the period
should be greater than the total number of random values produced for any
subgrid element; that is,

desired-period > invocations

where invocations is the number of times the program calls vp_rng.

* The period is very sensitive to the choice of table_lag and short_lag values.
The default pair of values, (17, 5), has been carefully chosen to produce the
maximum period for the minimum storage. Other suggested values are
(55, 24) and (71, 35). When the lag pairs are properly chosen, the period of the
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VP RNG depends exponentially on the state table length (table_lag) and on the
state table width (width), such that:

period = ( 2 tableJag -1) x 2width

For a discussion on choosing proper lag value pairs, see the paper by Knuth
referenced in Section 12.5.

The RNG is always initialized with the following width values:

* 64, if the destination array is declared as double-precision real.

* 32, if the destination array is declared as single-precision real (unless
you explicitly specify a width of 64, in which case the RNG is initial-
ized with a width of 64).

* 32, if the destination array is declared as integer and limit is 0.

* 64, if the destination array is declared as integer and limit is not 0.

Random Number Generation. The vp_rng routine copies a pseudo-random value,
chosen from a uniform distribution, into each element of A. The distribution range in
the floating-point case is from 0.0 (inclusive) to 1.0 (exclusive). The distribution range
in the integer case with a positive limit is from 0 (inclusive) to the specified limit (ex-
clusive). The distribution range in the integer case with a 0 limit is all integer values
from -231 to 231- 1 (in other words, any 32-bit pattern).

Each time the VP RNG is called, it generates one random value per subgrid element,
and places the random values in A. For any one stream of random values, all A argu-
ments must have the same shape, size, and axis orderings. To generate random values
for destination arrays that differ in these attributes, use alternate-stream checkpointing
(described below).

The Save and Restore Routines. The save_vp_rng_temps and restore_vp_rng_temps

routines provide a mechanism for safety checkpointing, allowing an application to
resume processing from a checkpoint after a forced interruption.

To use the save and restore routines, insert calls to the save routine periodically among
your RNG calls. If a forced interruption occurs, call the restore routine, which restores
the state table to exactly the values it had when the state was saved. No reinitialization
is required; you can call the RNG again immediately after restoring the state. The
dimensions of the destination array must be the same when you restore the VP RNG
state as when you saved it.
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The State Field, Residue, and Reinitialization Routines. The vp_mg_state.field,

vp_rng_residue, and reinitialize_vp_mng routines provide a method for alternate-stream
checkpointing, in which the application switches back and forth between two or more
VP RNG streams by saving the state and reinitializing one RNG after the other.

To perform checkpointing using these routines, follow these steps:

1. After the VP RNG has been initialized either implicitly or explicitly by
initialize_vp_mrng, and after vp_mrng has been called zero or more times, call
vp_rng_state..field and vp_mng_residue.

2. Save the current state table array descriptor as a different array descriptor and

save the current state field residue.

3. To restart a previously checkpointed VP RNG number stream, call reinitialize.

vp_ng with the array descriptor of the checkpointed state table field and resi-
due.

The vp_rng_state_field routine returns the array descriptor of the VP RNG state table.
The array descriptor will have been created previously by an implicit or explicit call to
initialize_vp_mrng. The state table is a heap field that resides in the processing nodes. The
length of the state table is the product of the table_lag and width parameters supplied to
initialize_vp_mg.

The vp_rng_residue routine returns the residue: a count of the number of times that the
VP RNG state has been stepped, modulo the table_lag. The residue is the product of the
subgrid size and the number of calls to vprng that have occurred since the last call to
initialize_ vp_ng (implicit or explicit) or to reinitialize_vp_rng.

The reinitiallze_vp_mrng routine reinitializes the VP RNG from a previously check-
pointed state so that an interrupted computation can be resumed.

Deallocation. The deallocate_vp_rng routine deallocates the heap field that has been
used to store the state table for the VP RNG. Call this routine when you are finished

with the VP RNG. Using deallocate_vp_mg is important because the VP RNG state table

field can use a significant amount of processing node memory.

NOTES

Numerical Performance. The lagged-Fibonacci algorithm implemented by this RNG
is widely used to produce a uniform distribution of random values.
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For a table width of 32 and using the default table_lag and shortlag values, (17, 5),
the period of the VP RNG is (217-1)232 5.6e15 bits. By comparison, the period for

CMF.RANDOM is estimated to be 6.8e10 bits, with greater danger of cross-node corre-
lation.

Running time for the VP RNG increases with the state table width and the number of
bits used. For best results, reduce the table width to the number of bits required and use
a limit value of 0.

Applications. The VP RNG mimics the Fast RNG. It should be used in applications
such as Monte Carlo simulations where reproducible results across different partition
sizes must be verified.

Include the CMSSL Header File. The vp_mrng_residue and vp_rng_state_field calls are

functions; they return the residue and the array descriptor of the VP RNG state table,
respectively. Therefore, you must include the line

INCLUDE '/usr/include/cm/cmssl-cmf.h'

in program units that include calls to these routines. This file declares the types of the

CMSSL functions and symbolic constants.

Reproducible Results. To obtain reproducible results from the VP RNG, call
initialize_vp_mng using the same seed value each time.

In contrast, checkpointing and reinitializing an RNG is used to continue random value

stream generation from a previous or alternate state.

No Error Checking on Reinitialization. The reinitiaiize_vp_mng routine does not per-
form error checking on the input parameters. Unpredictible results or halted execution
are likely under the following conditions:

* The length of statetable is less than (table_lag x width).

* residue is negative or residue > table_lag.

Use of CMF_RANDOM to Initialize the State Tables. The state table in each subgrid
element is initialized as though it were a Fast RNG state table in a partition with size

equal to the subgrid size times the number of processing nodes.
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EXAMPLES

Sample CM Fortran code that uses the VP RNG routines can be found on-line in the
subdirectory

random/cmf/

of a CMSSL examples directory whose location is site-specific.
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Chapter 13

Statistical Analysis

This chapter describes the CMSSL statistical analysis routines. Currently in-
cluded are two histogramming operations that summarize a specified CM array
by the number of occurrences of each value or range of values. The following
routines are provided:

histogram Histograms all values in a data set.

histogram_range Histograms designated ranges of values within a data set.

Histograms provide a statistical mechanism for simplifying data. They are gener-
ally used in applications that need to display or extract summary information. For
particularly large data sets, histogram_range facilitates breaking data down into
subranges, perhaps as a preliminary step before doing more detailed analysis of
interesting areas.

In particular, histograms have many applications in image analysis and computer
vision. For example, a technique known as histogram equalization computes a
histogram of pixel intensity values in an image and uses it to rescale the original
picture.

The CMSSL histogram operations treat the elements of a front-end array as a se-
ries of bins. In each bin a tally of CM field values or value ranges is stored. The
number of histogram bins varies widely with the application, from a dozen tallies
on a large process or a few dozen markers on a probability distribution to a few
hundred intensity values in an image or a few thousand instruction codes in a
performance analysis.
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13.1 How to Histogram

Decide whether to use a simple or a ranged histogram: Consider the number of
bits needed to represent the source values that are to be analyzed. For a simple
histogram, one front-end array element (or bin) is required for each possible
source value. Since 21ength possible values can be represented in length bits, a
simple histogram requires 2length front-end bins. From this, we see that 8-bit val-
ues can be histogrammed into 28 or 256 bins-a manageable number. However,
a simple histogram of 16-bit values would require 216 or 65,536 bins-which is
probably too many for useful analysis.

A ranged histogram uses one bin for each range of source values. Use a ranged
histogram to analyze source arrays that include large values. Determining the
number of bins to use and the range to assign each bin is easily done using expo-
nent arithmetic. Suppose for example we have 16-bit source values. Since 216 =
28 x 28, we could use 28 = 256 bins and tally a range of 28 values in each. When
making these calculations, don't forget to account also for two tail bins-one for
either end of the value range. (See the histogram_ range man page for more on
tail bins.)

As a concrete illustration of histogramming techniques, consider summarizing
the pixel information of a framebuffer image so that each bin reflects the number
of pixels with a given intensity.

Suppose the intensity is encoded in a CM array of 8-bit elements-as for black
and white images. The range of possible values is small, so a simple histogram
can be used. The front-end array should have one element (or bin) for each pos-
sible source value, or 28 = 256 elements. When we invoke the histogram routine

CALL histogram (fe_array, source_array, sbit_len, ier)

each bin tallies the number of pixels for one discrete intensity level. (Note: CM
Fortran currently follows standard Fortran by supporting only integer values of
32 bits. Nonetheless a histogram call on 8-bit elements may be simulated by us-
ing a length argument of 8 to histogram the low-order 8 bits of each 32-bit
element.)

If, however, the pixel intensity is encoded in a CM array of 24-bit elements-as
it is for RGB color images-then a front-end array of 224 = 16,777,216 elements
would be too large. (Also, since there are 4 bytes in a word, an array with 224
words would occupy over 67 megabytes.) Fortunately, there are two alternatives:

1. Call a simple histogram on each 8-bit color subfield separately, as with the
black and white case described above.
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2. Use a range histogram as a microscope to close in on the interesting parts
of the data, as described below.

To use a range histogram for this problem, try to factor the total 224 range into
manageable chunks. In particular, since 224 = 216 x 28, we could put 216 values
in each of 28 middle range bins and leave the tail bins empty. Following this
course, we can obtain an overview of all the data by invoking the range histo-
gram routine

CALL historam_range (fe_array, source_array, 258, 0, 65536 )

In this call, we specify the number of bins as 258 ( 256 + 2 tail bins = 258), the
range minimum as 0, and the range within each bin as 216 = 65536.
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Histogram

Increments each element of the specified front-end array by the number of times its index
equals the value of an element in the specified source array.

For particularly large ranges of source data, consider using the range_histogram routine.

SYNTAX

histogram (s, A, length, ier)

ARGUMENTS

s Front-end array of integers for storing the histogram. The number
of elements in this array should be at least 21engthk

A Source CM array of type integer.

length Length in bits of the A values, or the number of bits of each A
value that are to be considered by the histogram routine. The
specified length should be no greater than n such that an s of 2n

elements can fit in partition manager memory.

ier Error code. Scalar integer. Set to 0 if the routine succeeds.

DESCRIPTION

A tally is made of the number of times any particular integer i occurs as an s value.
This tally is added to the value of the corresponding histogram bin, s[i]. For example, if
s has been initialized to zero, and ifs contains five elements that have the value 3, then
s(3) receives the value 5.

The histogram thus records the distribution of values within one or more source arrays
(one per call). Note that histogram bins (that is, elements in s) are not precleared auto-
matically. This allows the successive collection of data from many arrays into one
histogram.

The length value is the number of bits of each A value that are to be considered by the
histogram routine. For example, if A contains 32-bit integers, a length value of 8
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causes the values represented by the low 8 bits of each source value to be tallied. High-
order bits are ignored.

NOTES

No Error Checking. No special error checking is done. Thus, there may be unpredict-
able damage if there are not enough destination bins to hold all values up through the
maximum value of the source data.

Front-End Array Size. To avoid error, the correct number of front-end array elements
is 21ength, where length is the number of bits used to represent each A value.

Performance. With the current implementation of this histogram routine, optimum
performance is obtained using large source arrays and a small number of bins.

Zero-Based Array Indexing. Zero values are tallied in the first bin. For this reason,
CM Fortran users might want to declare s to be zero-based.

EXAMPLES

Sample code that uses the histogram routines can be found on-line in the subdirectory

histogram/cmf/

of a CMSSL examples directory whose location is site-specific.
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Range Histogram

Increments each element of a front-end array by the number of times a source value falls
into the subrange associated with that element.

This is particularly useful for obtaining a statistical summary of large data sets, for which
unranged histogram information is too unwieldy to analyze. To histogram small data sets,
consider using the histogram routine.

SYNTAX

histogram_range (s, A, n, min, range, ier)

ARGUMENTS

s Front-end array of integers for storing the histogram. The number
of elements in this array must be n.

A Source CM array containing either real or integer values.

n Scalar integer specifying the number of destination bins,
including 2 bins for tail values.

min Scalar integer specifying the minimum value for counting into the
second bin.

range Scalar integer specifying the size of the subrange associated with
all but the first and last bins.

ier Error code. Scalar integer. Normally set to 0.

DESCRIPTION

This subroutine treats each element of s as a bin associated with a range of A values. To
each bin it assigns an integer value equal to the bin's initial value plus the number of
values within the A array that fall into the bin's range.

There must be at least n number of elements in s. The range histogram uses the first
bin, s[l], and the last bin, s[n], to tally A values below and above the range under in-
spection. The middle elements are used to tally A values within subranges that span
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successive increments of range. The min and range parameters determine the range of
values contributing to each element of the histogram, as follows:

* The first bin, s[l], is incremented by the tally ofall A values j for whichj <
min.

* Each middle bin, s[i], is incremented by the tally of A values j for which
j (min + (i - 1) x range )

and
j < (min + i x range).

* The last bin, sn], is incremented by the tally of A valuesj for whichj 2 (min
+ (n - 2) x range ).

The histogram thus records the distribution of values within one or more source arrays
(one per call). Note that histogram bins are not precleared automatically. This allows
the successive collection of data from many CM array fields into one histogram.

NOTES

Performance. With the current implementation of this histogram routine, optimum
performance is obtained using large source arrays and a small number. of bins.

EXAMPLES

Sample code that uses the histogram routines can be found on-line in the subdirectory

histogram/cmf/

of a CMSSL examples directory whose location is site-specific.
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Chapter 14

Communication Primitives

This chapter describes the following CMSSL communication primitives:

· polyshift

* all-to-all broadcast

* sparse gather and scatter utilities

* sparse vector gather and vector scatter utilities

* vector move (extract and deposit)

* block gather and scatter utilities

* mesh partitioning and reordering of pointers

- partitioned gather and scatter utilities

· computation of block cyclic permutations

· permutation along an axis

· send-to-NEWS and NEWS-to-send reordering

· communication compiler

Sections 14.1 through 14.15 introduce these operations. Each section is followed
by a man page that describes the routine(s) in detail and provides sample code.
Section 14.16 provides references.
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14.1 Polyshift

Many scientific applications make extensive use of array shifts in more than one
direction and/or dimension in an array geometry. One well-known example is
"stencils" used in solving partial differential equations (PDEs) by explicit finite
difference methods. Similar communication patterns are encountered in other
applications. For example, in quantum chromodynamics one needs to send
(3 x n) complex matrices in each direction of a four-dimensional lattice. Multi-
ple array shifts are also useful in many molecular dynamics codes. In the CMSSL,
such multiple array shifts are called "polyshifts" (PSHIFTs). They can be recog-
nized in CM Fortran code by a sequence of CSHIFT and/or EOSHIFT calls in
multiple directions of multiple dimensions, with no data dependencies among the
arguments and the results of the shifts. There is a potential performance gain in
recognizing a polyshift communications pattern, and calling specially developed
routines for doing the shifts. In addition, application programs that utilize calls
to polyshift routines can benefit from enhanced readability and maintainability.
This section describes the implementation of a high-level interface for calling
polyshift routines from CM Fortran.

14.1.1 The Polyshift Routines

Given a set of source and destination CM arrays, together with the types, dimen-
sions, and distances of the shifts to be performed, the polyshift routines shift the
arrays in multiple directions of multiple dimensions. To perform a polyshift op-
eration (or multiple polyshift operations, sequentially), you must follow these
steps:

1. Call either the pshift_setup routine or the pshiftsetup_looped routine.

These routines are identical on the CM-5; both are provided for compati-
bility with the CM-200 library. The setup routine creates a setup structure
for the specified communication pattern and returns an ID corresponding
to that setup structure. You must supply this ID in subsequent calls to pshift
and deallocate_pshift_setup.

2. Call the pshift routine.

This routine performs the polyshift. To perform more than one polyshift
operation using the same communication pattern, follow one call to
pshift_setup or pshift_ setup_looped with multiple calls to pshift.
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If the communication pattern changes, you must start with Step 1 again,
since multiple communication patterns require multiple setup calls. For
example, you might require both a five-point and a nine-point stencil in
the solution of a PDE; these would be set up in two different calls to
pshift..setup or pshift_setup_looped, and identified with two IDs. (Refer to
the online 9-point stencil example; the pathname is given in the man
page.)

3. After all pshift calls associated with the same pshiflsetup or pshiftset
up_looped call (that is, when a communication pattern is no longer
needed), call the deallocate_pshiftsetup routine to deallocate the setup
structure created by the setup routine.

You may have more than one setup active at a time; that is, you may call either
or both setup routines more than once without calling the deallocation routine.
When you call pshift or deallocate_pshiftsetup, the setup ID you supply identi-
fies the setup you want to use or deallocate.

The code skeleton below shows a CM Fortran program using the polyshift rou-
tines.

id = pshift_setup (...)

call pshift (..., id, ...)

call deallocate_pshift_setup (id)

In this example, the id argument is the polyshift setup ID; multiple IDs may be
active at the same time.

NOTE

The pshift routine allows only one shift operation per direction
per axis.

Always include the header file /usr/include/cm/cmssl-cmf .h in any pro-
gram unit that calls either of the functions pshift_setup or pshift_setup_looped so
that the correct return type is declared. This header file is also required for calls
to pshift in order to use the predefined parameters CMSSL_CSHIFT,
CMSSL_EOSHIFT_0, etc., defined in the man page.
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14.1.2 Optimization Recommendations

Follow these recommendations to optimize your code:

* Use array sizes that result in no padding. PSHIFT performance is best
when the array is not padded along any axis i on which shifts are being
performed. When this requirement is not met, PSHIFT performance is ap-
proximately the same as for the equivalent call to CSHIFT or EOSHIFT.

* Attempt to "balance" your subgrid. Call CMF.DESCRIBE_ARRAY (de-
scribed in the CM Fortran documentation set) to determine your subgrid
size. Then use the weight parameter in the LAYOUT compiler directive to
adjust the subgrid size (this must be done empirically). For example, use

CMF$ LAYOUT X (2:NEWS, 1:NEWS)

to increase the x-axis weight.

* Use array-valued boundaries for end-off shifts only when absolutely nec-
essary.

4
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Polyshift

Given a set of source and destination CM arrays, together with the types, dimensions, and
distances of the shifts to be performed, the polyshift routines shift the arrays in multiple
directions of multiple dimensions.

SYNTAX

setup_id - pshift_setup(n, cm_array, ier,
typej, dim_l, distl,
type_2, dim_2, dist_2,

type_n, dim_n, distn)

setup_id - pshift_setup_looped (n, cm_array, ier,
typel, dim_l, dist.l,
type_2, dim_2, dist2,

type_n, dim_n, distn)

pshift (n, setup_id, ier,

type.), A_I, B_I, dim_l,

type_2, A_2, B_2, dim_2,

distl[, bdry_l],
dist_2L bdry_2],

type_n, A_n, Bn, dim_n, dist_n[, bdry_n])

deallocate..pshiftsetup (setup_id)

ARGUMENTS

Input. Scalar integer variable, parameter, or constant. The number
of distinct shifts, of the shift types, dimensions, and distances that
follow, to do in a single call to pshift. n must be greater than or
equal to 0 and less than or equal to 14. The value you supply to

439

n
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pshift must be the same as the value you supplied in the associated
pshiftsetup or pshiftsetup_looped call. The contents of this
argument are not modified.

cm_array Input. CM array of any logical or numeric data type. This is a
"prototypical" array used in deriving the PSHIFT geometry. The
actual arguments to pshift must agree with cm_array in data type,
size, shape, and layout. The contents of this argument are not
modified.

setup_id Input. Scalar integer variable. PSHIFT setup structure identifier
that was returned by a previous call to pshift_setup or pshift_
setup_looped. The contents of this argument are not modified.

ier Output. Return code. Must be a scalar integer variable. Upon
return from pshift_setup or pshift_setup_looped, ier contains one
of the following codes:

0 Successful return.
2 n < orn> 14.
3 The setup routine cannot allocate partition manager

memory for the setup structure.
4 Some dim_i is less than 1 or greater than 7.
5 An unknown shift type was specified; that is, some

typei was not one of the five shift types listed
under type_i, below.

6 You have specified multiple negative shifts on some
dimension.

7 You have specified multiple positive shifts on some
dimension.

Upon return from pshift, ier contains one of the following codes:

0 Successful return.

2 n does not match the value supplied in the
pshift_setup or pshift_setup_looped call.

3 Some dim_i is less than 1 or greater than 7.
4 The array geometry of some A_i does not

match the geometry of the array supplied in the
pshift_setup or pshift_setup_looped call.

5 The array geometry of some Bi does not
match the geometry of the array supplied in the
pshiftsetup or pshiftsetup_looped call.

6 Some typej does not match the corresponding
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shift type supplied in the pshift_setup or
pshif..setup_looped call.

7 Some disti does not match the corresponding
distance supplied in the pshiftsetup or
pshift_setup_looped call.

8 A boundary array argument is missing from the pshift
call, or the data type of a boundary array is incorrect.

typej Input. One of the following predefined CMSSL shift types:

CMSSL_CSHIFT

CMSSLEOSHIFT_0

CMSSL EOSHIFT 1

CMSSLEOSHIFTSCALAR

CMSSLEOSHIFTARRAY

For the ith shift, these give shifts of the type corresponding to the
CM Fortran intrinsics (CSHIFT or EOSHIFT).

CMSSL_EOSHIFT.0 shifts in a 0 of the proper data type at the
boundary.

CMSSLEOSHIFT1 shifts in a 1 of the proper data type at the
boundary.

CMSSLEOSHIFTSCALAR shifts in a front-end scalar variable at
the boundary. The variable must be specified in the call to pshift.
The data type must agree with the data type of cm_array.

CMSSL_EOSHIFT_ARRAY shifts in a CM array at the boundary.

This array must be specified in the call to pshift. The data type

must agree with the data type of cm_array. The rank must be one
less than the rank of cm_array. Refer to the discussion of EOSHIFT
in the CM Fortran Reference Manual for more details. The
contents of this argument are not modified.

A_i Output. CM array. The destination of the ith shift, as specified by

the types, dimensions, and distances that follow. Must agree in

data type, size, shape, and layout with the cm_array passed to
pshift_setup or pshiftsetup_looped.

Bi Input. CM array. The source of the ith shift, as specified by the
types, dimensions, and distances that follow. Must agree in data
type, size, shape, and layout with the cm_array passed to pshift_
setup or pshift_setupjooped. The contents of this argument are
not modified.
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dim_i Input. Scalar integer variable, parameter, or constant. The
dimension along which to perform the ith shift. The contents of
this argument are not modified.

dist_i Input. Scalar integer variable, parameter, or constant. The
distance (number of elements) to shift for the ith shift. Positive or
negative numbers, as defined in the CSHIFT and EOSHIFT entries
of the CM Fortran Reference Manual. The contents of this
argument are not modified.

bdry_i Input. Front-end scalar or CM array. The boundary value shifted
in if the ith shift type is CMSSL_EOSHIFT_SCALAR or CMSSL_
EOSHIFTARRAY. The contents of this argument are not modified.

If typei is CMSSL_EOSHIFT_SCALAR or CMSSL_EOSHIFT_
ARRAY, you must supply a bdry_i argument.

If type-i is CMSSL_CSHIFT, CMSSL_EOSHIFT_0, or CMSSL_
EOSHIFT_1, do not supply a bdry_i argument. (CSHIFT does not
use a boundary value; EOSHIFT0 and EOSHIFT_1 use boundary
values 0 and 1, respectively.)

RETURNED VALUE

setup_id Scalar integer variable. A PSHIFT setup structure identifier
returned by pshift_setup or pshift_setup_looped and required by
pshift and deallocate_pshift_setup.

DESCRIPTION

The polyshift routines perform the following operation:

Al(,,,,i,,,) = B( ....i+dist_,,,);

A2(,j,,,,,) = B2(,j+dist_2,,,,,);

An(,,,,,,k,) = Bn (,,,,,,k+dist_n,)

Usage. To perform a polyshift operation (or multiple polyshift operations, sequential-
ly), you must follow these steps:
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1. Call either the pshift_setup or the pshift_setup_looped routine.

These routines are identical on the CM-5; both are provided for compatibility
with the CM-200 library. The setup routine creates a setup structure for the spe-
cified communication pattern and returns an ID corresponding to that setup
structure. You must supply this ID in subsequent calls to pshift and deallocate_
pshift_setup.

2. Call the pshift routine.

This routine performs the polyshift. To perform more than one polyshift opera-
tion using the same communication pattern, follow one call to pshift_setup or
pshift_setup_looped with multiple calls to pshift.

If the communication pattern changes, you must start with Step 1 again, since
multiple communication patterns require multiple setup calls. For example,
you might require both a five-point and a nine-point stencil in the solution of a
PDE; these would be set up in two different calls to pshift_setup or pshift_
setup_looped, and identified with two IDs. (Refer to the online 9-point stencil
example.)

3. After all pshift calls associated with the same pshift_setup or pshiftsetup_
looped call (that is, when a communication pattern is no longer needed), call
the deallocate_pshiftsetup routine to deallocate the setup structure created by
the setup routine.

You may have more than one setup active at a time; that is, you may call either or both

setup routines more than once without calling the deallocation routine. When you call
pshift or deallocate_pshift_setup, the setup D you supply identifies the setup you want
to use or deallocate.

Setup Phase. The pshift_setup and pshift_setup_looped routines allocate a PSHIF
setup structure to be used by pshift for performing a specific polyshift, and return an ID
for the structure in setup_id:

Polyshift Phase. The pshift routine executes a specific polyshift communications pat-
tern as determined by the setup_id and the source, destination, and boundary
arguments.

Deallocation Phase. The deallocate_pshift_setup call deallocates the PSHIFT setup
structure specified by a given setup ID.
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NOTES

Restriction on Number of Shifts. The pshift routine performs a maximum of two
shifts per array dimension, one in each direction.

Need for Deallocation. The pshift_setup and pshift_setuplooped calls dynamically
allocate partition manager memory. The deallocate_pshift_setup call frees this
memory.

Include the Header File. Always include the header file /usr/include/cm/
cmssl-cmf .h in any program unit that calls either of the functions pshift_setup or
pshift_setuplooped so that the correct return type is declared. This header file is also
required for calls to pshift in order to use the predefined parameters CMSSLCSHIFT,
CMSSL_EOSHIFT_0, etc.

EXAMPLES

Sample CM Fortran code that uses the polyshift routines can be found on-line in the
subdirectory

pshift/cmf

of a CMSSL examples directory whose location is site-specific.
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14.2 All-to-All Broadcast

All-to-all broadcasting is often used to implement data interactions of the type
occuring in many so-called N-body computations, in which every particle inter-
acts with every other particle. With an array distributed over a number of
memory modules, each of which is associated with a parallel processing node,
every module must receive the data from every other module. Another example
of an application of all-to-all broadcasting is matrix-vector multiplication with
the matrix distributed with entire rows per processor, and the vector distributed
evenly over the processors. Every processor must gather all the elements of the
vector in order to perform the required multiplication.

If every module were to send its data to every other module before any computa-
tions start, then for P processors the memory requirements would grow by a
factor of P. The all-to-all broadcasting routine preserves memory by performing
the broadcast operation as a sequence of permutations. In each communication
step, the communication system is used as efficiently as possible.

The all-to-all broadcast can be factored into two parts: a local permutation, and
all-to-all broadcasting of local data sets between processors. The performance of
the CMSSL implementation depends strongly upon the amount of local data mo-
tion. This section explains this dependency and provides hints for optimizing
computations using the all-to-all broadcast.

As with all CMSSL functions, the all-to-all broadcast function operates on data
arrays as they are allocated by the compiler. Consider a fixed data set M struc-

tured as a two-dimensional array A(M/P, P) distributed over N processors, with
the first axis of length M/P local to a processor. Assume that an all-to-all broad-
cast is performed along the second axis, which has local extent P/N. No local

data motion is performed when P = N since the second axis has no local compo-
nent. When P > N, the broadcast operation is factored into a local broadcast
operation of P/N steps for each exchange of (M/P)(PIN) elements between pro-
cessors.

The one-dimensional data structure A(M) requires the most extensive local data
motion for a fixed data set M, namely (M/N)2, while no local data motion is re-
quired for P = N. The interprocessor data motion is independent of P, but
decreases with N.
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As an example of how to tune performance by reducing the number of local
memory moves, we consider a typical calculation on the CM system (see refer-
ence 2) as defined by

M

i = E F(yi, x) i = 1, ..., M
j=l

The following pseudocode, using the all-to-all broadcast and the Fortran 90 array
syntax, is independent of the machine configuration and involves local data mo-
tion whenever M is larger than the current number of processors being used.

Code 1

array:: x(M), y(M), z(M)
do i=1, M

all-to-all-broadcast(i, x(:), axis=l)
z(:) = z(:) + F(y(:),x(:))

enddo

The : symbol indicates that the operation is performed on all the array elements
at once. The instruction all-to-all-broadcast (i,x (:), axis=l) per-

forms the i th all-to-all broadcast step along the first axis of array x.

The following alternative encoding of the same computation assumes an N-pro-
cessor configuration. Only N physical broadcast operations are performed. The
communication cost is minimum.

Code 2

array:: x(M/N,N), y(M/N,N), z(M/N,N)

do i=-1,N

all-to-all-broadcast(i, x(:,:),
do j=l, M/N

do k=l,M/N
z(j, :) = z(j, :) + F(y(

, axis=2)

j, :), x(k, :))
enddo

enddo
enddo

CM Fortran implementation of the above pseudocodes (see reference 2) shows
that, in practice, a substantial gain can be made when using a two-dimensional
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data structure, with a serial local axis and a parallel broadcast axis, instead of a
one-dimensional data structure, given a fixed data set.

Reference 1 shows how to reduce the amount of computation when F is symmet-
ric, a particularly important point when solving N-body problems on the CM with
the all-to-all broadcast.

14.2.1 The All-to-All Broadcast Routines

Given a real or complex CM array and a selected axis, the all-to-all broadcast
routines perform a stepwise broadcast along the selected axis. Every array ele-
ment visits every location along the axis. Each step corresponds to a data
permutation along the axis, and is typically followed by computations. To per-
form an all-to-all broadcast operation (or multiple broadcast operations,
sequentially), you must follow these steps:

1. Call the allto_all_setup routine.

This routine determines how many steps are required to complete an all-
to-all broadcast of the given array along the selected axis, and determines
the permutation pattern for the broadcast.

2. Follow the setup routine with a do loop that has one iteration for each re-
quired step of the broadcast. Each iteration of the loop contains a call to
all_to_all, which performs one step of the broadcast, followed by the com-
putations the application requires.

3. When the broadcast is complete, the call deallocate_all_to_all_setup to
deallocate the space required by the all-to-all broadcast.

Only one all to all broadcast setup can be active at a time; that is, you must deal-
locate one setup before creating a new one.

The code skeleton below shows a CM Fortran program using the all-to-all broad-
cast. The step_count argument is the number of required broadcast steps
determined by the all..to_ all_setup routine.

call all_to_all_setup (..., step_count, ...)

do i = 1, step_count

call allto all (...)

where (...)
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(

elementwise computation

end where

end do

call deallocatealltoallsetup (. .. )

$
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Given an integer, real, or complex CM array and a selected axis, the all-to-all broadcast
routines perform a stepwise broadcast along the selected axis. Every array element visits
every location along the axis. Each step corresponds to a data permutation along the axis,
and is typically followed by computations.

SYNTAX

all toallsetup (A, valid_mask, axis, setup_id, step_count, use valid, ier)

allto_all (A, valid_mask, setup_id, step_index ier)

deallocateall toallsetup (setup_id)

ARGUMENTS

The integer, real, or complex CM array to be permuted in the
all-to-all loop.

A logical CM array with extents and layout identical to those of
A. The alltoallsetup routine sets the values of valid_mask.
When you call the all-to-all routine, supply the values assigned by
the previous, associated alltoall_setup call.

Scalar integer variable. Identifies the axis selected for the
all-to-all broadcast.

Scalar integer variable. Upon return from all_to_all_setup,
contains a value that you must supply in all subsequent, associated
all_to_all and deallocate_all_to_all_setup calls.

Scalar integer variable. Upon return from all_to_all_setup,
contains the number of steps required in the all-to-all broadcast
loop.

Scalar integer variable. The current loop index value of the
all-to-all loop.

Scalar logical variable. Upon return, a value of .true. indicates that
you must use validmask to contextualize the computation. A
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value of .false. indicates that for the particular partition size, array
shape, and array layout directives you are using, you need not use
valid_mask to contextualize the computation. For more
information, refer to the description and notes below.

ier Scalar integer variable. Upon return from all_to_all_setup,
contains one of the following codes describing the outcome of the
setup request:

O Success.

-1 A is missing or invalid.
-2 valid_mask is missing or invalid.
-3 axis is missing or invalid.

-99 The specified axis is degenerate (has length 1).
other Execution error.

Upon return from allto_all, contains one of the following
codes describing the outcome of the all-to-all step:

O Success.

-1 A is missing or invalid.
-2 valid mask is missing or invalid.
-3 The setup object identified by setup_id is

missing or invalid.
-4 step_index is missing or invalid.

other Execution error.

DESCRIPTION

The all-to-all broadcast routines perform the operation

A(,,i,) = A(,,P(i,)

where P is a permutation based on the step_index argument.

Usage. To perform an all-to-all broadcast operation (or multiple broadcast operations,
sequentially), you must follow these steps:

1. Call the all_to_allsetup routine.

This routine determines how many steps are required to complete an all-to-all
broadcast of the given array along the selected axis, and determines the permu-
tation pattern for the broadcast.
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2. Follow the setup routine with a do loop that has one iteration for each required
step of the broadcast. Each iteration of the loop contains a call to all_to_all,
which performs one step of the broadcast, followed by the computations the
application requires.

3. When the broadcast is complete, the call deallocate_all_to_allsetup to deallo-
cate the space required by the all-to-all broadcast.

Only one all-to-all broadcast setup can be active at a time: you must deallocate one
setup before creating a new one.

Setup Phase. Given a CM array and a chosen axis, the allto_all_setup routine deter-
mines the permutation pattern for the all-to-all broadcast, allocates a setup structure,
and places the setup ID in the setup_id argument. You must supply setup_id as an argu-
ment in subsequent all_to_all and deallocate_all.to_all_setup calls for this broadcast.

The alltoallsetup routine also determines the permutation length and returns this
number in step_count. The permutation length is the number of steps required for the
complete all-to-all broadcast; that is, the number of permutation steps after which the
array elements will be back in their original positions. You must use the value returned
in step_count as the bound for the all-to-all broadcast loop. Because of the manner in
which arrays are implemented in CM Fortran, step_count may exceed the array axis
length. (Refer to the notes below for more information.)

A third returned value, usevalid, provides a way to optimize the computations involv-
ing the permuted data elements. This argument and the optimization are discussed in
the notes below.

,Broadcast Phase. Given a CM array that has been processed by a previous call to
all_to_all_setup, and given the value assigned to setup_id by allto_all_setup, the
all_to_all routine permutes all elements of the array along the axis selected in the all_

to_all_setup call. The setup object identified by setup_id determines the permutation

pattern.

During the all-to-all loop, each element of the array follows a path defined for it at
setup time. (See Mathur, K. K. and S. L Johnsson. All-to-All Communication on the

Connection Machine CM-200. Thinking Machines Corporation Technical Report
TR-243, 1992.) The collection of paths followed by the data elements within an all-to-
all loop guarantees that each element visits each axis position and returns to its initial

location on completion of the loop.

Deallocation Phase. The deallocate_all_to_.allsetup routine frees the partition man-
ager and parallel processing node storage space that was allocated by the
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alltoallsetup routine for the all-to-all broadcast identified by setup_id. Call
deallocate_all_toallsetup when the all-to-all broadcast loop has finished. Supply the
setup_id value returned by all to allsetup.

NOTES

Setup is Private. The setup_id argument is private. Application code should never
access or modify the contents of an all-to-all setup object.

Step Count is Private. The step_count argument is also private. Do not change its
value. To ensure that array elements are fully permuted and return to their original
positions on completion of the all-to-all broadcast loop, be sure to use the value re-
turned in step_count as the bound on the do loop.

Permutation Pattern. The order in which array elements visit a given array location
depends on the shape of the array, the layout or align directives, and the size of the
partition. Computations must not be sensitive to the order of data elements encoun-
tered; for example, they should not use the value of step_index. (See the Thinking
Machines Corporation Technical Report, TR-243, referenced above.)

Two one-dimensional arrays with identical shapes and axis layouts have the same per-
mutation pattern. Likewise, two identical multidimensional arrays have the same
permutation pattern. However, within a multidimensional array, the multiple instances
of the all-to-all broadcast along a selected axis have different permutation patterns. For
example, if the elements of a two-dimensional array are broadcast along rows, then
different rows may have different permutation paths. The on-line sample code illus-
trates this important distinction.

Contextualizing Computations. A CM Fortran array that is allocated on the CM is
mapped onto a VP set. The VP set axes may have greater extents than the correspond-
ing Fortran array axes. The mapping depends on the partition size, array shape, and
array layout directives you are using, and therefore varies from program to program
and from CM to CM. When they exist, the VP set elements that do not contain Fortran
array elements are masked out during both computation and communication. The array
mapping mechanism is therefore transparent to the user.

However, to optimize performance, the all-to-all broadcast routines operate on the
whole VP set rather than only on the section that contains the Fortran array. The
step_count value (the number of steps in the all-to-all loop) returned by all toall_set-
up is the extent of the VP set axis corresponding to the chosen Fortran array axis. The
value of step_count may therefore exceed the Fortran array axis extent.
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Another consequence of the use of the whole VP set is that masked VP set elements
may visit valid Fortran array locations. The logical array valid_mask required by the
allto_allsetup and all_to_all routines signals these bad spots at each step of the all-to-
all broadcast so that you can exclude them from your computations. At each step, you
must pass valid_mask to the all_to_all routine. Following the all_to_all call, you must
contextualize all computations on the permuted elements by enclosing them in a
WHERE block that references valid_mask. An exception is described under Optimiz-
ing Code, below.

Conversely, valid Fortran array elements may end up in the masked region of the VP
set, so that not all Fortran array elements are available at each step of the all-to-all
broadcast. A global reduction operation on the array would give different results at
different steps of the broadcast. It is guaranteed, however, that all Fortran array ele-

ments will have visited all Fortran array axis locations upon completion of the all-to-all
broadcast.

Optimizing Code. You can save a significant amount of time by omitting the contextu-
alization described above in cases where the broadcast axis has the same extent in the
Fortran array and the VP set. However, it is not safe to remove the contextualization

unconditionally because, as mentioned earlier, the mapping of Fortran array to VP set
depends on variable parameters (partition size, array shape, and array layout direc-
tives). We therefore recommend the following safe, though inelegant, solution, which
ensures correct results and optimizes the speed of execution. If the use_valid argument
returned by all_to_all_setup is .false., the setup routine has determined that for the par-
ticular partition size, array shape, and array layout directives you are using, you do not
need to use a WHERE block to contextualize your computations. Therefore, instead of a
sequence such as

where (valid mask)

el emen twise compu ta ti on

end where

you may optimize your code by using a sequence such as

if (usevalid) then
where (valid_mask)
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elementwise computation

end where
else

el emen twise computation

end if

Specifying the Valid Data Mask Only Once. If you broadcast two or more arrays of
the same shape and layout along the same axis by making successive calls to all_to_all
within each iteration of the broadcast loop, the arrays may all share the setup_id
step_count, and valid_mask returned by a single all_to_all_setup call. In this case, you
must include a non-null valid_mask in exactly one of the all_to_all calls; the others
must all specify a null valid data mask by passing 0 to the routine in place of
valid_mask. The on-line sample program called example2 provides an example.

Deallocated Setup IDs are Invalid. A setup_id that has been deallocated no longer
represents a valid setup object. Attempts to use it in a subsequent allto_all call result in
errors.

EXAMPLES

Sample CM Fortran code that uses the all-to-all broadcast routines can be found
on-line in the subdirectory

all-to-all/cmf

of a CMSSL examples directory whose location is site-specific.

The sample programs illustrate the following important distinction:

· Within a multidimensional array, the multiple instances of the all-to-all
broadcast along a selected axis have different permutation patterns.

* Two separate arrays with identical shapes and axis layout share the same
permutation pattern.

The first example, examplel, performs independent computations on four arrays of
size m. Because the computations do not require that the broadcasts use the same per-
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mutation pattern, the program can broadcast the multiple instances at once by forming
a (4, m) array. This example illustrates the first point above.

In the second example, example2, the computations require that the broadcasts of
three arrays of size m use the same permutation pattern. Therefore, the program must
treat the arrays separately rather than as multiple instances within a single array. The
program performs the broadcasts of the three arrays sequentially.
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14.3 Sparse Gather Utility

The sparse gather utility is a communication primitive that is used internally by
the CMSSL basic linear algebra routines for arbitrary sparse matrices. The gather
utility is intended for applications that do not do explicit sparse linear algebra
operations, but want to make use of some of the primitives commonly used in
these operations.

14.3.1 The Gather Utility Routines

Given a source vector, a destination array, and an array containing a gathering

pattern, the sparse gather utility routines gather elements from the vector into the
array. To perform a gather operation (or multiple gather operations, sequential-
ly), you must follow these steps:

1. Call the sparse_util_gather_setup routine.

2. Call the sparse_util_gather routine.

To perform more than one gather operation using the same sparsity (gath-
ering pattern), follow one call to sparse_utilgather_setup with multiple

calls to sparse_utilgather. If the sparsity changes, start with Step 1 again.

3. After all sparse_utl_gather calls associated with the same sparse_util_
gather_setup call, call the deallocate_gather_setup routine to deallocate

the processing node storage space required by the setup routine.

You may have more than one setup active at a time; that is, you may call the setup
routine more than once without calling the deallocation routine. However, call-
ing the setup routine repeatedly without calling the deallocation routine may
cause you to run out of memory. It is therefore strongly recommended that you
call deallocate_gather_setup as soon as you have finished the associated gather
operations.

14.3.2 Definition of the Gather Operation

The gather operation is defined by

where (y_mask) y = x(p)
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where x is the vector from which elements are being gathered, y is the resulting
array, p is an array of pointers supplied by the user application, and y_mask is
a mask for the destination array. These arguments are described in detail in the
man page.

The preprocessing performed by the sparse_utilgathersetup routine allows a
program to amortize the overhead of the setup phase over multiple communica-
tion operations, as long as the sparsity of the system remains constant. The
on-line sample code performs both preprocessed and unpreprocessed gather op-
erations.

14.3.3 Gather Operation Examples

The examples below are based on the argument definitions supplied in the man
page. For clarity, these examples use letters instead of numbers for the elements
of x and y. The examples assume that the application has already performed any
required permutations of the source vector or the p array.

Example 1: Elementwise Gather Operation

Given the source vector

x = [d g k b i j h f a e c]

the destination mask

y_mask = [T T T T T T T T T F F F F]

and the pointers array

p [1 5 7 1 3 2 2 4 1 - - -- ]

(where the symbol - indicates masked data), the gather operation results in the
destination array

y= [d i h d k g g b d - - - -].

Example 2: Finite-Element Type Application

Given the source vector
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x = [a b c d e f g h i j]

the destination mask

TTTTTF
TTTTTFTTTTTF
TFT FFF

and the pointers array

12455-
23537-
45688-2 3 5 3 7

5-7

the gather operation results in the destination array

ab de e-
Y b c e c g-

d e fhh-
e - g

Example 3: Unmasked Destination Array

Given the source vector

x = [d g k b]

and the pointers array

p=[1 4 3 1 3 2],

and assuming y_mask = .true. (the destination array is not masked), the gather
operation results in the destination array

y - [d b k d k g].
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Sparse Gather Utility

Given a source vector, a destination array, and an array containing a gathering pattern, the
routines described below gather elements from the vector into the array.

SYNTAX

sparse_util..gather_setup (p, y_mask, xtemplate, trace, trace_mask, ier)

sparse_utllgather (y, x, trace, trace_mask)

deallocate_gather_setup (trace, trace_mask)

ARGUMENTS

p Integer CM array with the same axis extents and layout directives
as y. Must be one-based. Indicates the gathering pattern. If an
element of the arrayp contains the value n, then the corresponding
element of the destination array receives the nth element of the
source vector during the gather operation. The contents of p
remain unchanged by sparse_util..gathersetup.

y_mask If you need to mask elements of y, declare y_mask as a logical CM
array with the same axis extents and layout directives as y; set to
.true. the elements that correspond to active elements of y. The

contents of y_mask remain unchanged by sparse_util_..gather_
setup.

If you do not need to mask elements of y, you can conserve
processing node memory by supplying the scalar logical value
.true. for y_mask.

xtemplate CM array with the same axis extent, layout directives, and data

type as x. The setup routine uses only the shape and layout of this
routine, ignoring the contents.

y CM array of any type with arbitrary shape. Destination array to
which source vector elements are gathered. The initial values of
y are overwritten.
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x CM array of rank 1 and of the same type and precision asy. Source
vector from which elements are gathered. The contents of x
remain unchanged by sparse_utilgather.

trace Scalar integer variable. Internal variable. The initial value you
supply to sparse_util_gathersetup is ignored. You must supply
sparse_util_gather and deallocate_gathersetup with the value that
sparse_util_gather_setup assigns to trace.

tracemask Scalar integer variable. Internal variable. The initial value you
supply to sparse.util_gather..setup is ignored. You must supply
sparse_utilgather and deallocate_gather_setup with the value that
sparse_util_gathersetup assigns to trace_mask.

ier Scalar integer variable. Upon return from sparseutllgather_
setup, contains one of the following codes:

O Successful return.
-1 Invalid arguments (for example, mismatched

sizes or shapes).

DESCRIPTION

Definition. The gather operation is defined by

where (y_mask) y = x(p)

where x is the vector from which elements are being gathered, y is the resulting array,
and p is an array of pointers.

Usage. Follow these steps to perform a gather operation (or multiple gather opera-
tions, sequentially):

1. Call sparseutilgather_setup.

2. Call sparse_util_..ather.

To perform more than one gather operation using the same sparsity (gathering
pattern), follow one call to sparse_util_gather_setup with multiple calls to
sparse_utilgather. If the sparsity changes, start with Step 1 again.

3. After all sparse_utl._gather calls associated with the same sparse_utilgather_
setup call, call deallocate_ather_setup to deallocate the processing node stor-
age space required by the setup routine.
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You may have more than one setup active at a time; that is, you may call the setup
routine more than once without calling the deallocation routine.

Setup Phase. The sparse_util_gather_setup routine analyzes the gathering pattern
supplied by the application in the p argument. Using p and y_mask, sparse_util_
gathersetup computes an optimization, or trace, for the communication required by
the gather operation; allocates the required storage space; and saves the trace for use in
subsequent calls to the sparse_utilgather routine. The setup routine assigns appropri-
ate values to two internal variables, trace and trace_mask, that must be supplied in
subsequent calls to sparse_util_gather and deallocate_gather_setup.

The saving of the trace saves communication time, particularly when one setup call is
amortized by several gather operations.

Gather Phase. The sparse_util_gather routine gathers elements from x into y, using
the communication pattern saved by a previous call to sparse_utilgathersetup.

As long as the arguments supplied to sparse_utilgather_setup remain the same, the

application can call sparse_util..gather multiple times following one call to sparse_
util_gathersetup, each time supplying trace, trace_mask, and a source vector, x, and
receiving in return a destination array, y.

Deallocation Phase. The deallocate_gather_setup routine deallocates the extra stor-
age space that sparse_utilgather_setup allocated for saving the trace. Each sparse_
util_gather_setup call should be followed (after one or more associated calls to sparse_
util_gather) by a deallocate_gather_setup call.

NOTES

Trace Deallocation. It is strongly recommended that you call deallocate_gather_setup
as soon as the associated gather operations have finished, as the trace typically occu-
pies a significant amount of processing node storage.

Permutation of the Source Vector. Many applications require permutation of the
source vector prior to the gather operation. This permutation is the responsibility of the
user application and is not performed by sparse_utilgather_setup or sparse_util_
gather. You can either permute the source vector itself before supplying it to sparse
utilgather, or permute the p array before supplying it to sparse_util_gather_setup.
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EXAMPLES

Sample CM Fortran code that uses the sparse gather and scatter utilities can be found
on-line in the subdirectory

sparse-utilities/cmf/

of a CMSSL examples directory whose location is site-specific.
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14.4 Sparse Scatter Utility

The sparse scatter utility is a communication primitive that is used internally by
the CMSSL basic linear algebra routines for arbitrary sparse matrices. The scatter
utility is intended for applications that do not do explicit sparse linear algebra
operations, but want to make use of some of the primitives commonly used in
these operations.

14.4.1 The Scatter Utility Routines

Given a source array, a destination vector, and an array containing a scattering
pattern, the sparse scatter utility routines scatter elements from the array to the

vector. To perform a scatter operation (or multiple scatter operations, sequential-
ly), you must follow these steps:

1. Call the sparse_util_scatter_setup routine.

2. Call the sparse_util_scatter routine.

To perform more than one scatter operation using the same sparsity (scat-
tering pattern), follow one call to sparse_utilscatter..setup with multiple
calls to sparseutil_scatter. If the sparsity changes, you must start with
Step 1 again.

3. After all sparse_utilscatter calls associated with the same sparse_util_
scattersetup call, call the deallocatescattersetup routine to deallocate

the processing node storage space required by the other two routines.

You may have more than one setup active at a time; that is, you may call the setup
routine more than once without calling the deallocation routine. However, call-

ing the setup routine repeatedly without calling the deallocation routine may
cause you to run out of processing node memory. It is therefore strongly recom-
mended that you call deallocate_scatter_setup as soon as you have finished the
associated scatter operations.

14.4.2 Definition of the Scatter Operation

The scatter operation is defined by

where (x_mask) y(pl+) x
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where x is the array from which elements are being scattered, y is the resulting
vector, p is an array of pointers supplied by the user application, and xmask is
a mask for the source array. These arguments are described in detail in the man
page.

The preprocessing performed by the sparse_util_scatter_setup routine allows a
program to amortize the overhead of the setup phase over multiple communica-
tion operations, as long as the sparsity of the system remains constant. The
on-line sample code performs both preprocessed and unpreprocessed gather
operations.

14.4.3 Scatter Operation Example

The example below is based on the argument definitions in the man page. For
clarity, this example uses letters instead of numbers for the elements of x and y.

Given the source array

a e i mq

b fj n r

c g ko s

d h p t

with mask

TTTTT
xmask T T T T TTTTTT

TFT FF

and p array

2 3 5 3 7

4568 8
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and given the initial destination vector

y = [vI V2 V3 4 5 6 7 vS]

the scatter operation results in destination vector

y = [vl+a v2 +b+e v3 +f+n v4+c+i vs+d+g+j+m+q v6 +k v7 +l+r v8+o+s]
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Sparse Scatter Utility

Given a source array, a destination vector, and an array containing a scattering pattern, the
routines described below scatter elements from the array to the vector.

SYNTAX

sparse_util_scattersetup (p, y_template, xmask, setup)

sparse_util_scatter (y, p, x, _mask, setup)

deallocatescattersetup (setup)

ARGUMENTS

p Integer CM array with the same axis extents and layout directives
as x. Must be one-based. Indicates the scattering pattern. If an
element of the array p (as supplied to sparse_utilscattersetup)
contains the value n, then the scatter operation adds the
corresponding source array element to destination vector element
n. If two or more source array elements are sent to the same
destination vector element, the colliding destination values are
added. The contents of p are modified by a successful call to
sparse_util_scatter_.setup. When you call sparse_utilscatter,
supply the values assigned to p by sparse_utilscatterrsetup.

y_template CM array with the same axis extent, layout directives, and data
type as y. The setup routine uses only the shape and layout of this
routine, ignoring the contents.

x_mask If you need to mask elements of x, declare x_mask as a logical CM
array with the same axis extents and layout directives as x; set to
.true. the elements that correspond to active elements of x. Only
those source array elements for which the mask is true are sent to
the destination vector. Elements of p corresponding to masked
elements of the source array are ignored. The contents of x_mask
remain unchanged by sparse_util_scattersetup.

You may set any component of x_mask to .false. during the course
of the computation without calling the setup routine again.
However, a component of x_mask that has been set to .false.
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Sparse Scatter Utility

before the sparse_util_scatter_setup call cannot be set to .true.

during the computation.

If you do not need to mask elements of x, you can conserve
processing node memory by supplying the scalar logical value
.true. for x_mask.

y CM array of any type and rank 1. The sparse_util_scatter routine

adds the scattered x elements to the initial values of y.

x CM array of arbitrary shape and of the same type and precision as
y. Source array from which elements are scattered. The contents

of x remain unchanged by sparse_util_scatter.

setup Scalar integer variable. Internal variable. The initial value
supplied to sparse_util_scatter..setup is ignored. You must supply

sparse_util_scatter and deallocate_scatter_setup with the value
assigned to setup by sparse_utilscatter_setup.

DESCRIPTION

Definition. The scatter operation is defined by

where (x_mask) y(pI+) = x

where x is the array from which elements are being scattered, y is the resulting vector,

and p is an array of pointers.

Usage. Follow these steps to perform a scatter operation (or multiple scatter opera-
tions, sequentially):

1. Call sparse_util_scattersetup.

2. Call sparseutilscatter.

To perform more than one scatter operation using the same sparsity (scattering
pattern), follow one call to sparse_util_scatter.setup with multiple calls to

sparse_util_scatter. If the sparsity changes, start with Step 1 again.

3. After all sparse_util_scatter calls associated with the same sparse_util_scatter
setup call, call the deallocate_scatter_setup routine to deallocate the proces-

sing node storage space required by the other two routines.
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You may have more than one setup active at a time; that is, you may call the setup
routine more than once without calling the deallocation routine. However, calling the
setup routine repeatedly without calling the deallocation routine may cause you to run
out of memory. It is therefore strongly recommended that you call deallocate_
scatter..setup as soon as you have finished the associated scatter operations.

Setup Phase. The sparse.util_scatter_setup routine analyzes the scattering pattern
supplied by the application in the p argument. Using p and xmask, sparse_util_
scatter..setup assigns appropriate values to the internal variable setup, which must be
supplied in subsequent calls to sparse_util_scatter.

Scatter Phase. The sparse_util_scatter routine scatters elements from x and adds them
to the initial values of y, using the information returned by a previous call to the
sparse_util_scatter_setup routine.

As long as the arguments supplied to sparse_util_scatter_setup remain the same, the
application can call sparse_util_scatter multiple times following one sparse_util_
scatter setup call, each time supplying a source array, x, and receiving in return a des-
tination vector, y.

Deallocation Phase. The deallocate_scatter_setup routine deallocates the extra stor-
age space that the setup routine allocated. Each call to the setup routine should be
followed (after one or more calls to sparse_util_scatter) by a deallocate_scatter_setup
call.

EXAMPLES

Sample CM Fortran code that uses the sparse gather and scatter utilities can be found
on-line in the subdirectory

sparse-utilities/cmf/

of a CMSSL examples directory whose location is site-specific.
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14.5 Sparse Vector Gather Utility

The sparse vector gather utility, sparse_util_vec_gather, performs the same
operation as the sparse gather utility, sparseutilgather, except that sparse_util,
vec_gather operates on vectors rather than individual data elements. The vectors
that are gathered must lie along the left-most axis (which must be declared
:serial) in both the source array and the destination array.

14.5.1 Definition of the Vector Gather Operation

The vector gather operation is defined by

where (ymask) y = x(:, p)

where x is the array from which vectors are being gathered, y is the resulting
destination array, p is an array of pointers supplied by the user application, and
y_mask is a mask for the destination array. These arguments are described in
detail in the man page.

As with the sparse gather utility, the preprocessing performed by the sparse_util_
vec_gather_setup routine allows a program to amortize the overhead of the setup
phase over multiple communication operations, as long as the sparsity of the sys-
tem remains constant.

14.5.2 Examples

The examples below are based on the argument definitions supplied in the man
page at the end of this section. For clarity, these examples use letters instead of
numbers for the elements of x and y. The examples assume that the application
has already performed any required permutations of the source array or the point-
ers array.

Example 1: Vector Gather Operation with Masked Destination Array

Suppose the source array x has dimensions (3, 8). The vectors (of length 3) lie
along the first axis, which is :serial:
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[a bcdefgh h
x = i j k mn o p

qrst uvwx
If the destination mask is

y_mask-= [T T T T T T T T T F F F F]

and the pointers array is

p=[1 5 7 1 3 2 2 4 1 - - - -]

(where the symbol - indicates masked data), the vector gather operation results
in the destination array

a e g acb

y = i m o i kj

Lq u wq s r

bda----
j 1 i - - - -
rt q - - - -

Example 2: Vector Gather Operation with Unmasked Destination
Array

Given the source array

a b c de fg h]
x = i j k m no p

-q r s t u v w x.

and the pointers array

p=[1 5 7 1 3 2 2 4 1],

and assuming y_mask = .true. (the destination array is not masked), the vector
gather operation results in the destination array

y = i m o i kj j 1 i.
Lq u wq s r r t qJ
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Sparse Vector Gather Utility

Given a source array, a destination array, and an array containing a gathering pattern, the
routines described below gather vectors from the source array into the destination array.

SYNTAX

sparse_util_vec_gather_setup (p, y_mask, x_template, trace, trace_mask ier)

sparse_util_vec_gather (y, x, trace, tracemask)

deallocate_vec_gather..setup (trace, trace_mask)

ARGUMENTS

p Integer CM array with the same axis extents and layout directives
as the subarray of y formed by omitting the left-most axis of y.
Must be one-based. Indicates the gathering pattern. If element (Pl,

..-, Pk) of the array p contains the value n, then the vector x(:, n)
is gathered from the source array to locations y(:, Pl, ..., Pk) in the

destination array during the gather operation. The contents of p
remain unchanged by sparse_utilvecgather_setup.

y_mask If you need to mask elements of y, declare y_mask as a logical CM
array with the same axis extents and layout directives as the
subarray of y formed by omitting the left-most axis of y; set to
.true. the elements that correspond to active vectors within y. The
contents of y_mask remain unchanged by sparse_util_vecgather_
setup.

If you do not need to mask elements of y, you can conserve
processing node memory by supplying the scalar logical value
.true. for y_mask.

x_template CM array with the same axis extent, layout directives, and data

type as the subarray of x formed by omitting the left-most axis of
x. The setup routine uses only the shape and layout of this array,

ignoring the contents.

y CM array of any type with arbitrary shape. Destination array to
which vectors from the source array are gathered. The gathered
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vectors will lie along the left-most axis of y. This axis must be
declared :serial, and must have the same extent as the left-most
axis of x. The initial values of y are overwritten.

x CM array of rank 2 and of the same type and precision as y. Source
array from which vectors are gathered. The vectors to be gathered
must lie along the left-most axis of x. This axis must be declared
:serial, and must have the same extent as the left-most axis of y.
The contents of x remain unchanged by sparse_util_vec..gather.

trace Scalar integer variable. Internal variable. The initial value you
supply to sparse_utilvecgather..setup is ignored. You must
supply sparse_utilvec..gather and deallocate_vec_gather_setup
with the value that sparseutil_vecgather..setup assigns to trace.

trace_mask Scalar integer variable. Internal variable. The initial value you
supply to sparseutilvec_gathersetup is ignored. You must
supply sparse_utilvec..gather and deallocatevecgathersetup
with the value that sparse_util_vecgather..setup assigns to trace_
mask.

ier Scalar integer variable. Upon return from sparseutil_vec_
gathersetup, contains one of the following codes:

0 Successful return.
-1 Invalid arguments (for example, mismatched

sizes or shapes).

DESCRIPTION

Definition. The vector gather operation is defined by

where (y_mask) y = x(:, p)

where x is the array from which vectors are being gathered, y is the resulting destina-
tion array, and p is an array of pointers.

Usage. Follow these steps to perform a vector gather operation (or multiple vector
gather operations, sequentially):

1. Call sparse_util_vec_gather_setup.

2. Call sparse_util_vecgather.
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To perform more than one vector gather operation using the same sparsity
(gathering pattern), follow one call to sparseutil_vec..gathersetup with mul-

tiple calls to sparse_util_vec.gather. If the sparsity changes, start with Step 1
again.

3. After all sparse_utilvec_gather calls associated with the same sparse_util_
vec_gathersetup call, call deallocate.vec .. gather..setup to deallocate the pro-

cessing node storage space required by the setup routine.

You may have more than one setup active at a time; that is, you may call the setup

routine more than once without calling the deallocation routine.

Setup Phase. The sparse_util_vec_gather_setup routine analyzes the gathering pat-
tern supplied by the application in the p argument. Using p and y_mask, sparse_util_
vec_gather_setup computes an optimization, or trace, for the communication required
by the gather operation; allocates the required storage space; and saves the trace for use
in subsequent calls to the sparse_utilvec_gather routine. The setup routine assigns ap-

propriate values to two internal variables, trace and trace_mask, that must be supplied
in subsequent calls to sparse_util_vec gather and deallocate_vecgather_setup.

The saving of the trace saves communication time, particularly when one setup call is

amortized by several gather operations.

Gather Phase. The sparse_util_vecgather routine gathers vectors from x into y, using

the communication pattern saved by a previous call to sparse_util_vecgather_setup.

As long as the arguments supplied to sparse_util_vec_gather_setup remain the same,

the application can call sparse_util_vec_gather multiple times following one call to

sparse_utilvec_gather_setup, each time supplying trace, trace_mask, and a source
array, x, and receiving in return a destination array, y.

Deallocation Phase. The deallocate_vecgather.setup routine deallocates the extra

storage space that sparse_utilvec.gathersetup allocated for saving the trace. Each

sparse_util_vec..gather..setup call should be followed (after one or more associated
calls to sparse_util_vec..gather) by a deallocate_vecgathersetup call.

NOTES

Trace Deallocation. It is strongly recommended that you call deallocate_vec_
gathersetup as soon as the associated gather operations have finished, as the trace
typically occupies a significant amount of processing node storage.
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Permutation of the Source Array. Many applications require permutation of the
source array prior to the vector gather operation. This permutation is the responsibility
of the user application and is not performed by sparse_util_vec_gather_setup or
sparse_util_vec_gather. You can either permute the source array itself before supplying
it to sparse_util_vec_gather, or permute the p array before supplying it to sparse_util_
vec_gather_setup.

EXAMPLES

Sample CM Fortran code that uses the sparse vector gather and sparse vector scatter
utilities can be found on-line in the subdirectory

sparse-utilities/cmf/

of a CMSSL examples directory whose location is site-specific.
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14.6 Sparse Vector Scatter Utility

The sparse vector scatter utility, sparse_util_vecscatter, performs the same
operation as the sparse scatter utility, sparseutil_scatter, except that sparse_util_
vecscatter operates on vectors rather than individual data elements. The vectors

that are scattered must lie along the left-most axis (which must be declared
:serial) in both the source array and the destination array.

14.6.1 Definition of the Vector Scatter Operation

The scatter operation is defined by

where (x_mask) y(:, p!+) = x

where x is the array from which vectors are being scattered, y is the resulting
destination array, p is an array of pointers supplied by the user application, and
x_mask is a mask for the source array. These arguments are described in detail
in the man page at the end of this section.

The preprocessing performed by the sparse_util_vec_scatter..setup routine al-
lows a program to amortize the overhead of the setup phase over multiple
communication operations, as long as the sparsity of the system remains con-
stant.

14.6.2 Example

The example below is based on the argument definitions in the man page. For
clarity, this example uses letters instead of numbers for the elements of x.

Suppose the source array x has dimensions (3, 6). The vectors (of length 3) lie

along the first axis, which is :serial:

a e i mq
x b f j nr

c g k o s

If x.mask is

xmask = [T T T T F],
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the pointers array is

p = [1 4 2 2 -],

and the initial destination array is

V[l V12 V1 3 V14 V15 V 1 6 V17 V18

Y V21 V22 V2 3 V24 V25 26 V27 V28

v 31 v32 V3 3 v3 4 V35 V36 v37 v38

then the vector scatter operation results in destination array

vll+a vl2+i+m v13 v 14 +e v15 V16 v17 V18

y v2l+b v22+j+n v23 v2 4 +f V25 V26 27 28
v3 1+c v3 2+k+o 33 v34+g v35 v3 6 v37 v38
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Sparse Vector Scatter Utility

Given a source array, a destination array, and an array containing a scattering pattern, the
routines described below scatter vectors from the source array to the destination array.

SYNTAX

sparse_util_vec_scatter_setup (p, y_template, x_mask, setup)

sparse_util_vec_scatter (y, x, x_mask, setup)

deallocate_vec_scatter_setup (setup)

ARGUMENTS

p Integer CM array with the same axis extents and layout directives
as the subarray of x formed by omitting the left-most axis of x.
Must be one-based. Indicates the scattering pattern. If element
(Pi, ...--, k) of the array p (as supplied to sparse_utilvec_scatter
setup) contains the value n, then the scatter operation adds the
vector x(:, pi, ..., pk) to the vector y(:, n) within the destination
array. If two or more source array elements are sent to the same
destination array element, the colliding destination values are
added. The contents of p remain unchanged by sparse_util_vec_
scattersetup.

y_template CM array with the same axis extent, layout directives, and data
type as the subarray of y formed by omitting the left-most axis of
y. The setup routine uses only the shape and layout of this array,
ignoring the contents.

xmask If you need to mask elements of x, declare x_mask as a logical CM
array with the same axis extents and layout directives as the
subarray of x formed by omitting the left-most axis of x; set to
.true. the elements that correspond to active vectors within x. Only

those vectors for which the mask is true are sent to the destination
array. Elements of p corresponding to masked locations of the
source array are ignored. The contents of x_mask remain
unchanged by sparse_util_vec_scattersetup.
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You may set any component of x_mask to .false. during the course
of the computation without calling the setup routine again.
However, a component of x_mask that has been set to .false.
before the sparse_utilvecscatter_setup call cannot be set to
.true. during the computation.

If you do not need to mask elements of x, you can conserve
processing node memory by supplying the scalar logical value
.true. for xmask.

y CM array of any type and rank 2. The sparse_util_vec_scatter
routine adds the scattered vectors from x to the initial values of the
vectors that lie along the left-most axis of y. This axis must be
declared :serial, and must have the same extent as the left-most
axis of x.

x CM array of arbitrary shape and of the same type and precision as
y. Source array. The vectors to be scattered must lie along the
left-most axis of x. This axis must be declared :serial, and must
have the same extent as the left-most axis of y. The contents of x
remain unchanged by sparse_util_vec_scatter. ^

setup Scalar integer variable. Internal variable. The initial value
supplied to sparse_util_vec_scatter_setup is ignored. You must
supply sparse_util_vec_scatter and deallocatevec_scatter_setup
with the value assigned to setup by sparse_util_vec_scatter_setup.

DESCRIPTION

Definition. The scatter operation is defined by

where (xmask) y(:, pl+) = x

where x is the array from which vectors are being scattered, y is the resulting destina-
tion array, and p is an array of pointers.

Usage. Follow these steps to perform a vector scatter operation (or multiple vector
scatter operations, sequentially):

1. Call sparse_util_vec_scatter_setup.

2. Call sparse_util_vec_scatter.
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To perform more than one vector scatter operation using the same sparsity
(scattering pattern), follow one call to sparse_util_vec_scattersetup with mul-
tiple calls to sparse_util_vec_scatter. If the sparsity changes, start with Step 1
again.

3. After all sparse_util_vec_scatter calls associated with the same sparse_util_
vec_scatter_setup call, call the deallocate_vec_scatter..setup routine to deallo-
cate the processing node storage space required by the other two routines.

You may have more than one setup active at a time; that is, you may call the setup
routine more than once without calling the deallocation routine. However, calling the
setup routine repeatedly without calling the deallocation routine may cause you to run
out of memory. It is therefore strongly recommended that you call deallocate_
vecscattersetup as soon as you have finished the associated scatter operations.

Setup Phase. The sparse_util_vec_scatter_setup routine analyzes the scattering pat-
tern supplied by the application in the p argument. Using p and x_mask, sparse_util_
vec_scatter_setup assigns appropriate values to the internal variable setup, which must
be supplied in subsequent calls to sparse_utilvec.scatter.

Scatter Phase. The sparse_util_vecscatter routine scatters vectors from x and adds
them to the initial values of y, using the information returned by a previous call to the
sparse_util_vec_scatter_setup routine.

As long as the arguments supplied to sparse_utilvec_scattersetup remain the same,
the application can call sparse_util_vec_scatter multiple times following one sparse_
utilvec_scattersetup call, each time supplying a source array, x, and receiving in re-
turn a destination array, y.

Deallocation Phase. The deallocate_vec_scatter_setup routine deallocates the extra
storage space that the setup routine allocated. Each call to the setup routine should be
followed (after one or more calls to sparse utilvec_scatter) by a deallocate_vec
scatter_setup call.

EXAMPLES

Sample CM Fortran code that uses the sparse vector gather and scatter utilities can be
found on-line in the subdirectory sparse-utilities/cmf/ of a CMSSL examples
directory whose location is site-specific.
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14.7 Vector Move (Extract and Deposit)

The vectormove routine moves a vector from a source array to a destination
array of the same rank, data type, and node layout. The vectormove_utlls routine
returns node layout and subgrid shape information for any CM array.

Details about these routines are provided in the man page that follows.
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Vector Move (Extract and Deposit)

The vector-move routine moves a vector from a source array to a destination array of the
same rank, data type, and node layout. The vector_move_utils routine returns node layout
and subgrid shape information for any CM array.

SYNTAX

vectormove (y, x, y_coords, y_axis, xcoords, x.axis, ier)

vector_move_utils (array, subgrid_extents, node_layout, ier)

ARGUMENTS

y One-based CM array of any data type.

x One-based CM array of the same rank and data type as y.

The x andy arrays must have the same node layout; otherwise, the
code -1 is returned in ier. In this context, node refers to a
processing element (PE) on a CM-200 or CM-2; a processing node
(PN) on a CM-5 without vector units; or a vector unit on a CM-5
with vector units. Node layout refers to the number of nodes along
each array axis.

The extent of axis x axis in x must equal the extent of axis y_axis
in y.

y_coords One-based integer front-end array of rank 1 and extent equal to
the rank of y. Defines the destination vector to which the source
vector will be moved. This destination vector is formed by
holding the coordinate along each axis i of y constant at the value
y_coords(i), except the coordinate corresponding to axis y_axis.
The value of y_coords(y_axis) is ignored.

y_axis Scalar integer variable. Identifies the axis in y along which the
destination vector lies. Must satisfy 1< y_axis < rank(y).

x_coords One-based integer front-end array of rank 1 and extent equal to
the rank of x. Defines the source vector to be moved to the y array.
This source vector is formed by holding the coordinate along each
axis i of x constant at the value x_coords(i), except the coordinate
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corresponding to axis xaxis. The value of x.coords(x_axis) is
ignored.

xaxis Scalar integer variable. Identifies the axis in x along which the
source vector lies. Must satisfy 1< xaxis < rank(x).

array CM array whose node layout and subgrid shape is required.

subgrid_extents Integer front-end array of rank 1 and extent equal to the rank of
array. On successful return, subgrid_extents(i) contains the
subgrid extent of array along axis i.

node_layout Integer front-end array of rank 1 and extent equal to the rank of
array. On successful return, node_layout(i) contains the number
of nodes along axis i of array.

ier Scalar integer variable. Error code. Set to 0 on successful return,
or to -1 otherwise.

DESCRIPTION

The vector_move routine moves a source vector from x to a destination vector in y.

Each element in the destination vector is overwritten by the corresponding source
value.

The vector.move_utils routine returns node layout and subgrid shape information for
any CM array. The subgrid_extents argument returns the subgrid extent of the array
along each axis; the node_layout argument returns the number of nodes along each
axis. In this context, node refers to a processing element (PE) on a CM-200 or CM-2; a

processing node (PN) on a CM-5 without vector units; or a vector unit on a CM-5 with
vector units.

The on-line examples show how to use the vector_move and vector_move_utils rou-
tines to extract and deposit rows and columns of a two-dimensional array, and how to
use vectormove to extract a face from a three-dimensional array.

Consider a 64 x 64 source array A and a 64 x 16 destination array C. Further assume a

4 x 8 node layout underlying both A and C. The subgrid of A on each node is 16 x 8;
the subgrid of C on each node is 16 x 2. The following CM Fortran expression extracts
the third column of the subgrid of A on each node and deposits it in the second column
of the subgrid of C:

C(:,2:16:2) - A(:,3:64:8)
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The same functionality can be achieved by calling vector_move with the following
arguments:

integer y_coords(2), x_coords(2)
integer y_axis, x_axis

y_coords(2) - 2

x coords(2) = 3

y_axis - 1

x axis - 1
vector_move(C, A, y_coords, y_axis, x_coords, x axis, ier)

NOTES

One-Based Arrays. The arrays x, y, x_coords, and y_coords must be one-based.

Node Layout. The node layout must be identical for x and y. An error is signalled if
this is not the case. (Node layout refers to the number of nodes along each array axis.)
Use the detailed layout available in CM Fortran Version 2.0 or 2.1 to ensure that the
node layouts of x and y are identical. The on-line examples illustrate the use of the
detailed layout directives in this context. You can also obtain the node layout and sub-
grid shape using vectormove_utiis.

EXAMPLES

Sample CM Fortran program that uses the extract and deposit routines can be found
on-line in the subdirectory

vector-move/cmf/

of a CMSSL examples directory whose location is site-specific.
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14.8 Block Gather and Scatter Utilities

The block_gather and blockscatter routines move a block of data from a source
CM array into a destination CM array. The arrays must have the same rank (> 2),
type (integer, real, or complex), precision, and layout, with at least one serial axis
and at least one parallel axis. The gather or scatter operation occurs along a
single, specified serial axis. In the simplest case, a block of data elements is
moved from a two-dimensional source array (with one serial dimension and one
parallel dimension) to a similar destination array. You can add instances by ex-
tending the parallel axis or by adding more axes (which may be serial or parallel).

In blockgather, the source starting index for the gather operation can be different
for each instance; the destination starting index is the same for all instances. In
blockscatter, the source starting index is the same for all instances; the destina-
tion starting index can be different for each instance. In both blockgather and
block_scatter, the block of data that is moved in each instance can be spread out
along the serial axis, with gaps between elements, in both the source and destina-
tion arrays.

You can use block.gather and block_scatter to avoid implicit indirect addressing
or communication operations.

The man page at the end of this section provides detailed information about these
routines and their arguments. Refer to the argument list when examining the fol-
lowing three figures. Figure 39 shows a block gather operation; Figure 40 shows
a block scatter operation. In these figures, the source and destination arrays are
two-dimensional; axis vector-axis is vertical. Only a single instance is pictured.
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axis vectoraxis
(serial)

Y-str

Figure 39. A block gather operation. The source and destination arrays are 2-dimensional.
The vertical axis is the selected serial axis. Only a single instance is shown.

Y(:, )

rjaxis

X(:, 

xstride E

count

3/

2

} element size

ystride

p(l, i)

Figure 40. A block scatter operation. The source and destination arrays are 2-dimensional.
The vertical axis is the selected serial axis. Only a single instance is shown.
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Figure 41 shows two instances of the same block scatter operation pictured in
Figure 40. Note that the destination starting indices are different for the two in-
stances, whereas the source starting indices, strides, and count are the same for
all instances.

Figure 41. Two instances of the block scatter operation from Figure 40.
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Block Gather and Scatter Utilities

The block_gather and block_scatter routines move a block of data from a source CM array
into a destination CM array. The arrays must have the same rank L( 2), type (integer, real,
or complex), precision, and layout, with at least one serial axis and at least one parallel
axis. In the gather operation, the source starting index can be different for each instance;
the destination starting index is the same for all instances. In the scatter operation, the

source starting index is the same for all instances; the destination starting index can be

different for each instance.

SYNTAX

block_gather (Y, y_stride, y_index, X, xstride, p, count, vector_axis)
block_scatter (Y ystride, p, X, x_stride, xindex, count, vector_axis)

ARGUMENTS

Y Integer, real, or complex CM array of rank > 2. Must have at least

one serial axis and at least one parallel axis. Serves as the
destination array.

y.stride Scalar integer. Specifies the distance (along axis vector_axis)
between the Y array locations into which data is to be moved. A
gap of (y_stride - 1) elements will be left between incoming
destination data elements. If y_stride = 1, destination data
elements are placed in locations that are contiguous along axis

vector axis.

y_index Scalar integer used only in the block.gather call. Specifies the Y

starting index (along axis vector_axis) for all instances of the
gather operation.

X CM array of the same rank, type, precision, and layout as Y. Serves
as the source array. The axis identified by vector_axis may have

different extents in X and Y; however, all other axes must have the
same extents in X and Y

xstride Scalar integer. Specifies the distance (along axis vector_axis)
between the X array locations from which data is to be moved. A
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gap of (x_stride - 1) elements will be left between outgoing
source data elements. If xstride = 1, source data elements are
moved from locations that are contiguous along axis vectoraxis.

x_index Scalar integer used only in the block_scatter call. Specifies the X
starting index (along axis vectoraxis) for all instances of the
scatter operation.

p Integer CM array that has the same rank and layout as X and Y.
Axis vector_axis must have extent 1; all other axes must have the
same extents as in X and Y The meaning of the element

p(ul, -.., Uvector axis-1, 1, Uvector axis+l, ..., Un)

depends on whether you are calling block_gather or block_scatter:

When you call block..gather, it is the X starting index
(along axis vector_axis) for the gather operation occur-
ring at locations (ul, ..., uvectoraxis-, :, Uvectoraxis+l, ,
Un) of X and Y

When you call blockscatter, it is the Y starting index
(along axis vectoraxis) for the scatter operation occur-
ring at locations (ul, ..., uvectoraxis-, :, Uvectoraxis+l, i
un) of X and Y.

count Scalar integer. The number of data elements to be moved in each
instance.

vectoraxis Scalar integer. Identifies the serial axis along which data is to be
moved from X to Y

DESCRIPTION

The blockgather and block_scatter routines move a block of data from a source CM
array into a destination CM array. The arrays must have the same rank ( 2), type (real
or complex), precision, and layout, with at least one serial axis and at least one parallel
axis. The gather or scatter operation occurs along a single, specified serial axis. In the

simplest case, a block of data elements is moved from a two-dimensional source array
(with one serial dimension and one parallel dimension) to a similar destination array.
You can add instances by extending the parallel axis or by adding more axes (which
may be serial or parallel).
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In blockgather, the source starting index for the gather operation can be different for
each instance; the destination starting index is the same for all instances. In blockscat-
ter, the source starting index is the same for all instances; the destination starting index
can be different for each instance. In both block_gather and block_scatter, the block of
data that is moved in each instance can be spread out along the serial axis, with gaps
between elements, in both the source and destination arrays.

You can use block_gather and block_scatter to avoid implicit indirect addressing or
communication operations.

Given X and Y arrays of rank 2, with one axis serial and the other parallel with length
equal to the number of processing nodes, the following CM Fortran pseudo code de-
scribes the gather operation:

REAL*4 Y(32,64),X(128,64),p(1,64)

CMF$LAYOUT Y(:serial,),X(:serial,),p(:serial,)

do i-l,count
Y(y_index+(y_stride*(i-l1),:)-

+ X(p(l,:) + (x stride* (i-1),:)
enddo

The effect of this code is to copy a block of count elements of X (strided by x_stride
elements and starting at a different starting index in each node) into Y, striding by
y_stride elements and starting at a fixed starting index of y_index.

The scatter operation performs the inverse operation, copying a block of count ele-
ments of X (strided by xstride elements and starting at a fixed starting index of
x_index) into Y, striding by y_stride elements and starting at a different starting index
in each node.

The block gather and scatter operations can also be described as follows:

Block gather: Y(,,,,i,,,,) = X(,,,, P(,,,,)

Block scatter: Y(,,,,p(f),,,,) = X(,,,, i,,,,)

where

y_index < i < (count-l) * y_stride
j = mod(i, N)
N = number of processing nodes along axis vectoraxis

(for CM-5 systems without vector units)
N = number of vector units along axis vector_axis

(for CM-5 systems with vector units)
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If collisions occur at the destination during the scatter operation, one of the colliding
values is stored; the others are lost.

NOTES

CAUTION. These routines are a high level interface to functions that are used internal-
ly in the CMSSL. These functions may be misused and can access memory beyond the
normal bounds of the array. While some safety checking will occur when safety is en-
abled, it will not be able to catch all misuses of the function, so users of these functions
should be sure they stay within the bounds of the arrays.

EXAMPLES

Sample CM Fortran code that uses the block gather and scatter utilities can be found
on-line in the subdirectory

block- scatter -gather/cmf/

of a CMSSL examples directory whose location is site-specific.
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14.9 Partitioning of an Unstructured Mesh
and Reordering of Pointers

The routines described in this section allow you to reorder an array of pointers
derived from a mesh so that the communication required by subsequent gather
and scatter operations is reduced. The following routines are provided:

generate_dual

partition_mesh

Given an element nodes array, ien, that describes an
unstructured mesh, this routine produces the correspond-
ing dual connectivity array, idual.

Given a dual connectivity array describing an unstruc-
tured mesh, this routine returns a permutation, q, that
reorders the mesh elements to form discrete partitions.
The routine also returns the number of resulting partitions
and the number of elements per partition.

reorder_pointers Given a pointers array, p, and a permutation q (for
example, the permutation returned by partition_mesh),
this routine reorders the pointers array along its last axis
using q.

If you derive the pointers array p from a mesh, reorder p using the permutation
q returned by partition_mesh, and then supply these reordered pointers to the
setup routine for the partitioned gather or scatter operation (described in Sections
14.10 and 14.11, respectively), the setup routine takes advantage of data locality;
the communication required by the gather or scatter is reduced.

14.9.1 Definitions

An unstructured mesh is a finite collection of elements and nodes. Each element
is a bounded region of n-space (where n = 1, 2, or 3) defined by nodes and faces.
Each element and each node is assigned a number. Figure 42 shows a two-di-
mensional unstructured mesh with 11 elements. Node numbers are not shown in
this figure.
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Figure 42. A two-dimensional unstructured mesh with 11 elements.

Two ways of representing an unstructured mesh are as follows:

* Each node in the mesh is associated with one or more elements of the ele-
ment nodes array, ien, defined by

ien(m, n) = the node number of the mth node of the nth mesh element.

This array has dimensions ien(nnode, nel), where nnode is the maximum
number of nodes per element and nel is the number of elements in the
mesh. In Figure 43, ien(1, 8) = ien(2, 1) = 1.

I

Figure 43. The ien array identifies nodes.

* The connectivity of the mesh elements across faces is represented by the
dual connectivity array, idual, defined by

idual(m, n) = the element that shares face m with element n;
idual(m, n) = 0 if face m of element n is a boundary of the mesh.

t
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This array has dimensions idual(nface, nel), where nface is the maximum
number of faces per element and nel is the number of elements in the
mesh. In Figure 44, idual(l, 1) = 7, idual(2, 1) = 8, and idual(3, 1) = 0.

Figure 44. The idual array identifies neighboring elements.

14.9.2 Finite Element Numbering Scheme

The generate_dual routine generates the idual array corresponding to the ien
array and element type you supply. Your ien array must use the standard finite
element numbering scheme. Figure 45 shows the standard numbering schemes
for the element types supported by generate_dual.

The generate_dual routine can handle higher-order element meshes as long as the
nodes at the vertices of the elements are the first ones listed in ien. Note that the
current implementation of generate_dual does not support having different ele-
ment types in the same mesh.
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Figure 45. The standard finite element numbering schemes expected by generatedual.

14.9.3 Partitioning Rules

You must supply the partition_mesh routine with an idual array that describes a
mesh. The routine determines the number of resulting partitions based on the
number of mesh elements and a number N that represents your machine configu-
ration. The number N is defined by

N = subgrid_quantum * CMF.numberof_processors( )

where subgrid_quantum is

* 4 for a CM-2 or CM-200 (slicewise execution model).

* 1 for a CM-S without vector units.

* 8 for a CM-5 with vector units.

Beginning with CM Fortran Version 2.1, N will equal CMF_number_of_
processors( ) (that is, subgrid_quantum will be 1) on CM-5 systems with vector
units.

For the purposes of this discussion, when N is defined as above, the machine
configuration in question is said to have N processing entities. Note that these
"processing entities" are abstractions that represent a machine configuration.
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Internally, partition_mesh maps them to the processing nodes in your current
machine configuration.

The partitionmesh routine determines the number of partitions by associating
mesh elements with processing entities, using the following principles:

* The mesh elements should be spread across as many processing entities
as possible.

* All partitions except the last must hold the same number, k, of mesh ele-
ments; the last partition must hold 1 < k elements.

* Each processing entity can be associated with at most one partition.

For example, if your current machine configuration has 128 processing entities,
and your mesh contains 201 elements, partition_mesh associates two mesh ele-
ments with each of 100 processing entities, and the one remaining mesh element
with the 101st processing entity. Thus, 101 partitions are required.

Upon completion, partitionmesh returns the number of processing entities in
numproc, the number of partitions in the output parameter numpar, and the num-
ber of elements per partition (k, in the description above) in the nelpar argument.
In the above example, numproc is set to 128, numpar to 101, and nelpar to 2.

14.9.4 The Partitioning Permutation

The partition_mesh routine generates a permutation of the mesh element num-
bers, and returns the permutation in the integer array q. When element n is
replaced with element q(n), effectively the nodes of the mesh remain unchanged,
but the elements are reordered. Reordered elements 1 through nelpar comprise
the first partition, elements (nelpar+1) through 2*nelpar comprise the second
partition, and so on.

14.9.5 Mesh Partitioning Example

Suppose you supply partition_mesh with an idual array that represents the
11-element mesh shown in Figure 42, and the current machine configuration has
four processing entities. Based on the partitioning principles listed above,
partition_mesh determines that four partitions are required; they will hold ele-
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ments 1-3, 4-6, 7-9, and 10-11, respectively. The partition_mesh routine might
return the following q array:

q(1) 1

q(2) = 10

q(3) 7
q(4) = 3
q(5)= 11
q(6) = 6

q(7) = 2
q(8) = 4
q(9) = 8

q(10) = 9

q(11) = 5

This permutation results in the reordered mesh shown in Figure 46. Heavy lines
denote partition boundaries.

Figure 46. Partitions of a reordered mesh.

14.9.6 Reordering a Pointers Array

The reorder_pointers routine reorders a given pointers array, p, along its last axis
using a permutation q. The array q must have rank 1 and length equal to the
extent of the last axis of p, and must be a permutation of p along its last axis.

If p has rank r, reorder..pointers replaces element (pl, P2, P3. *... Pr) with element

(P, P2, P2 , P3 r)). The reordered pointers array can then be supplied to the
setup routines for the partitioned gather or scatter (see Sections 14.10 and 14.11).

t
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Partitioning of an Unstructured Mesh
and Reordering of Pointers

The routines described below allow you to reorder an array of pointers derived from an
unstructured mesh so that the communication required by subsequent gather and scatter
operations is reduced.

SYNTAX

generate_dual (idual, ien, elem_type, ier)

partition_mesh (idual, q, numproc, numpar, nelpar, ier)

reorder.pointers (p, q)

ARGUMENTS

idual Integer zero-based CM array that describes an unstructured mesh.
Must have rank 2 and dimensions (nface, nel), where nface is the
maximum number of faces per element and nel is the number of
elements in the mesh. This dual connectivity array is defined by

idual(m, n) = the element that shares face m with element n;
idual(m, n) = 0 if face m of element n is a boundary of the mesh.

When you call generate_dual, idual is an output argument; it is the
dual connectivity array corresponding to the ien array you supply.

When you call partition_mesh, idual is an input argument; it is the
dual connectivity array that represents the mesh you want to
partition.

ien Input integer CM array that describes an unstructured mesh. Must
be at least one-based, with rank 2 and dimensions (nnode, nel),
where nnode is the maximum number of nodes per element and
nel is the number of elements in the mesh. This element nodes
array is defined by

ien(m, n) = the node number of the mth node of the nth
mesh element.
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The ien array you provide to generatedual must use the standard
finite element numbering scheme for numbering nodes.

elemtype Character*3 scalar string variable. Specifies the type of elements
in the mesh whose ien array you are providing. Must have one of
the following values:

Value Element type

'TRI' triangle
'QUA' quadrilateral
'TET' tetrahedron
'PYR' pyramid
'PRI' prism
'HEX' hexahedron (brick)

q When you call partition_mesh, q is an output integer CM array of

rank 1 and length equal to the number of elements in the mesh you
want to partition. Upon successful completion, q contains a
permutation that reorders the mesh into partitions. When element
n is replaced with element q(n), effectively the nodes of the mesh
remain unchanged, but the elements are reordered. Reordered
elements 1 through nelpar comprise the first partition, elements
(nelpar+1) through 2*nelpar comprise the second partition, and
so on.

When you call reorder_pointers, q is an input integer CM array of
rank 1 and length equal to the extent of the last axis of p; q must
be a permutation of p along its last axis.

p Integer CM array of any rank and shape. On input to
reorder_pointers, p contains pointers.

On successful completion of reorder_pointers, p contains the
reordered pointers. If p has rank r, reorderpointers replaces
element (pi, P2, P3, ..., Pr) with element (P1, P2, P3, ..., q(pr)).

numproc Output scalar integer variable. On return, numproc is set to a value
N that represents your current machine configuration and
determines the number of partitions in the reordered mesh. (See
the Description section for the definition of N).

numpar Output scalar integer variable. On return, contains the number of
partitions formed by the reordered mesh.
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(0
Output scalar integer variable. On return, contains the number of
elements in each partition (with the possible exception of the last
partition, which may contain fewer elements).

Scalar integer variable. Error code. On return from generate_dual,
ier has one of the following values:

0

-1
-2
-3

On return
values:

Successful return.
Invalid elem_type.
Invalid dimensions for idual or ien.
ien is not one-based.

from partition_mesh, ier has one of the following

O Successful return.
-1 The second dimension of idual is not equal to the

length of q.

DESCRIPTION

The routines described here perform the following operations:

generate_dual

partition_mesh

reorder_pointers

Given an element nodes array, ien, that describes
an unstructured mesh, this routine produces the
corresponding dual connectivity array, idual.

Given a dual connectivity array describing an
unstructured mesh, this routine returns a per-
mutation, q, that reorders the mesh elements to
form discrete partitions. The routine also returns
the number of resulting partitions and the number
of elements per partition.

Given a pointers array, p, and a permutation q

(for example, the permutation returned by
partition_mesh), this routine reorders the pointers
array along its last axis using q.

Partitioning Rules. The partition_mesh routine determines the number of partitions
based on the number of mesh elements and a number N that represents your machine
configuration. The number N is defined by

N - subgrid_quantum * CMF_numberof..processors( )
9*
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where subgrid_quantum is

* 4 for a CM-2 or CM-200 (slicewise execution model).

* 1 for a CM-5 without vector units.

* 8 for a CM-5 with vector units.

Beginning with CM Fortran Version 2.1, N will equal CMF_number_of_ processors( )
(that is, subgrid_quantum will be 1) on CM-5 systems with vector units.

For the purposes of this discussion, when N is defined as above, the machine configu-
ration in question is said to have N processing entities. Note that these "processing
entities" are abstractions that represent a machine configuration. Internally, partition_
mesh maps them to the processing nodes in your current machine configuration.

The partition_mesh routine determines the number of partitions by associating mesh
elements with processing entities, using the following principles:

* The mesh elements should be spread across as many processing entities as
possible.

* All partitions except the last must hold the same number, k, of mesh elements;
the last partition must hold I < k elements.

* Each processing entity can be associated with at most one partition.

For example, if your current machine configuration has 128 processing entities, and
your mesh contains 201 elements, partition_mesh associates two mesh elements with
each of 100 processing entities, and the one remaining mesh element with the 101st
processing entity. Thus, 101 partitions are required.

Upon completion, partition_mesh returns the number of processing entities in
numproc, the number of partitions in the output parameter numpar, and the number of
elements per partition (k, in the description above) in the nelpar argument. In the above
example, numproc is set to 128, numpar to 101, and nelpar to 2.

NOTES

Arrays with Inactive Elements. For arrays that are larger than the number of active
elements, set the inactive components of idual to 0.

(
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EXAMPLES

Sample CM Fortran code that uses the generatedual, partition_mesh, and reorder_
pointers routines can be found on-line in the subdirectory

partitioning/cmf

of a CMSSL examples directory whose location is site-specific.
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14.10 Partitioned Gather Utility

The partitioned gather utility that performs the same operations as the sparse
gather and sparse vector gather routines. If you supply a pointers array that is
reordered along its last axis to achieve data locality, the partitioned gather takes
advantage of this locality, reducing communication time.

If your pointers are derived from a mesh, you can produce a partitioned pointers
array using the partition_mesh and reorder_pointers routines described in Section
14.9.

The partitioned gather utility is described in the man page that follows.

4
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Partitioned Gather Utility

Given a source array, a destination array, and a pointers array containing a gathering pat-
tern, the routines described below gather elements or vectors from the source array into the
destination array. If the pointers array is reordered along its last axis to achieve data local-
ity, communication time is reduced.

SYNTAX

part_gather_setup (p, y_mask, xtemplate, trace, ier)

part_gather (y, x, y_mask, trace)

partvector_gather (y, x, y_mask, trace)

deallocatepart_gather_setup (trace)

ARGUMENTS

p One-based integer CM array whose dimensions must satisfy the
following conditions:

* p must have the same rank and axis extents as the array y
you supply in any subsequent associated call to part_
gather.

* p must have the same rank and axis extents as the subar-
ray (formed by omitting the left-most axis) of the array y
you supply in any subsequent associated call to part_
vector_gather.

The array p contains pointers that indicate the gathering pattern,
as follows. If y_mask(pl, ..., Pk) = .true. and element (pl, ..., Pk)
of p contains the value n, then

In a subsequent call to part_gather, element x(n) is gath-
ered from the source array to location Y(Pl, ..., Pk) in the
destination array during the gather operation.
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* In a subsequent call to partvector_gather, the vector
x(:,n) is gathered from the source array to locations y(:,

P1, ..., Pk) in the destination array during the gather opera-
tion.

The contents ofp remain unchanged by part_gathersetup.

Ifp has been reordered along its last axis to achieve data locality,
part_gather_setup takes advantage of this locality and
communication time is reduced.

y_mask If you need to mask elements of y, declare y_mask as a logical CM
array with the same axis extents and layout directives as

* The array y you supply in any subsequent associated call
to part_gather, or

* The subarray (formed by omitting the left-most axis) of
the array y you supply in any subsequent associated call to
part_vector_gather.

Set to .true. the elements that correspond to active elements of y.

The contents of y_mask remain unchanged-by part_gather_setup,
part_gather, and partvector_gather.

If you do not need to mask elements of y, you can conserve
processing node memory and get better performance by supplying
the scalar logical value .true. for y_mask.

You may set any component of y_mask to .false. during the course
of the computation without calling the setup routine again.
However, a component of y_mask that has been set to .false.
before the part_gather_setup call cannot be set to .true. during the
computation.

x_template CM array of any type with the same axis extent and layout
directives as

* The array x you supply in any subsequent associated call
to partgather, or

* The subarray, formed by omitting the left-most axis, of
the array x you supply in any subsequent associated call
to part_vector_gather.

The setup routine uses only the shape and layout of this routine,
ignoring the contents.
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Y CM array of any type with arbitrary shape. Destination array to
which elements or vectors from the source array are gathered. All
axes must be declared :serial except the last axis, which must have
canonical (:news) layout. In a call to part_vector_gather, you must
declare y with an extra left-most, :serial axis with the same extent
as the left-most axis of x. Upon return from partvectorgather,
the gathered vectors will lie along this axis of y. The values of
active elements of y are overwritten.

x CM array of rank 1 (in a call to part_gather) or 2 (in a call to
partvector_gather), with the same type as y. Source array from
which elements or vectors are gathered. In a call to
partvector_gather, the vectors to be gathered must lie along the
left-most axis of x. This axis must be declared :serial, and must
have the same extent as the left-most axis of y. The contents of x
remain unchanged by part_gather and partvector_gather.

trace Scalar integer variable. Internal variable. The initial value you
supply to part_gathersetup is ignored. You must supply part_
gather, partvector..gather, and deallocate..partgather_setup with

the value that part_gather_setup assigns to trace.

ier Scalar integer variable. Upon return from part_gathersetup,
contains one of the following codes:

0 Successful return.
-1 Invalid arguments (for example, mismatched

sizes or shapes).

DESCRIPTION

Definition. The gather operation is defined by

where (y_mask) y = x(p) (part_gather)
where (y_mask) y = x(:, p) (partvectorgather)

where x is the array from which elements or vectors are being gathered, y is the result-
ing destination array, and p is an array of pointers.

Usage. Follow these steps to perform a gather operation (or multiple gather opera-
tions, sequentially):

1. Call part_gather_setup.
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2. Call part.gather or partvectorgather.

To perform more than one gather operation using the same sparsity (gathering
pattern), follow one call to partgathersetup with multiple calls to partgather
and/or part_vectorgather. (You may intersperse calls to these two routines.) If
the sparsity changes, start with Step 1 again.

3. After all part_gather and partvector_gather calls associated with the same
partgather_setup call, call deallocate_part_gather..setup to deallocate the pro-
cessing node storage space required by the setup routine.

You may have more than one setup active at a time; that is, you may call the setup
routine more than once without calling the deallocation routine.

Setup Phase. The partgather_setup routine analyzes the gathering pattern supplied
by the application in thep argument. Using p and y_mask, part.gather..setup computes
an optimization, or trace, for the communication required by the gather operation; al-
locates the required storage space; and saves the trace for use in subsequent calls to the
partgather or part.vector.gather routine. The setup routine assigns appropriate value
to the internal variable trace, which must be supplied in subsequent calls to part_
gather, partvector_gather, and deallocate_part_gather_setup.

The saving of the trace saves communication time, particularly when one setup call is
amortized by several gather operations.

Gather Phase. The part_gather and part..vectorgather routines gather elements or
vectors, respectively, from x into y, using the communication pattern saved by a pre-
vious call to part_gathersetup.

As long as the arguments supplied to part.gathersetup remain the same (except for
y_mask; see above), the application can call part_gather and/or part_vector_gather
multiple times following one call to partgather..setup, each time supplying trace, a
mask, and a source array, x, and receiving in return a destination array, y.

Deallocation Phase. The deallocate_part_gathersetup routine deallocates the extra
storage space that part.gather..setup allocated for saving the trace. Each part_gather
setup call should be followed (after one or more associated calls to part_gather and/or
part_vector_gather) by a deallocatepart_gather_setup call.
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Trace Deallocation. It is strongly recommended that you call deallocate_part_
gather_setup as soon as the associated gather operations have finished, as the trace
typically occupies a significant amount of processing node storage.

Permutation of the Source Array. Some applications require permutation of the
source array prior to the gather operation. This permutation is the responsibility of the
user application and is not performed by partgathersetup, partgather, or part_
vector_gather.

EXAMPLES

Sample CM Fortran code that uses the partitioned gather and scatter utilities can be
found on-line in the subdirectory

partitioning/cmf/

of a CMSSL examples directory whose location is site-specific.

.0
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14.11 Partitioned Scatter Utility

The partitioned scatter utility that performs the same operations as the sparse
scatter and sparse vector scatter routines. If you supply a pointers array that is
reordered along its last axis to achieve data locality, the partitioned scatter takes
advantage of this locality, reducing communication time.

If your pointers are derived from a mesh, you can produce a partitioned pointers
array using the partition_mesh and reorder_pointers routines described in Section
14.9.

The partitioned scatter utility is described in the man page that follows.

4
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Partitioned Scatter Utility

Given a source array, a destination array, and a pointers array containing a scattering pat-
tern, the routines described below scatter elements or vectors from the source array to the
destination array. If the pointers array is reordered along its last axis to achieve data local-
ity, communication time is reduced.

SYNTAX

partscatter_setup (p, x_mask, y_template, trace, ier)

part_scatter (y, x, x_mask, trace)

part_vectorscatter (y, x, xmask, trace)

deallocate..part_scattersetup (trace)

ARGUMENTS

p One-based integer CM array whose dimensions must satisfy the
following conditions:

* p must have the same rank and axis extents as the array x
you supply in any subsequent associated call to part_
scatter.

* p must have the same rank and axis extents as the subar-
ray, formed by omitting the left-most axis, of the array x
you supply in any subsequent associated call to part_
vectorscatter.

The array p contains pointers that indicate the scattering pattern,
as follows. If x_mask(pl, ..., pk) = .true. and element (pl, ..., Pk)

of p contains the value n, then

* A subsequent call to part_scatter adds element x(pl,...

Pk) of the source array to destination element y(n).

* A subsequent call to part_vector_scatter adds the vector
x(:, pi, ..., Pk) to the vector y(:, n) within the destination
array.
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If two or more source array elements are sent to the same
destination array element, the colliding destination values are
added.

The contents of p remain unchanged by partscatter_setup.

If p has been reordered along its last axis to achieve data locality,
part_scatter_setup takes advantage of this locality and
communication time is reduced.

x_mask If you need to mask elements of x, declare x_mask as a logical CM
array with the same axis extents and layout directives as

* The array x you supply in any subsequent associated call
to part_scatter, or

* The subarray, formed by omitting the left-most axis, of
the array x you supply in any subsequent associated call
to partvectorscatter.

Set to .true. the elements that correspond to active elements of x.
Only those source array elements (or vectors) for which the mask
is true are sent to the destination array. Elements of p
corresponding to masked locations of the source array are
ignored. The contents of x_mask remain unchanged by part_
scatter_setup.

If you do not need to mask elements of x, you can conserve
processing node memory by supplying the scalar logical value
.true. for x_mask.

You may set any component of xmask to .false. during the course
of the computation without calling the setup routine again.
However, a component of x_mask that has been set to .false.
before the part.gather_setup call cannot be set to .true. during the
computation.

y_template CM array of any type with the same axis extent and layout
directives as

* The array y you supply in any subsequent associated call
to part_scatter, or

* The subarray, formed by omitting the left-most axis, of
the array y you supply in any subsequent associated call to
part_vectorscatter.
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The setup routine uses only the shape and layout of this routine,
ignoring the contents.

y CM array of any type and rank 1 (in a call to part_scatter) or 2 (in
a call to part_vectorscatter). The part_scatter routine adds the
scattered elements from x to the initial values of y. The
part_vector_scatter routine adds the scattered vectors from x to the
initial values of the vectors that lie along the left-most axis of y.
This axis must be declared :serial, and must have the same extent
as the left-most axis of x.

x CM array of arbitrary shape and of the same type and precision as
y. Source array from which elements or vectors are scattered. All
axes must be declared :serial except the last axis, which must have
canonical (:news) layout. In a call to partvectorscatter, you must
declare x with an extra left-most, :serial axis with the same extent
as the left-most axis of y. The vectors to be scattered must lie
along this left-most axis of x. The contents of x remain unchanged
by partscatter and partvectorscatter.

trace Scalar integer variable. Internal variable. The initial value
supplied to partscattersetup is ignored. You must supply part_
scatter, part_vectorscatter, and deallocate_part_scatter_setup
with the value assigned to trace by part_scattersetup.

DESCRIPTION

Definition. The scatter operation is defined by

where (x_mask) y(pl+) = x (part_scatter)
where (x_mask) y(:, pl+) = x (part_vector..scatter)

where x is the array from which elements or vectors are being scattered, y is the result-
ing destination array, and p is an array of pointers.

Usage. Follow these steps to perform a scatter operation (or multiple scatter opera-
tions, sequentially):

1. Call partscatter_setup.

2. Call part_scatter or part_vector_scatter.
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To perform more than one scatter operation using the same sparsity (scattering
pattern), follow one call to partscatter..setup with multiple calls to part_
scatter and/or part_vectorscatter. (You may intersperse calls to these two rou-
tines.) If the sparsity changes, start with Step 1 again.

3. After all part_scatter and partvectorscatter calls associated with the same
partscattersetup call, call the deallocatepart_scatter_setup routine to deal-
locate the processing node storage space required by the setup routine.

You may have more than one setup active at a time; that is, you may call the setup
routine more than once without calling the deallocation routine. However, calling the
setup routine repeatedly without calling the deallocation routine may cause you to run
out of memory. It is therefore strongly recommended that you call deallocate_
partscattersetup as soon as you have finished the associated scatter operations.

Setup Phase. The part_scattersetup routine analyzes the scattering pattern supplied
by the application in the p argument. Using p and x_mask, partscatter..setup assigns
appropriate values to the internal variable trace, which must be supplied in subsequent
calls to part scatter and part_vector_scatter.

Scatter Phase. The part_scatter and partvector_scatter routines scatter elements or
vectors, respectively, from x and add them to the initial values of y, using the informa-
tion returned by a previous call to the part_scatter.setup routine.

As long as the arguments supplied to part_scatter..setup remain the same (except for
x mask, see above), the application can call part scatter and/or part_vector_scatter
multiple times following one part_scattersetup call, each time supplying a source
array, x, and a mask, x_mask, and receiving in return a destination array, y.

Deallocation Phase. The deallocatepart_scatter_setup routine deallocates the extra
storage space that the setup routine allocated. Each call to the setup routine should be
followed (after one or more calls to partscatter and/or partvector_scatter) by a
deallocate_part_scatter_setup call.

EXAMPLES

Sample CM Fortran code that uses the partitioned gather and scatter utilities can be
found on-line in the subdirectory partitioning/cmf/ of a CMSSL examples direc-
tory whose location is site-specific.
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14.12 Computation of Block Cyclic Permutations

The compute_fe_block_cyclic_perms routine computes the permutations required
to transform any matrix from normal (elementwise consecutive) order to block
cyclic order, and vice versa. Many CMSSL routines use compute_fe_blockcy.
clic_perms internally because they operate on matrices in block cyclic order to
achieve improved performance.

NOTE

The compute_fe_block_cyclic_perms routine only computes
block cyclic permutations; it does not apply any permutations
to the supplied matrices. To apply the block cyclic permuta-
tions, use the permute_cm_matrix_axis_from_fe routine,
described in Section 14.13.

The LU and QR routines described in Chapter 5 are examples of CMSSL routines
that operate on matrices in block cyclic order. As a result, the L and U factors
produced by the gen_ lu_get_ and gen_lu_getu routines, and the R factor pro-
duced by the gen_qr.getr routine, are in block cyclic order. The compute.fe_
block_cyciic_perms routine is useful in conjunction with the LU and QR routines
if you want to obtain the L and U factors or the R factor in elementwise consecu-
tive order. An example of this use of compute_fe_block_cyclicperms is given in
Section 14.12.2.

The compute_fe_block_cyclic_perms routine supports multiple instances in the
sense that you supply it with one or more matrices embedded in a CM array. The
matrices must all have the same dimensions; therefore, they all have the same
block cyclic permutations, and compute_fe_block_cycic_perms computes only
one set of permutations for all the instances. The "multiple-instance" format of
the routine is provided for compatibility with the QR and LU operations, and with
the permute_cm_matrix_axis_from_fe routine, which applies permutations to
multiple matrices at a time.
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14.12.1 Blocking, Load Balancing, and Block Cyclic Ordering

One way to understand block cyclic ordering is to consider the CMSSL routines
that use blocking and load balancing (which is achieved through cyclic ordering)
to achieve improved performance. Examples of such routines are

* The LU (Gaussian elimination) routines (described in Chapter 5).

* The QR routines (described in the Chapter 5).

* The routines that perform Householder reduction of Hermitian matrices to
real symmetric tridiagonal form and corresponding basis transformation
(described in Chapter 8).

Blocking

In the strategy called blocking, routines operate on and transfer blocks of data
rather than single data elements. Each block resides in the memory associated
with a parallel processing node. Blocking results in fewer vector-vector opera-
tions and more matrix-vector (level 2 BLAS) operations, which, when local to (
a node, can yield very high performance.

When you call a routine that uses blocking, you supply a blocking factor (usually
denoted by nblock in the argument list) that determines the block size. For exam-
ple, if you call the LU factorization routine, gen_lufactor, and supply a block
size of b, then in its Gaussian elimination process, gen_lu_factor eliminates b
variables at a time by subtracting multiples of b equations from all later equa-
tions. For more information about blocking, see reference 6 in Section 14.16.

Load Balancing

In an elimination operation that does not use load balancing, the elimination runs
through the columns of the matrix in order. As a result, the number of active
nodes decreases as the factorization proceeds. For example, if A is an (m x n)
matrix distributed across an array of nodes by assigning a contiguous p by q
chunk of A to each node, then each node contains p consecutive rows and q con-
secutive columns of A. Thus, the first column of nodes contains the first q
columns of A. After q elimination steps, all the columns of A in the first column
of nodes will have been processed. Thus, after q steps, an entire column of nodes
becomes inactive. Similarly, after p steps, the first row of nodes becomes inac-
tive.
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Suppose instead that the columns are processed in cyclic order (column 1 of the
first column of nodes, then column 1 of the second column of nodes, and so on).
Then as columns are eliminated, the active subgrid on each node shrinks, but no
node becomes completely inactive until the last column is eliminated from some
column of nodes. This strategy, called cyclic ordering, achieves load balancing:
that is, it increases the number of nodes that are active at any one time. For more
information about cyclic ordering, see reference 6 in Section 14.16.

Blocking and Load Balancing Combined: Block Cyclic Ordering

When blocking and load balancing are combined, a routine computes on a block
of columns or rows as a unit. For example, rather than updating a matrix a single
column at a time, a routine performs a block update of a number of columns.
That is, the load balancing scheme processes blocks, rather than single columns,
in cyclic order. In fact, some CMSSL routines eliminate columns and rows in
block cyclic order.

For example, if you choose the block size to be b, the QR or LU factorization
routine eliminates columns and rows in the following order:

' Columns 1 through b of the first column of node, along with rows 1
through b of the first row of nodes.

* Columns 1 through b of the second column of nodes, along with rows 1
through b of the second row of nodes; and so on.

After eliminating b columns from each column of nodes, the routine returns to
columns b + 1 through 2b of node column 1, and so on.

The permutations computed by the compute_fe_block_cyclic_perms routine are
those required to transform the rows and columns of a given matrix from normal
(elementwise consecutive) order to block cyclic order, and vice versa. For exam-
ple, the permutation that transforms the columns from elementwise consecutive
order to block cyclic order (with a blocking factor of b) does the following:

- Moves the first b columns of the original matrix into columns 1 through
b of the first column of nodes.

Moves the next b columns of the original matrix into columns 1 through
b of the second column of nodes; and so on until the first b columns of each
column of nodes have been filled.
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· Moves the next b columns of the original matrix are moved to columns b
+ 1 through 2b of node column 1.

* Continues this pattern until all columns of the original matrix have been
moved.

This description is approximate; the exact details involve operations on quanti-
ties of data that are not exact multiples of b rows and columns.

Choosing the Blocking Factor

As mentioned above, the CMSSL routines that operate on matrices in block cyclic
order require you to supply the blocking factor in the nblock argument. The opti-
mum block size depends on the routine you are calling and the details of your
application. For example, for the QR routines (described in Chapter 5), nblock =
4 is a good choice for typical applications; for very large matrices, nblock = 8
or even 16 may yield faster factorization. On the other hand, if you specify pivot-
ing with the QR routines, the current implementation requires nblock = 1.
Specific requirements for nblock are documented in the man pages for the vari-
ous routines.

The blocking factor you supply when you call compute_fe_block_cyclic_perms
depends on the context of the call. If you are using compute_fe_block_cy-
clic.perms to "undo" the block cyclic ordering of an L, U, or R factor, supply the
same blocking factor you supplied in the original LU or QR factorization call.

14.12.2 Obtaining L, U, and R Factors in Elementwise Consecutive
Order

Because the LU and QR routines operate in block cyclic order, the L, U, and R
factors produced by the gen_lu...etl, gen_lu_get_u, and gen_qr_getr routines,
resepctively, are stored in block cyclic order. The compute_fe_block_cyclic_
perms routine is useful if you want to permute L, U, or R to "undo" the block
cyclic ordering. To obtain a factor in elementwise consecutive order, you must
follow these steps:

1. Before factoring the matrices embedded in a CM array A, compute their
block cyclic permutations by supplying A to compute_fe_block_cyclic_
perms.
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2. Use permute_..cm_matrix_axis_fromfe to permute the columns and rows of
the matrices embedded in A to block cyclic order.

3. Use gen_lu_factor or gen_qr_factor to factor the matrices inA. (The factor-
ization routine works in block cyclic order, but since you already
permuted the matrices to block cyclic order in Step 1, the factorization
actually occurs in elementwise consecutive order.)

4. Use permute_cm_matrix_axis_fromfe to permute the columns and rows of
the factors from block cyclic order back to elementwise consecutive order.

This strategy is illustrated in the on-line sample code. (See the man page at the
end of this section for the pathname.)

0

9 
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Computation of Block Cyclic Permutations

Given a block size and a CM array containing one or more embedded matrices, the
computefe_blockcyclicperms routine computes the permutations required to transform
the rows and columns of the matrices from elementwise consecutive order to block cyclic
order, and vice versa.

SYNTAX

compute_fe_block_cyclicperms (A, ni, n2, row_axis, colaxis, nblock
f f inv, g, g_inv, ier)

ARGUMENTS

A CM array of any data type and rank greater than or equal to 2,
containing one or more instances of a matrix for which you
want to compute the block cyclic permutations. Only the rank,
axis extents, and layout directives of this array are used; its
contents are ignored.

nI Scalar integer variable. The number of rows in each matrix
embedded in A. Must be > n2.

n2 Scalar integer variable. The number of columns in each
matrix embedded in A. Must be < nl.

row_axis Scalar integer variable. Identifies the axis that counts the rows
of each matrix embedded in A. Axis row axis must have
length > nl.

colaxis Scalar integer variable. Identifies the axis that counts the
columns of each matrix embedded in A. Axis colaxis must
have length > n2.

nblock Scalar integer variable. The blocking factor upon which the
block cyclic permutations are to be based.

f Front-end integer array of rank 1 and length > n. Upon
return, the first n] elements contain the permutation that
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transforms the rows of each matrix from elementwise
consecutive order to block cyclic order. Note: this
permutation has no effect on the element ordering within a
given row.

f inv Front-end integer array of rank 1 and length > n. Upon
return, the first nl elements contain the permutation that
transforms the rows of each matrix from block cyclic order to
elementwise consecutive order. Note: this permutation has no
effect on the element ordering within a given row.

g Front-end integer array of rank 1 and length > n2. Upon
return, the first n2 elements contain the permutation that
transforms the columns of each matrix from elementwise
consecutive order to block cyclic order. Note: this
permutation has no effect on the element ordering within a
given column.

g_inv Front-end integer array of rank 1 and length > n2. Upon
return, the first n2 elements contain the permutation that
transforms the columns of each matrix from block cyclic

a e ¢order to elementwise consecutive order. Note: this
permutation has no effect on the element ordering within a
given column.

ier Scalar integer variable. Set to 0 upon successful completion.
The compute_fe_block_cycic_perms routine can fail under
any of the following conditions:

-1 The A you supplied is not a CM array.

-2 The rank of A is < 2.

-3 row_axis has length < nl.

-4 colaxis has length < n2.

-20 One of the permutation arrays has length < 0.

-30 row_axis or col_axis is < 0 or > rank(A), or
rowaxis= col_axis.
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DESCRIPTION

Given a block size and a CM array A containing one or more embedded matrices, the
compute_fe_block_cyclic_perms routine computes the permutations required to trans-
form the rows and columns of the matrices from elementwise consecutive order to
block cyclic order, and from block cyclic order to elementwise consecutive order.

The permutationsf andf inv are called rowpermutations. Each row moves as a whole
unit; the elements within each column are reordered. The arraysfandf inv must have
length at least nl.

The permutations g and g_inv are called column permutations. Each column moves as
a whole unit; the elements within each row are reordered. The arrays fe_col_axis_
perm and g_inv must have length at least n2.

The values in the front-end arrays are the destinations of the corresponding row or
column elements. For example, the row permutation into block cyclic order is given
by the mapping

A i _ Af 4r: .A

while the column permutation out of block cyclic order is given by the mapping

A(:, DP A(:, g_inv(i))

where A is a matrix embedded in A. For a detailed description of block cyclic order,
refer to Section 14.12.1.

EXAMPLES

Sample CM Fortran code that uses the compute_fe_block_cyclicperms routine can be
found on-line in the subdirectory

lu/cmf/

of a CMSSL examples directory whose location is site-specific.
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14.13 Permutation Along an Axis

The permute_cm_matrix_axis_from_efe routine permutes the rows or columns of
one or more matrices, using a permutation that is supplied in a front-end array.

The man page on the next page describes this routine and its arguments in detail,
and defines row and column permutations. Figure 47 illustrates a row permuta-
tion where

n_p-4, n_q=6, f=[2 4 1 3]

t XI1 X12 X13 
X 14 X 1 5 X

16 X17 X 1 8 X3 1 X32 X33 34 X35 36 X17 X18

X21 x22 x23 x2 4 X25 X26 X27 X28 X11 X12 x13 x14 X15 X16 X27 X28

X31 X32 X33 X34 x35 X36 X37 x38 X41 X42 X4 3 X44 X45 X46 X37 X38

X41 4 2 X43 X44 X4 5 X4 6 X47 x 4 8 _ X2 1 X22 x23 X24 X25 X26 x4 7 X4 8

x51 x52 x53 X54 x55 x56 x57 x58 x51 52 x53 x5 4 X55 x56 x57 x58
axsp X61 x 6 2 63 x6 4 x6 5 x6 6 X67 x6 8 6 1 6 2 X63 X64 X65 X66 x67X

n_q 
axis_q -

Original matrix Permuted matrix

Figure 47. A row permutation.

Figure 48 illustrates a column permutation where

np = 6, n_q = 4, f [ 3 5 2 6 1 4]

ll X12 x13 X14 X15 X1 X17 X X15 X13 X14 X 16 xX2 X4 x17 X18

X21 X22 x2 3 x2 4 x25 x2 x27 X28 x 2 5 x23 X21 X26 X22 X24 X27 X28

q x31 x32 X33 x34 x35 X3 X37 X38 X35 X33 x31 x36 X32 X3 4 X37 X38

X41 X42 X4 3 X44 X45 X4 1 47 x48 X45 x4 3 x 4 1 x46 x4 2 44 X47 X4 8

x51 x52 X53 x54 x55 x56 x57 x58 x51 x52 X53 x54 x55 x56 x57 x58
axisq x61 X6 2 x63 x64 x65 X66 x67 X68 X61 X62 x63 x64 X65 X66 x 6 7 X68

--- n_p

axis - ,

Original matrix Permuted matrix

Figure 48. A column permutation.
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Permutation Along an Axis

Given a CM array containing one or more embedded matrices, a front-end array containing
a permutation, and a choice of row or column axis, the permute_cm_matrix_axis_fromfe

routine permutes each matrix along the specified axis.

SYNTAX

permute_cmmatrix axis_fromfe (A, n.p, n_q, axis_p, axis_q, f ier)

ARGUMENTS

A CM array of any data type and rank greater than or equal to 2,

containing one or more embedded matrices whose rows or
columns you want to permute.

np Scalar integer variable. The active length of axis axis..p. Also the
length of the permutation to be applied to axis axisp.

n_q Scalar integer variable. The active length of axis axis_q.

axis..p Scalar integer variable. Identifies the axis along which elements
are to be permuted. This axis counts either the rows or the
columns of the matrices embedded in A.

axis_ q Scalar integer variable. Identifies the matrix axis other than
axis.p.

f Integer front-end array of rank 1 and length > np. The first nop
elements offmust contain the new locations to which the first np
elements along axisp of each matrix are to be mapped.

ier Scalar integer variable. Set to 0 upon successful completion. The
permute_cm_matrix_axis_fromfe routine can fail under any of the
following conditions:

-1 The A you have supplied is not a CM array.

-2 The rank of A is < 2.

-3 axisp has length < nj. 

Version 3.1 Beta 2 January 1993
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-4 axis_q has length < n_q.

-20 Thef array has length < 0.

-30 axis, or axis_q is < 0 or > rank(A),
or axisp = axis_q.

DESCRIPTION

Given a CM array A containing one or more embedded matrices, a front-end arrayf
containing a permutation, and a choice of row or column axis (axisp), the
permute_cm_matrix_axis_from_fe routine permutes each matrix along axisp.

If axis axis_p counts the rows, then the permutation is applied to the first np elements
of each of the first n_q columns. This operation is called a row permutation because the
first n_q elements of each row (up to row np, inclusive) move together as a whole
unit.

If axis axisp counts the columns, then the permutation is applied to the first n.p ele-
ments of each of the first n_q rows. This operation is called a column permutation
because the first n_q elements of each column (up to column np, inclusive) move
together as a whole unit.

The operation performed by this routine can be summarized as follows:

A(,,,i,,j,,,,) - A(,,,),,j ....);
1 < i < nl along axisp
1 j < n2 along axis_q

A matrix element is not used in or affected by the permutation if its CM Fortran sub-
script in the axis_p dimension is greater than n_p, or if its CM Fortran subscript in the
axis_q dimension is greater than n_q.

Iff is the permutationf orf inv computed by the compute_fe_block_..cycic_perms rou-
tine, then to transform the rows into or out of block cyclic order, you must set axisp,
axis_q, np and n_q to the same values as row_axis, col.axis, n, and n2, respectively,
in the compute_fe_block_cyclic_perms call.

Similarly, if f is the permutation g or g_inv computed by the compute_fe_block_
cyclic_perms routine, then to transform the columns into or out of block cyclic order,
you must set axisp, axis a. n . and n a to the same values as col axis. row axis. n2.
and nl, respectively, in the compute_fe_blockcyclic_ perms call.

Version 3.1 Beta 2, January 1993
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EXAMPLES

Sample CM Fortran code that uses the permute_cm_matrix_axis_from_fe routine can be
found on-line in the subdirectory

lu/cmf/

of a CMSSL examples directory whose location is site-specific.
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14.14 Send-to-NEWS and NEWS-to-Send Reordering

On the CM-200, the send_to_news and newsto_send routines allow you to

change the ordering of specified axes of a CM array from send to NEWS ordering
or vice-versa.

On the CM-5, these routines have no effect, since NEWS and send ordering are
the same. They are provided only for compatibility with the CM-200. (Refer to
the CM Fortran documentation set for information about send and NEWS order-
ing.)

Version 3.1 Beta 2, January 1993
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Send-to-NEWS and NEWS-to-Send
Reordering

On the CM-200, given a CM array of any rank or type, the send_to_news and newsto_send
routines change the ordering of specified axes of the array by shuffling the data in place.
On the CM-5, these routines have no effect because send and NEWS ordering are the same.
They are provided only for compatibility with the CM-200.

SYNTAX

send_to_news (A, B, xform_vector)

news_to_send (A, B, xform_vector)

ARGUMENTS

Integer front-end array of rank 1 and length CMSSL_DESC_
LENGTH (a symbolic constant defined in the include file cmssl-
cmf .h).

CM array of any rank and type. Each B axis to be reordered must
be a power of 2 in length.

xform_vector Logical front-end vector of length equal to the rank of B,
indicating which axes of B are to be reordered.

DESCRIPTION

On the CM-200, the send_to_news and newsto_send routines reorder the CM array B
in place and, by creating a CM array descriptor in A, allow you to use the reordered

source array in a subroutine.

On the CM-5, these routines have no effect because send and NEWS ordering are the
same.

f
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NOTES

Header File Required. Be sure to include the header file cmssl-cmf .h in any pro-
gram that uses the send_to_news and news_to_send routines. This header file defines
the symbolic constant CMSSL_DESC_LENGTH.

Version 3.1 Beta 2, January 1993
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14.15 Communication Compiler

The CMSSL provides a set of routines, referred to collectively as the communica-
tion compiler, that compute and use message delivery optimizations for basic
data motion and combining operations. The data motion and combining opera-
tions are similar to those performed by the CM Fortran utilities CMFSEND_
combiner (for example, CMF_SEND_ADD), which are described in the CM For-
tran User Guide.

A message is a piece of data that must get from a source location to a destination
location. The set of all messages that must be delivered during an operation such
as a get or a send is called the communication pattern. The communication com-
piler allows you to compute an optimization, or trace, for a communication
pattern just once, and then use it many times in subsequent operations. This fea-
ture can yield significant time savings (with an associated memory cost) in
applications that use the same communication pattern repeatedly. The process of
computing a trace for later use is sometimes referred to as compilation of the
trace.

The communication compiler offers a variety of methods for computing a trace.
You can either select a method suited to your application, or allow the communi- X

cation compiler to choose an appropriate method based on the number of times
you plan to perform a specific operation.

14.15.1 Communication Compiler Routines

The communication compiler includes the following routines:

Setup routine: comm_setup

This routine computes a trace for a specified type of operation, using a
selected trace compilation method. You must supply the setup routine with
the shapes and layouts of the source and destination arrays on which you
will be operating, and with the destination locations to which source ele-
ments are to be moved (for a send operation) or the source locations from
which elements are to be moved to the destination (for a get operation).
The setup routine computes a trace that can only be used on the current
partition size. It allocates processing node and partition manager memory
for storing the trace and related information. It returns an integer, trace,
that contains a pointer to the partition manager memory where informa-
tion about the trace (including pointers to processing node fields) is stored.

Version 3.1 Beta 2, January 1993
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a Data motion and combiinng routines:

comm_get

commsend

comm.sendadd

commsendand

comm_sendmax

commsendmin
commsendor
commsend_xor

Each of these routines uses a trace previously computed by the setup rou-
tine to perform the specified operation.

* Compilation option routine: comm_set.option

This routine selects an option that prints error information. On the
CM-200, this routine also selects options that can help optimize trace com-
pilation and message delivery. The optimization options are not available
in this CM-5 release, as they affect only those compilations performed us-
ing the FastGraph method (which is also unavailable in this release on the
CM-5).

* Deallocation routine: deallocate_comm_setup

This routine deallocates the memory that commsetup allocated to store
a trace. Once this memory is deallocated, the specified trace can no longer
be used.

NOTE

The trace saving and restore routines, comm_savetrace and
commrestore.trace, available on the CM-200, are currently un-
available on the CM-5. Attempts to call these routines on the
CM-5 result in an error code.

Version 3.1 Beta 2 January 1993
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14.15.2 How to Use the Communication Compiler

The trace computed by the setup routine can be used for any operation that satis-
fies the following conditions:

* The type of operation must match the operation type you specified in the
setup call. (The setup routine uses the same operation type for the
comm_send_add, comm_send_and, comm_send_max, comm_send_min,

commsend_or, and comm_ send_xor operations, as these operations re-

quire the same setup action. A trace computed for any of these operations
can be used for any of the others, assuming the other two conditions are

met.)

• The source and destination arrays must have the same rank, axis extents,

and layout directives as in the setup call.

* The source and destination arrays must have the same data type, and that

data type must be valid for the operation to be performed.

You can follow a setup call with multiple calls to the data motion and combining

routines, as long as the above conditions are met. The arguments you supplied (
in the setup call determine how data is moved in the associated data motion and

combining routine calls. You can also have more than one trace allocated at a
time; the only limit on the number of concurrently active traces is the amount of

memory.

To compute a trace and use it in the same program run, follow these steps:

1. Call commsetup to allocate processing node memory and compute the
trace.

2. Call the desired data motion or combining routine. (You can repeat this

step an arbitrary number of times.)

3. Call deallocate_comm_setup.

If you want to set a compilation option, call the comm_set_option routine prior

to calling the setup routine.

Version 3.1 Beta 2, January 1993
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NOTE

The arrays you supply to the communication compiler must be
one-based.

For detailed information about the communication compiler routines, see the
man page that follows.

0
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Communication Compiler

Given a source array, a destination array, and gathering or scattering coordinates, the rou-
tines described below compute and use message delivery optimizations for basic data
motion and combining operations.

SYNTAX

trace - comm_setup (y, p, x, {x[y }_mask, operation, method, ier)

comm_get (y, trace, x, ier)

comm_send (y, trace, x, ier)

comm_send_add (y, trace, x, ier)

comm_send_and (y, trace, x, ier)

comm_send_max (y, trace, x, ier)

commsend_min (y, trace, x, ier)

comm_sendor (y, trace, x, ier)

commsend_xor (y, trace, x, ier)

comm_setoption (option, value, ier)

deallocate_comm_setup (trace)

ARGUMENTS

In the following argument descriptions, the comm_get, comm_send, comm_send_add,
comm_send_and, comm_send_max, comm_send_min, comm_send_or, and comm_

send_xor routines are referred to as data motion and combining routines.

The message delivery optimization for a given operation is referred to as a trace.

trace Scalar integer variable. Returned by comm_setup; contains the
address of a scalar structure that contains information necessary
to deliver the data, including CM addresses. When you call one of

Version 3.1 Beta 2, January 1993
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the data motion or combining routines, you must supply the trace
value returned by comm_setup.

When you call deallocatecomm_setup, supply the value
representing the trace you want to deallocate.

y One-based CM array. When you call comm_setup, the contents of
y are ignored; only the shape and layout are used. If you are
computing a trace for a get operation, y can have any rank < 6. If
you are computing a trace for any of the send operations, y can
have any rank < 7.

When you call a data motion or combining routine, y must have
the same rank, axis extents, and layout directives as the y you
supplied in the comm_setup call that created the trace you are
using. This is the array to which elements of x will be moved; it
should have the same data type as x. The valid data types depend
on the operation you are performing; see the Description section
for details.

p One-based integer CM array that defines the gathering
coordinates (the source locations from which active destination
elements fetch their new values) for a get operation, or the
scattering coordinates (the destination locations to which source
array elements are to be moved) for the various send operations.

If you are computing a trace for comm_get, p must satisfy the
following conditions:

* The rank of p must be one greater than the rank of y.

* The extra axis of p must be last, have extent greater than
or equal to the rank of x, and be declared as :serial.

* The remaining axes ofp must match the axes of y in order
of declaration, extents, and layout directives.

* If y has rank n and x has rank m, then to gather data into

Y(Y1, Y2, . ·. , Yn) from x(xl, x2, .. ., Xm), set P(Y1, Y2, - .,
Yn, q) =Xq for 1 <q<m.

If you are computing a trace for comm_send, comm_send_add,
comm_send_and, comm_send_max, comm_send_min, comm_

send_or, or comm_send_xor, p must satisfy the following
conditions:

Version 3.1 Beta 2, January 1993
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* The rank of p must be one greater than the rank of x.

* The extra axis of p must be last, have extent greater than
or equal to the rank of y, and be declared as :serial.

* The remaining axes ofp must match the axes of x in order
of declaration, extents, and layout directives.

* If y has rank n and x has rank m, then to send data from
x(xl, x2, ... , xm) to Y(Y1, Y2, . ., yn), set p(xl, x2, .. ., x,
q) = yq for 1 < q < n.

x One-based CM array. When you call comm_setup, the contents of
x are ignored; only the shape and layout are used. If you are
computing a trace for a get operation, x can have any rank < 7. If
you are computing a trace for any of the send operations, x can
have any rank < 6.

When you call a data motion or combining routine, x must have
the same rank, axis extents, and layout directives as the x you
supplied in the comm_setup call that created the trace you are
using. This is the array whose elements will be moved into y; it
should have the same data type as y. The valid data types depend
on the operation you are performing; see the Description section
for details.

{xj}_mask If you are computing a trace for a get operation, this argument is
a mask for y. It can be either a logical CM array with the same
shape and layout as y, or the scalar value .TRUE.. Only those
elements of y that correspond to true y_mask values are
overwritten.

If you are computing a trace for any of the send operations, this
argument is a mask for x. It can be either a logical CM array with
the same shape and layout as x, or the scalar value .TRUE.. Only
those elements of x that correspond to true xmask values are
moved into y.

operation Scalar integer variable that specifies the operation for which you
plan to use the trace. Can be any of the following symbolic
constants:

CMSSL_comm_by_get

CMSSL_comm_by_send

Version 3.1 Beta 2, January 1993
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CMSSL_comm_by_send_with_op

The values CMSSL_comm_by_send and CMSSL_comm_by_send_
overwrite both represent the comm_send operation, but they
request different behavior with respect to collisions. (In a comm_
send operation, two or more source elements are said to collide if
they are sent to the same destination array location.) If the
scattering coordinates you supply contain collisions, CMSSL_
commby_send informs you of this condition by returning ier =

-4, while CMSSL_comm_by_send_overwrite does not return an
error. The code ier = -4 is only a warning; the trace computed by
CMSSL_comm_by_send is valid. For details about collision
handling, see the Description section.

The value CMSSL_comm_by_send_with_op represents the comm_
send_add, commsend_and, comm_send_max, comm_send_min,
comm_send_or, and comm_ send_xor operations.

method Usually a one-dimensional integer front-end array. The first
element specifies the method to be used in computing the trace,
and must have one of the values listed below. Some methods
require additional information which you must supply in
subsequent elements, as described below. The array may have any
length; the elements beyond those that are required are ignored.
If you choose a method that does not require any additional
information, you may define method as a scalar integer with one
of the values listed below.

CMSSL method automatic

Selects one of the trace compilation methods based on your
estimate of how many times this trace will be used before it
is discarded. You must specify this estimate in method(2). If
method(2) is a large number, the setup routine will choose a
method that is likely to require more time for trace generation,
but yield faster communication. If method(2) is a small num-
ber, the setup routine will choose a method that is likely to
minimize the trace generation time. In particular:

* If method(2) < 3, CMSSL_method_nop is used.

* If 3 < method(2) < 999, the method is chosen as fol-
lows:
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* If operation is CMSSL_comm_byget and the
maximum fan-out that any processing node will
experience during the get is < 2, CMSSL_
method_get_lnto_sends is used. (For a defini-

tion of fan-out, see the description of CMSSL_
method_sort_and_scan, below.)

* If operation is CMSSL_comm_byget and the
maximum fan-out that any processing node will
experience during the get is > 2, CMSSL_
methodsort_and_scan is used.

* If operation is CMSSL_comm_by_send or
CMSSL_comm_by_send_overwrite, CMSSL_

methodnop is used and collisions are stripped.

(For details about collision stripping, see the
Description section.)

· If operation is CMSSL_comm_by_send_with
op, CMSSL_method_serial_combining is used.

a If method(2) > 999, CMSSL_method_nop is used.

Note that these choices are likely to change in future releases.
They may not yield the best results in all cases. It is recom-
mended that you experiment with other methods to find the
best one for your application.

method: Must be an integer front-end array of
length > 2. The second element must
be your estimate of how many times
the trace will be used.

Usage: Valid in any comm_setup call.

CMSSL_method_fastgraph

This method is currently unavailable on the CM-5. If you se-
lect this method, CMSSL_method_nop is substituted.

CMSSL_method_get_into_sends

Compiles a gathering pattern to be used with commget into
a series of send operations.
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method: May be either an integer front-end
array of length > 1 or a scalar integer.

Usage: Valid only in comm_setup calls in
which the operation is CMSSL_
comm_by_get.

CMSSL_method_nop

Stores the p and {xy}_mask values with no additional pro-
cessing. A subsequent comm_get, comm_send, or comm_
send_combiner call, supplied with the trace value returned by
this method, will compute the trace and will run at about the
same speed as the corresponding CM Fortran utility library
routine. This method is useful for comparing the performance
of operations with and without compiled traces, with minimal
code changes.

method: May be either an integer front-end
array of length > 1 or a scalar integer.

Usage: Valid in any comm_setup call.

CMSSL_method_serial_combining

During trace creation, spreads identical send addresses along
an extra, temporary serial axis. When the trace is used, mes-

sages are combined along the serial axis.

method: May be either an integer front-end
array of length > 1 or a scalar integer.

Usage: Valid only in comm_setup calls in

which the operation is CMSSL_
comm_by_send_with_op.

CMSSLmethodsort_and_scan

Performs a sort to collect together elements that are to be
combined. This method performs particularly well when there
is a large variation in the fan-out or fan-in of the graph, or

when the maximum fan-in or fan-out is large.

Fan-out applies only to get operations. The fan-out for a
source location is the number of destination elements to
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which that location must send its data. A large variation in the
fan-out means that some source locations are sending to few
(or one) destination elements, while other source locations are
sending to many destination elements.

Fan-in applies only to send operations. The fan-in for a desti-
nation location is the number of source elements being sent to
it. A large variation in the fan-in means that some destination
locations are receiving few (or one) source elements, while
other destination locations are receiving many source ele-
ments.

method: May be either an integer front-end
array of length > 1 or a scalar integer.

Usage: Valid in comm_setup calls in which
the operation is CMSSL_comm_by_
get or CMSSL_comm_by_send_with_
op.

option Scalar integer variable. In the current CM-5 release, only the value
CMSSLcomm_verbose is valid; any other option results in an
error message. The CMSSL_comm_verbose option determines
whether the communication compiler will print any messages
associated with returned ier codes. An associated value (see
below) of 0 specifies that messages should not be printed; a
non-zero value specifies that they should be printed. (Default: 0.)

value Variable associated with option. See option description. Must be
an integer.

ier Scalar integer variable. Error code; set to 0 on successful return.

The following errors are returned by comm_setup:

-1 Invalid operation. The operation argument is not one
of the allowed operations.

-2 Invalid method. The method argument is not allowed
with the operation selected or is an unknown method.

-4 The scattering coordinates supplied in thep argument
contain collisions and the operation is CMSSL_
comm_by_send. This message is only a warning; the
computed trace is valid.
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-8 Thep array has an illegal shape or layout, or contains
invalid coordinates.

The following errors are returned by comm_get, commsend,
comm_send_add, comm_send_and, comm_send_max, comm_

sendmin, comm_sendor, and comm_send_xor:

-1 Invalid data type. The x and/or y data type is invalid
for this operation. For instance, complex data cannot
be passed to comm_send_max. Only data types that
are allowed in the combiner operation to be
performed are allowed in the comm_send_combiner

routines.

-2 Invalid trace type. The trace value passed to this
routine was of the wrong type for this operation. For
instance, calling comm_send_add with a trace
compiled with operation = CMSSL_comm_by_get
will cause this error.

-4 Bad or unrecognized trace. The trace valuepassed to
this routine was not usable. Possible reasons: the
trace was never assigned the return value of a
successful commsetup call, the trace has already
been deallocated, or the memory used by the trace has
been corrupted.

The following errors are returned by commsetoption:

-1 Invalid (unrecognized) option name.

-2 Invalid option value. The value supplied is not valid
for the option selected.

DESCRIPTION

The communication compiler consists of the following routines:

comm_setup Computes a message delivery optimization, or trace, for the
specified operation using the source and destination shapes
and layouts you have supplied. This trace can only be used on
the current partition size. The setup routine allocates
processing node and partition manager memory for storing
the trace and related information. It returns an integer, trace,
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that contains a pointer to the partition manager memory where
information about the trace (including pointers to processsing
node fields) is stored. You must supply the value of trace in
subsequent calls to the data motion and combining routines,
and also to deallocate_comm_setup (when you want to
deallocate the memory associated with the trace).

where (y_mask) y = x(p)

Gathers selected source array elements into a destination
array. Only those destination array elements for which
y_mask was true in the setup call are overwritten. Each
destination array location receives at most one source
element. All data types are supported.

where (x_mask) y(p) = x

Scatters selected source array elements to a destination array.
Only those source array elements for which xmask was true
in the setup call are moved. Each source array element is sent
to at most one destination location. Source array elements
overwrite the destination array elements to which they are
sent. All data types are supported.

comm sendcombiner Scatters selected source array elements to a destination array.
Only those source array elements for which xmask was true
in the setup call are moved. Source array elements are
combined with the destination array elements to which they
are sent. Colliding source elements are combined together
with the destination element. The result overwrites the
original destination element. The following combining
operations are supported:

commsendadd where (x_mask) y(pl+) = x

Performs addition. Operates on inte-
ger, real, or complex data.

comm_send_and where (x_mask) y(pl.and.) = x

Performs a logical AND operation.
Operates on logical or integer data.
For integers, performs the operation
on a bitwise basis.
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commsendmax where (xl_mask) y(plmax) '= x

Selects the maximum value. Oper-
ates on integer and real data.

comm send min where (x_mask) y(pimin) = x

Selects the minimum value. Operates
on integer and real data.

comm_send_or where (x_mask) y(pl.or.) = x

Performs a logical inclusive OR op-

eration. Operates on logical or
integer data. For integers, performs
the operation on a bitwise basis.

comm_sendxor where (x_mask) y(pl.xor.) = x

Performs a logical exclusive OR op-
eration. Operates on logical or
integer data. For integers, performs

01 4 the operation on a bitwise basis.

comm_set_option

deallocate_comm_setup

Selects an option that prints error information. On the
CM-200, this routine also selects options that can help
optimize trace compilation and message delivery. The
optimization options are not available in this CM-5 release, as

they affect only those compilations performed using the
FastGraph method (which is also unavailable in this release
on the CM-5).

Deallocates the memory that commsetup allocated to store a
trace. When you call deallocate_comm_setup, you must
supply the trace value returned by commsetup. Once you
have deallocated the memory associated with a trace, the trace
can no longer be used.

Usage. The trace computed by the setup routine can be used for any operation that

satisfies the following conditions:

The type of operation must match the operation value you specified in the
setup call. (Note that the setup routine uses the same operation value, CMSSL_

comm_by_send_withop, for the comm_send_add, comm_send_and, comm_
send_max, comm_send_min, comnm_send_or, and comm_send_xor operations,
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as these operations require the same setup action. A trace computed for any of
these operations can be used for any of the others, assuming the other two con-
ditions are met. Also, the operation values CMSSL_comm_by_send and
CMSSL_comm_by_..send_overwrite both represent the comm_send operation,
but request different behavior with respect to collisions, as described in the
argument list above.)

* The source and destination arrays must have the same rank, axis extents, and
layout directives as in the setup call.

* The source and destination arrays must have the same data type, and that type
must be valid for the operation to be performed.

You can follow a setup call with multiple calls to the data motion and combining rou-
tines, as long as the above conditions are met. The arguments you supplied in the setup
call determine how data is moved in the associated data motion and combining routine
calls. You can also have more than one trace allocated at a time; the only limit on the
number of concurrently active traces is the amount of memory.

To compute and use a trace, follow these steps:

1. Call comm_setup to allocate memory and compute the trace.

2. Call the desired data motion or combining routine. (You can repeat this step
an arbitrary number of times.)

3. Call deallocate_comm._setup.

If you want to set a compilation option, call the comm_set_option routine prior to call-
ing the setup routine.

Collision Handling. In a comm_send operation, two or more source elements are said
to collide if they are sent to the same destination array location. The communication
compiler handles collisions as follows:

* If you specify method(l) = CMSSL_method_automatic and 3 < method(2) <

999, collisions are stripped. The communication compiler arbitrarily chooses
one of the colliding source elements, and sends only that element to the des-
tination element.

* In all other cases, all of the colliding source elements are sent to the destination
node, which arbitrarily chooses one of them to overwrite the destination
element.
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If you specify operation = CMSSL_comm_by_send, the setup routine returns ier = -4 if
it encounters collisions. The computed trace is valid. If you specify CMSSL_comm_
by_send_overwrite, the setup routine does not issue the warning.

NOTES

Header File. The communication compiler routines use predefined symbolic con-
stants. Therefore, you must include the statement INCLUDE '/usr/include/
cm/cmssl-cmf .h' at the top of the main file of any program that uses these routines.
This file defines symbolic constants and declares the type of the CMSSL functions.

Compilation Methods. The methods available for computing traces attempt to opti-
mize communication, but each method involves a trade-off between compilation time
and message delivery performance gain. (That is, some methods require more time for
trace compilation but yield faster communication when the operation is performed;
others require less compilation time but yield slower communication during message
delivery.) Also, these techniques incur a cost in memory usage. Therefore, it is recom-
mended that you experiment with different methods to find the one that works best for
the operation you want to perform. Refer to the descriptions of the methods in the argu-
ment list, above.

Trace Deallocation. You can call comm_setup multiple times without calling
deallocate_comm_setup. However, to conserve memory, it is good practice to deallo-
cate a trace as soon as you are finished with it.

The trace is essentially a pointer to a region of partition manager memory; this region
of memory contains pointers to additional regions of memory allocated on both the
partition manager and the processing nodes. If you destroy this pointer before deallo-
cating the trace, there is no way for you to deallocate the trace subsequently. Therefore,
be careful not to overwrite the trace pointer (for example, by allowing comm_setup to
overwrite an allocated trace value, or by changing the value of the trace variable manu-
ally) unless you have deallocated the trace.

EXAMPLES

Sample CM Fortran code that uses the communication compiler can be found on-line
in the subdirectory

comm- compiler/cmf/
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of a CMSSL examples directory whose location is site-specific.

$
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Numbers
2-norm, 52

A
all-to-all broadcast, 445

implementation, 445

allto_all, 447, 449

allto_all_setup, 447, 449

arbitrary block sparse matrix operations,
104

arbitrary elementwise sparse matrix
operations, 89

Arnoldi algorithm, implementation, 329

Arnoldi routines, selected eigenvalues and
eigenvectors, 329

axes, column and row, 21

B
banded linear solvers

accuracy, 224
algorithms used, 217, 245
choosing an algorithm, 224
numeric stability, 224
setting up data for, 225
with pivoting, 217
without pivoting, 243

basis transformation, 278

bi-conjugate gradient algorithm, 258

BICSTAB algorithm, 259

block cyclic ordering, 515

block cyclic permutations, computation of,
513

block gather utility, 484

block matrix representation, 104

block pentadiagonal systems, 230

block scatter utility, 484

block sparse matrix operations, 104

block tridiagonal systems, 230

block_gather, 484, 487

block_pentadiagfactor and related
routines, 243, 247

block_scatter, 484, 487

block_sparse_mat_gen_matmult, 104, 118

block_sparse_matrix_vectormult, 104, 118

block_sparse_setup, 104, 118

block_tridiag_factor and related routines,
243, 247

blocking, 514

blocking factor, 516

butterfly computations, 354

C
CGS algorithm, 259

CM Fortran/CMSSL interface, 35-42

CMOST versions, 37
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CMSSL library, contents, 2

cmsl - cmf .h, 36
comm_get, 529

comm_send and related routines, 529

comm_set_option, 529

commsetup and related routines, 528, 532

communication compiler, 528
how to use, 530

communication primitives, 435

compiling, 37

complex-to-complex FFT, 354

compute_fe_block_cyclic_perms, 513, 518

conjugate gradient algorithm, 258

consecutive order, 517

cyclic reduction, 221

D
data types supported, 22

deallocate all to all setup, 447, 449

deallocatebanded, 217, 234

deallocatebanded_solve, 243, 247

deallocate_block_sparsesetup, 104, 118

deallocate_comm_setup, 529, 532

deallocate_fastrng, 398, 403, 410-418

deallocate_ftt_setup, 353, 359

deallocategather_setup, 456, 459

deallocategrid_sparse_setup, 129, 141

deallocate_iter_solve, 262

deallocate_ode_rkf_setup, 374

deallocatepart_gathersetup, 503

deallocatepartscatter_setup, 509

deallocatepshift_setup, 437, 439

deallocate_scatter_setup, 463, 466

deallocate_sparse_matvec_setup, 89, 95

deallocate_sparse_vecmat_setup, 89, 95

deallocate_sym_lanczos_setup, 319, 337

deallocatesymtred, 278, 279

deallocate_vec_gather_setup, 471

deallocatevec_scatter_setup, 477

deallocatevp_ng, 398, 403, 418-426

dense simplex, 383

Detailed FFI; 352

differential equations, ordinary, 371

dual connectivity array, 492

E

eigensystem analysis, 275
accuracy, 294
of dense Hermitian matrices, 294
using Jacobi rotations, 304

eigensystem analysis, generalized, 299
accuracy, 299

eigenvalues
accuracy of routine, 285
of real symmetric tridiagonal matrices,

284
selected, using k-step Arnoldi method,

329
selected, using k-step Lanczos method,

309
selected, using Lanczos method, 309

eigenvectors
accuracy of routine, 288
applicability of routine, 289
of real symmetric tridiagonal matrices,

288
performance of routine, 290
selected, using k-step Arnoldi method,

329
selected, using k-step Lanczos method,

309
selected, using Lanczos method, 309

element nodes array, 492

elementwise consecutive order, 517

elementwise sparse matrix operations, 89

example code, 41
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executing CMSSL programs, 37

extract and deposit vector, 480

F
Fast Fourier Transforms. See FFT

Fast RNG, 397
period of, 403

fast_mg, 398, 410-417

fastrng_residue, 404, 410-417

fast_rng_state_field, 404, 410-417

FastGraph, 536

FFIT

bit ordering, 354
bit reversal, 354
complex-to-complex, 354
Detailed, 352
library calls, 352
multidimensional (complex-to-complex),

355
multiple instance (complex-to-complex),

355
optimization (complex-to-complex), 358
Simple, 352
twiddle factors, 354

fft, 352, 359

fft_detailed, 352, 353, 359, 363-369

fft_setup, 352, 359

finite element numbering, 493

Fourier Transform. See FFT

G
gather operation

defined, 456
examples, 457

gather utility, 456

gather, block, 484

gather, partitioned, 502

gather, vector, 469

gathering, 87

Gauss-Jordan system solver, 203, 209-213
stability and performance, 205

Gaussian elimination, 151
numerical stability, 152
with pairwise pivoting, 221

Gaussian elimination, pipelined, 219

gbl_gen_2_norm, 53

gbl_gen_inner_product and related
routines, 46

gen_2_norm, 53

gen_arnoldi and related routines, 329, 337

gen_bandedfactor, 217, 234

gen_banded_solve, 217, 234

gen_gj_invert, 203, 206-209

gen..gj_solve, 203, 209-213

gen_infinity_norm, 80

gen_inner_product and related routines, 46

gen_itersolve and related routines, 262

gen_lu_factor and related routines, 153

gen_mat_block_sparse_mat.mult, 104, 118

gen_mat_grid_sparse_matmult, 129, 141

gen_mat_sparse_matmult, 89, 95

gen_matrix_mult and related routines, 73

gen_matrix_vectormult and related
routines, 62

gen_outerproduct and related routines, 57

gen_pentadiag_factor and related routines,
243, 247

gen_qrfactor and related routines, 184

gen_simplex, 388

gen_tridiag_factor and related routines,
243, 247

gen_vector_matrix_mult and related
routines, 67

generalized eigensystem analysis, 299

generalized minimal residual algoithm, 258

generate.dual, 497

GMRES algorithm, 258
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grid sparse matrix operations, 129

grid sparse matrix representation, 130

grid_sparse_mat_gen_mat_mult, 129, 141

grid_sparse_matrix_vector_mult, 129, 141

grid_sparse_setup, 129, 141

H
header file, 36

histogram, 427, 430-432
how to, 428

histogramjrange, 427, 432-434

Householder transformations, 165

I

ill-conditioned systems, 179

infinity norm, 79

initializefast..mg, 398, 410-417

initialize_vp_rng, 398, 418

inner product, 44

inverse iteration algorithm, 288

iterative solvers, 257

J
Jacobi rotations, 304

Lanczos routines, selected eigenvalues and
eigenvectors, 309

linking, 37

load balancing, 514

look-ahead Lanczos algorithm, 259

LU decomposition, 151

M

man pages, on-line, 41

matrix inversion, 203, 206-208
stability and performance, 205

matrix multiplication, 71

matrix vector multiplication, 61

mesh, unstructured, partitioning of, 491

multiple instances, 25
all-to-all broadcast, 32
Fast Fourier transforms, 32
how to specify, 27
matrix vector multiplication example, 29
polyshift, 32
QR solver example, 30
RNGs, 33

N
NEWS-to-send reordering, 525

newsto_send, 526

numeric stability, 33
definition, 33

L

Lanczos algorithm, 309
convergence properties, 311
data layout requirements, 316, 334
implementation, 309
input arguments and data structures, 310,

330
reverse communication interface, 312,

331

550

0
ode_rkf and related routines, 374

ODEs, 371

on-line examples, 41

on-line man pages, 41

ordinary differential equations, 371

outer product, 56
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P
parallel bisection algorithm, 284

partgather and related routines, 503

part_scatter and related routines, 509

part_vector_gather and related routines,
503

partvectorscatter and related routines,
509

partition_mesh, 497

partitioned gather utility, 502

partitioned scatter utility, 508

partitioning of unstructured mesh, 491

partitioning permutation, 495

pentadiagonal systems, 225

permutation, along an axis, 521

permutations, block cyclic, 513

permute_cm_ matrix_axis_fromfe, 521, 522

pipelined Gaussian elimination, 219

pointers, reordering of, 491, 496

polyshift operation. See PSHIFr

PSHIFT
operation, 436
optimization recommendations, 438

pshift and related routines, 436, 439

pshift_setup, 436, 439

pshift_setup_looped, 436, 439

Q
QMR algorithm, 258

QR factors, 168

QR routines, 165
blocking and load balancing, 174
Householder algorithm, 171
numerical stability, 179
pivoting option, 179

QR state, saving and restoring, 182

quasi-minimal residual algorithm, 258

R
random number generators. See RNG

range histogram, 432-434

reduction to tridiagonal form, 278

reinitializefastrng, 410-417

reinitialize.vp_rng, 418

reorder_pointers, 497

reordering of pointers, 491, 496

restarted GMRES algorithm, 258

restorefast_mgngtemps, 399, 410

restore_vp_rng_temps, 399, 418

reverse communication interface, 312, 331

RNG
alternate-stream checkpointing, 399, 406
checkpointing, 403
Fast, 397
Fast and VP compared, 398
implementation, 399
period of a, 403
safety checkpointing, 399, 405
saving and restoring, 405
state tables, 400-404
VP, 397

Runge-Kutta method, 371

S
sample code, 41

save_fast_rng_temps, 399, 404, 410

save_vp_rng_temps, 399, 404, 418

scatter operation
defined, 463 -
example, 464

scatter utility, 463

scatter, block, 484

scatter, partitioned, 508

scatter, vector, 475

scattering, 87

send-to-NEWS reordering, 525
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send tonews, 526

Simple FFI 352

simplex, 383
algorithm, 383
degeneracy, 386
reinversion, 385
vertices and bases, 384

sparse gather utility, 456

sparse matrices, storage of, 89

sparse matrix operations
arbitrary block, 104
arbitrary elementwise, 89
arbitrary sparse matrices, 85
gathering and scattering, 87
grid, 129
optimization recommendations, 88
storage representations, 86

sparse scatter utility, 463

sparse vector scatter utility, 475

sparse_mat_gen_mat_mult, 89, 95

sparsematvecmult, 89, 95

sparse_matvec_setup, 89, 95

sparse_util gather, 456, 459

sparse_util_gather_setup, 456, 459

sparse_util_scatter, 463, 466

sparse_utilscatter_setup, 463, 466

sparse_util_vec_gather, 471

sparse_util_vec_gather_setup, 471

sparse_util_vec_scatter, 477

sparseutil_vec_scatter_setup, 477

sparsevecmat_mult, 89, 95

sparse_vecmat_setup, 89, 95

stability, definition, 33

statistical analysis, 427-434

substructuring, 221

symjacobi_eigensystem, 304, 305

sym_lanczos and related routines, 309, 319

symtotridiag, 278, 279

symtred, 278, 279

symtred_eigensystem, 294, 295

symtred.geneigensystem, 299, 300

sym.tridiag_eigenvalues, 284, 286

symtridiag_..eigenvectors, 288, 291

T
trace

in communication compiler, 528
in sparse matrix operations, 91, 106

tridlag_to_sym, 278, 279

tridiagonal form, reduction to, 278

tridiagonal systems, 225

twiddle factors for FFT, 354

two-norm, 52

U

unstructured mesh, partitioning of, 491

V
vector gather operation

defined, 469
examples, 469

vector gather utility, 469

vector matrix multiplication, 66

vector move, 480

vector scatter operation
defined, 475
examples, 475

vector_block_sparse_matrix_mult, 104, 118

vector_grid_sparse_matrix_mult, 129, 141

vector_move, 481

vector_move_utils, 481

VP RNG, 397
See also RNG
period of, 403

vp_mrng, 398, 418
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vpjng_residue, 404, 418

vp_rng_..statefeld, 404, 418
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